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ABSTRACT

Bevan, Kirk H. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2008. First Principles Non-equilibrium
Green’s Function Modeling of Vacuum and Oxide Barrier Tunneling. Major Profes-
sor: Supriyo Datta.

Vacuum and oxide barrier electron tunneling phenomena have been studied at

length for several decades. Yet with electron device barrier widths now commonly

measured in atomic units, complex quantum mechanical phenomena such as wave-

function coupling, surface states, and interface bonds have begun to play a pivotal

role. In this context we theoretically examine scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

and magnetic tunnel junction atomic scale devices. Our electron transport methodol-

ogy couples the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism (NEGF) self-consistently

with density functional theory (DFT) to capture high and low bias electron tunneling

in the absence of significant inelastic scattering.

A quantitative physical model is put forward for analyzing STM measurements.

The model is shown to produce quantitative agreement with STM height measure-

ments of styrene chains adsorbed on hydrogen passivated Si(100), significantly better

than the often used Tersoff-Hamann approximation. Current-voltage derived contact

distance between the STM tip and substrate is shown to be a function of the applied

potential profile and semiconductor band gap. Secondly, we examine the STM contact

properties of a molecular resonant tunneling diode on heavily p-type doped Si(100)

and show that negative differential resistance is severely limited by electron charg-

ing, quantum capacitance and contact coupling. This has important implications for

prototyping nanoscale devices with STM current-voltage measurements, where the

operation regime can be limited by the contact quality between the STM tip and

device.
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Subsequently, we address the problem of transferring bulk derived atomic pa-

rameters to thin barriers and interfaces. A straight forward method for extracting

semi-empirical pseudopotentials (SEPs) from real space DFT calculations is detailed.

The transferability of bulk derived Fe and MgO SEPs to Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions

is examined in detail. It is found that though bulk parameters can be optimized to

induce only small interface errors, these errors nonetheless induce unphysical inter-

face potential scattering which adversely affects the tunneling current. However, we

show that SEPs extracted directly from NEGF-DFT calculated Fe/MgO/Fe sandwich

electronic structure calculations are able to accurately capture interface properties.

The results underscore the need for separate device parameter sets for tunnel junction

interface surface states and bulk material regions.



1

1. INTRODUCTION

On December 29th 1959 at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society,

Richard Feynman gave impetus to a new field of endeavor where information is stored

and devices engineered at the atomic scale. In the fifty odd years since, the aptly

named field of nanotechnology has grown by leaps and bounds. There has been

particular interest in the construction and properties of nanoelectronic devices for

computing and sensing applications. A plethora of novel electronic phenomena in-

cluding radiative emission, negative differential resistance, switching, spin flipping

and charge regulation have been observed at atomic dimensions [1–9].

Due to the reduced dimensions, many of the devices under investigation are often

subject to electron tunneling either by design or by way of the chosen measurement

apparatus. Tunneling by design frequently takes place through an introduced oxide

barrier intended to limit current flow or decouple electron-electron interactions be-

tween two materials [8, 9]. When material properties are not well understood novel

prototype devices are often investigated via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

measurements [10] (which inject electrons through a vacuum barrier under an applied

bias). State of the art nanoscale vacuum and oxide barriers are typically no more than

several atomic layers thick [6, 11]. Electron and energy quantization at such reduced

length scales invariably leads to complex effects including wavefunction coupling, sur-

face states, interface bonds, quantum capacitance and electron-electron interactions

that must be accounted for to obtain a quantitative picture of tunneling devices. In

this context we examine two relevant areas of substantial present day technological

interest, hybrid silicon molecular devices and magnetic tunnel junctions.

Hybrid silicon molecular devices are often prototyped through scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy measurements (which introduces the vacuum barrier considerations

discussed above). Silicon serves as the work horse of the modern semiconductor in-
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dustry [12] and there is a great deal of interest in novel hybrid technologies which

might complement existing silicon transistor, memory, sensing and optoelectronics

technology. On the other hand, magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) are constructed of

a thin oxide layer separating two ferromagnetic leads. With state of the art materi-

als, typically iron and magnesium oxide, the parallel magnetic moment alignment of

both leads results in a much higher conductance than anti-parallel alignment. The

conductance differential between the two modes can be employed as a state machine

variable in low power non-volatile memory storage, magnetic sensing, and spin based

computing.

However, the intricacies of device tunneling at the atomic level are far from straight

forward and require a sophisticated modeling approach. The details of our physical

model and computational approach are discussed at length in the next chapter (Chap-

ter 2). In the third chapter a quantitative STM device model is presented and applied

to silicon measurements. Chapter four provides an examination of the self-consistent

limitations of STM device prototyping – special attention is paid to the vacuum

barrier contact properties. In chapter five we address the difficult interface and bar-

rier modeling issues intrinsic to iron magnesium oxide magnetic tunnel junctions, a

semi-empirical tight binding method is compared against density functional theory

calculations. Lastly, the results are summarized and avenues of future work are pro-

posed. Scanning tunneling microscopy measurements and magnetic tunnel junctions

devices are reviewed in this chapter.

1.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Overview

The scanning tunneling microscope has been an indispensable scientific tool since

its inception at IBM Zurich in 1982 [10]. A detailed discussion of the experimental

apparatus and various techniques may be found in the literature [13], this work focuses

upon theoretical modeling. In essence the scanning tunneling microscope operates

by setting a very sharp metallic tip in close proximity to a surface and applying a
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voltage difference between the tip and surface. The distance between the sample and

tip is on the order of 10 Å (or less) and at such short distances a tunneling current

arises under bias. The current is very much dependent upon the distance between

the sample and the tip, with detectible variations in surface height on the order of

0.1 Å. In the first of two STM image generation methods, the tip is held steady

and moved across a surface (Figure 1.1). Since the tip is atomically sharp, atomic

surface corrugations produce detectable variations in the tunneling current between

the tip and the substrate from which atomic scale images may be produced. Likewise

though a piezoelectric current feedback setup one may produce constant current STM

images. In this mode the tip moves across a surface and as it passes across detectable

atomic corrugations in the sample (Figure 1.1) it moves up and down to maintain

a constant current. Additionally, this allows one to measure the height differences

between various surface features. In a final mode distinct from image generation one

may generate what are hereafter termed I(z) plots. In this mode the current I is

measured at a set bias voltage as the tip is pulled away from the sample in what is

termed the z-direction. Here z denotes the axial direction between the tip and sample,

where the x and y axes lie in plane with the sample (see Figure 1.1). An introduction

to general STM theory is presented in the next section.

1.1.1 Basic STM Theory

This section provides an outline of basic tunneling theory. A rigorous non-

equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) [14] approach to calculating the current be-

tween a STM tip and a sample is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. In quantum me-

chanics the one-dimensional time-independent Schrödinger equation is defined as

− ~2

2m

d2

dz2
ψ(z) + U(z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z). (1.1)
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Fig. 1.1. a) A STM image of Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) taken
by Lee and Park at Ron Reifenberger’s Purdue group. b) Cartoon drawing, the
STM tip atoms are marked as grey circles as are the sample surface atoms. The
dashed line between the tip and substrate indicates the tip path for constant height
scanning while the dotted line indicates the path for constant current scanning.
The z-direction is denoted where the sample surface lies in the (x,y) plane.

If one considers a free electron incident against a square potential (Figure 1.2a), the

solution to equation (1.1) is

ψ(z) = ψ(0)e±ikz (1.2)

for E > U , where

k =

√
2m(E − U)

~
. (1.3)
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For E < U the electron is no longer free but may tunnel through the barrier U, the

solution to (1.1) for an electron traveling in the z-direction then becomes

ψ(z) = ψ(0)e−κz, (1.4)

where

κ =

√
2m(U − E)

~
(1.5)

represents the decay of an incident electron wavefunction into the barrier (Figure 1.2b).

There is a finite probability of the electron residing on the other side of the barrier

given by |ψ(0)|2e−2κz. For a condensed matter system we define µS and µT to be the

Fig. 1.2. a) Diagram of a free electron incident on a potential barrier. b)
Diagram of the surface state ψn tunneling through the STM vacuum barrier.

electrochemical potentials of the sample and STM tip respectively. At equilibrium

these two electrochemical potentials are equal and no current flows. An electron in

the sample will tunnel to the tip through a vacuum barrier when a voltage is applied
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and there is a non-equilibrium difference between µT and µS. If the vacuum barrier

height is defined as φ and has width W , then the probability of state ψn in the sample

tunneling into the tip is proportional to

p ∝ |ψn(0)|2e−2κW (1.6)

and,

κ =

√
2mφ

~
= 0.51

√
φ(eV )Å−1. (1.7)

A summation over all electrons tunneling from the surface to the tip provides the

total tunneling current and is limited to the energy range exposed by the applied

voltage V . An occupied state in the sample may only tunnel into an unoccupied

state in the tip and vice versa. The current therefore is proportional to a summation

over all occupied states tunneling between µT and µS

I ∝
µS∑

En=µT

|ψn(0)|2e−2κW . (1.8)

The local density of states (LDOS) at energy E on the sample is a three dimensional

quantity defined as

ρS(x, y, z, E) =
1

ε

µS∑
En=µT−ε

|ψn(x, y, z)|2 (1.9)

which has units of electrons per unit volume per unit energy. Under low bias con-

ditions, such as 50 meV suitable to this simplified STM model, the LDOS may be

regarded to be constant around the sample electrochemical potential leading to a

simplified expression for the tunneling current

I(x, y) ∝ V ρS(x, y, 0, µS)e−2κW . (1.10)
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We consider the LDOS at z=0 on the sample (Figure 1.2b). The LDOS varies with

the electron cloud around individual surface atoms and therefore so does the tun-

neling current, thereby giving rise to STM images in the (x,y) plane as shown in

Figure 1.1a. Typical STM tunneling currents range from 10nA to 1pA. The Tersoff-

Hamann approximation, provided in detail in Appendix A, arrives through a more

rigorous argument at essentially the same result

I(x, y) ∝
µS∑

En=µT

|ψn(x, y, z = W )|2. (1.11)

which states that the current is proportional to the sum over the surface LDOS in

the bias range at the tip apex atom position z = W . Towards the end of Chapter 3

the validity of the commonly used Tersoff-Hamann approximation is discussed. Now

let us touch upon the more advanced atomistic STM modeling applied in this work.

1.1.2 Applications and Motivation

As technology continues to advance towards atomic dimensions scanning tunneling

microscopy is increasingly utilized in the study of devices on this scale. Various effects

including radiative emission, negative differential resistance, switching, and charge

regulation have been observed at atomic dimensions [1–5]. There is a strong need

to characterize distance dependent bonding properties between a proto-device and

a scanning tunneling microscope tip during current-voltage measurements [6]. This

is rooted in the desire to properly evaluate device performance, since STM current

measurements can differ by several orders of magnitude depending on the distance

between the tip and sample.

On silicon this is a rather daunting task where surface reconstruction, band bend-

ing, self-consistent electronic level corrections to molecular adsorbates, and the po-

larization of surface states by an applied electric field can influence STM measure-

ments [15–18]. A detailed understanding of atomic contact properties is required
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as we push towards more exotic devices interfaced with silicon [2, 3, 5]. Height and

current-voltage measurements on Si(100) include a broad range of hydrocarbons such

as C2H4, C2H2, styrene, benzene, diphenyl, and cyclopentene [2,5,6,19–25]. In many

cases the molecular sample appears only as a fraction of its geometric height above

the substrate and it is not always clear what role is played by the applied bias. In

other instances the sample can even appear darker than the substrate [19, 22] which

can be misinterpreted to imply that the sample is located inside or even below the

substrate. In this work we show that a proper self-consistent non-equilibrium Green’s

function density functional theory (NEGF-DFT) model and a detailed understanding

of the electronic structure band gap are required to fully capture molecular STM

heights on silicon.

Subsequently, we examine the self-consistent limitations of device prototyping via

scanning tunneling microscopy. We investigate in detail the non-equilibrium condi-

tions which are likely to produce molecular resonant negative differential resistance

(NDR) on p-type Si(100) [6,16]. The discussion is divided into two parts. Firstly, we

discuss STM distance dependence and its relation to p-type resonant NDR. It is shown

that under high bias conditions electron tunneling is dominated by tunneling near the

top of the vacuum barrier thereby preventing resonant NDR at large STM imaging

distances. Secondly, we discuss the self-consistent bias profile and its effect on p-type

NDR. It is shown that molecular charging effects may prevent the highest occupied

molecular orbital from passing the silicon electrochemical potential (though bistable

effects beyond the self-consistent NEGF-DFT method cannot be ruled out [9]). The

charging energy and quantum capacitance of small devices is such that electron ad-

dition and extraction can be made exceedingly difficult when the STM tip coupling

is much weaker than that of the substrate.
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1.2 Magnetic Tunnel Junction Overview

Tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR), first described by Julliere in 1975 [26], arises

when two magnetic metals are separated by a thin oxide barrier. Due to the ferro-

magnetic nature of the contacts, the oxide barrier tunneling current is dependent

upon the up and down spin electron density of states in each contact. Typically

when the magnetic moments of the two leads are aligned in the same direction the

tunneling conductance is higher than when the magnetic moments are aligned in

opposite directions, resulting in the descriptive “tunneling magnetoresistance” termi-

nology. The two configurations are referred to as parallel (P) and anti-parallel (AP)

alignment. The MTJ device figure of merit is the TMR ratio which is defined as

TMR = (IP − IAP )/IAP , where IP is the parallel current and IAP is the antiparallel

current [27].

In the defining circa 1975 demonstration, Julliere measured a TMR ratio of 14%

through Fe/Ge/Co junctions at 4 K. However, the first work on TMR occurred some

years before in 1972 on granular Ni-SiO2 thin films [28]. The field languished for

quite some time until a 1982 study by Maekawa and Gafvert of Ni-NiO-Ni, Co, and

Fe junctions [29]. Nevertheless, the results remained esoteric and outside the realm

of device engineering, because of the low temperatures required and the considerable

technical difficulty associated with thin films materials growth and deposition. Yet as

fabrication technology progressed, interest resurged in 1995 with published reports of

TMR values of 12% through CoFe/Al2O3/Co [30,31] and 18% through Fe/Al2O3/Fe

[32] junctions. These newer room temperature MTJs all employed amorphous Al2O3

insulating barriers and through special control of growth parameters TMR values as

high as 70 % have been achieved [33].

At present the primary focus of MTJ device research is in the form of non-volatile

magnetic random access memory (MRAM), which could in principle produce much

higher write speeds and storage density [34] than conventional transistor technology.

Despite the success of room temperature Al2O3 MTJs, reliable high speed MRAM
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applications are limited by the relatively small readout signal offered by Al2O3 junc-

tions [35]. However, as early as 1999 more promising spin spin filtering Fe/MgO/Fe

tunnel junctions with TMR values in excess of 5000% were proposed through insight-

ful first-principles atomistic calculations [36–39]. Following on the heels of the the-

oretical predictions, room temperature TMR values of approximately 200% through

epitaxial Fe/MgO/Fe junctions were reported [40, 41]. More recently magnetoresis-

tance in excess of 400% was demonstrated through Co/MgO/Co tunnel junctions [42].

The noted difference between theoretical predictions and experimental observations is

believed to be due to the presence of Fe-O layers at the interface [38] and crystalline

defects within the barrier [43]. With ever increasing reported values of TMR the

potential for MTJ technology seems quite promising as research efforts continue.

The enhanced magnetoresistance of MgO junctions is determined by a complex

interplay between the band structure of the contacts, contact interface states, and the

crystalline barrier band structure [36–39, 44]. When the barrier length is measured

in atomic layers, a truly atomistic model is required to properly capture the decay of

incident electrons – this is addressed at length in Chapter 5. However, the operation

of Al2O3 ferromagnetic tunneling junctions can be understood quite simply following

the original model suggested by Julliere [26] as discussed in the next section.

1.2.1 Basic TMR Theory

Magnetic tunnel junctions operate under the same basic principles as the STM

system described in Section 1.1.1 (see Figure 1.2). However, in this case the probabil-

ity of tunneling is determined by the barrier width and the position of the injecting

contact electrochemical potential below the insulator conduction band. There is no

physical potential barrier in this case, as with a vacuum barrier, states are forbid-

den in the band gap region and therefore must tunnel in order to propagate into the
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second contact. The decay rate of an incident wave function inside the barrier is

approximately given by (see Eq. 1.4),

ψ(z) = ψ(0)e−κz, (1.12)

where κ =
√

2m∗(Ec − E)/~ , Ec is the insulator conduction band minimum and

m∗ is the effective mass of the barrier. Although it is important to note that we are

considering a simple amorphous Al2O3 type barrier and the decay rate of electrons

in a perfect crystalline barrier (such as MgO) can be much more complex [37].

Fig. 1.3. Diagram of the Julliere MTJ model taken from reference [27]. DOS
for a Fe magnetic tunnel junction in the parallel configuration is shown in a). The
left (L) contact majority/minority spin DOS injects current into the right (R)
contact majority/minority spin DOS. DOS for a Fe magnetic tunnel junction in the
antiparallel configuration is shown in b). The left (L) contact majority/minority
spin DOS injects current into the right (R) contact minority/majority spin DOS.
The electrochemical potential (Fermi energy) is indicated by EF .

Additionally, the use of ferromagnetic contacts means that tunneling spin up and

spin down electrons posses orthogonal spinor wavefunctions and must be counted

separately. Spin up electrons can only tunnel into spin up bands and spin down
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electrons can only tunnel into spin down bands. However, determining the incident

eigenstates which contribute most to the tunneling current is non-trivial. Therefore,

one often assumes that the tunneling current depends on the up and down spin density

of states (DOS) in each contact. Let us define ρ↑L,R to be the left/right contact up

spin density of states and ρ↓L,R to be the left/right contact down spin density of states

at the electrochemical potential. The two spin channels contribute separately to the

total current and in the parallel (P) configuration the tunneling current (in the low

bias limit) is given by,

IP = I↑↑ + I↓↓ ∝ ρ↑Lρ
↑
R + ρ↓Lρ

↓
R (1.13)

where I↑↑ is the up spin (majority) electron tunneling current and I↓↓ is the down spin

(minority) electron tunneling current (see Figure 1.3a). Recall, in the parallel config-

uration the magnetic moments of each lead are aligned. However, in the antiparallel

configuration the magnetic moments of each lead are oppositely aligned. Meaning,

the up spin (majority) oriented electrons in the left contact now have the same ori-

entation (or spinor wave function) as the down spin (minority) oriented electrons in

the right contact (see Figure 1.3b). Therefore one half of the total antiparallel (AP)

current consists of electron injection from the left contact majority density of states

into the right contact minority density of states (and vice versa),

IAP = I↑↓ + I↓↑ ∝ ρ↑Lρ
↓
R + ρ↓Lρ

↑
R. (1.14)

Recalling the TMR definition introduced earlier, TMR = (IP − IAP )/IAP , we can

define the spin polarization of the contacts as

PL,R =
ρ↑L,R − ρ↓L,R

ρ↑L,R + ρ↓L,R

(1.15)
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and reformulate the TMR ratio as

TMR =
2PLPR

1− PLPR

. (1.16)

In the case of Fe, Co and Ni leads the measured spin polarizations [45] are 44 %, 34 %

and 11 % respectively; the above Julliere model therefore predicts TMR values of 48

%, 26 %, and 1 % respectively (which lies qualitatively close to measured experimental

values TMR [46–50]). The central assumption of this model is that all electrons at

the Fermi energy have the same transmission probability. This model provides a

simple picture of spin dependent tunneling through amorphous barriers, however more

sophisticated atomistic models are required to capture tunneling through crystalline

MgO type barriers [37,44].

1.2.2 Applications and Motivation

Substantial theoretical and experimental effort has been expended over the last

decade to better understand magnetic tunnel junctions both at the fundamental phys-

ical level [27] and at the device engineering scale [34]. As Moore’s law begins to

slow [51], MTJs hold particular promise for the realization of spin based low power

and high speed computing architectures [35]. With ever higher observations of in-

creased tunneling magnetoresistance [42], allowing for ever more sensitive and robust

devices [52], MTJs are poised to revolutionize memory, magnetic sensors and logic

technology.

State of the art density functional theory calculations [37], have lead to experi-

mental TMR measurements on the order of several hundred percent in MgO mag-

netic tunnel junctions [40–42]. However, MTJ density functional calculations are

computationally time consuming and do not scale well with increasing system size.

The calculation convergence time can be prodigious [53, 54] due to the additional

spin degree of freedom. Therefore, we detail a straight forward method to extract

semi-empirical pseudopotentials [55] (SEPs) from real space DFT localized basis set
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calculations. The SEP approximation removes the need for a self-consistent conver-

gence loop, while in principle maintaining the accuracy of full DFT calculations, and

therefore allows for the study of much larger device systems.

The method is applied to bulk iron and bulk magnesium oxide, band structure

agreement to an accuracy better than 0.1 eV is obtained with the local spin density

approximation (LSDA). Subsequently we investigate the transferability of the bulk

derived SEPs to the Fe/MgO interface. It is found that bulk SEPs transfer poorly and

are not able to capture the complex interface TMR characteristics of MgO barriers

sandwiched between Fe leads. However, we have found that SEPs extracted directly

from the LSDA calculated Fe/MgO/Fe sandwich electronic structure calculations are

able to accurately capture interface properties. The results show that special care

should be taken when applying bulk derived semi-empirical tight binding parameters

to magnetic tunnel junction device simulations. In particular the results underscore

the need for separate parameter sets for the magnetic tunnel junction interface and

bulk material regions.
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2. METHOD

In this chapter we discuss the electron transport and electronic structure theory ap-

plied in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Firstly, we detail the adopted electronic structure

method in the context of density functional theory (DFT). Then, in the second sec-

tion, we outline the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) technique for modeling

electron transport through a nanoscale device (in our approach the tunneling region

is treated as part of the device). Lastly, we extend the density functional theory and

non-equilibrium Green’s function methods to collinear spin polarized calculations.

2.1 Model Hamiltonian

Producing a computational model Hamiltonian for an atomic system involves

many subtle and complex numerical and physical considerations. For the purposes

of this study, as discussed in Section 2.1.1, we have employed a local atomic orbital

representation to capture the electron eigenstates – an approach which turns out to

be ideal for NEGF electron transport calculations. However, capturing the electronic

and nuclear interactions involves a real space formulation of the system Hamiltonian

and we cover these aspects in Section 2.1.2. Lastly, in Section 2.1.3, the discussion

turns to the complexities of constructing an accurate and predictive local atomic

orbital basis set.

2.1.1 Local Atomic Orbital Hamiltonian Matrix Representation

To model the transport system of interest a local atomic orbital basis is applied.

One may represent, to relatively high accuracy, the electronic structure of a group

of atoms through a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). Atomic orbitals
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are centered in real space on each atom in the system, this provides for a matrix

representation of the single electron time independent Hamiltonian [56]. That is, let

U(~r) represent the combined nuclear and electronic potentials of the system and ψi

be an eigenstate, then the Schrödinger equation is

Ĥ|ψi〉 =

[
− ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+ U(~r)

]
|ψi〉 = Ei|ψi〉. (2.1)

Any eigenstate may be represented as a linear combination of local atomic orbitals,

|ψi〉 =
∑

j cij|φj〉, from which we arrive at the atomic orbital representation

[
− ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+ U(~r)

]∑
j

cij|φj〉 = Ei

∑
j

cij|φj〉. (2.2)

Atomic orbitals on different atomic sites are non-orthogonal hence the latter equation

has an has an overall matrix form
H00 H01 ... H0N

H10 H11 ... H1N

...
...

. . .
...

HN0 HN1 ... HNN




ci0

ci1
...

ciN

 = Ei


S00 S01 ... S0N

S10 S11 ... S1N

...
...

. . .
...

SN0 SN1 ... SNN




ci0

ci1
...

ciN

 , (2.3)

where Hmn = 〈φm|Ĥ|φn〉 is an element in the Hamiltonian matrix and Smn = 〈φm|φn〉

is an element in the overlap matrix. Importantly, the above matrix equation must

be solved self-consistently since the electronic portion of U(~r) is a functional of the

electron density ρ(~r) and ρ(~r) =
∑

i,occ |ψi(~r)|2 is obtained by summing over the

occupied eigenstates. Note the density matrix elements are given by [ρ(~r)]mn =∑
i,occ cimc

∗
in. Self-consistent iterations are continued until the electron density and

the Hamiltonian are in agreement. We perform these calculations within density

functional theory [57], a well tested and much used single-particle theory.

In the event that the physical system is periodic, as with bulk materials such

as silicon, the Hamiltonian is then also periodic. The electronic potential resulting
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from a crystalline repetition of atoms gives rise to a modified subspace in which

electrons move with momentum determined by shape of the electronic and nuclear

potentials. Due to this periodicity the Hamiltonian can be represented by discrete

Fourier transforms in momentum space (or k-space as it is often referred to in the

literature [58]). If we define a unit cell to be the smallest atomic periodic dimension of

the crystal structure, then the k-space Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are defined

as

[H(~k)] =


H00(~k) H01(~k) ... H0N(~k)

H10(~k) H11(~k) ... H1N(~k)
...

...
. . .

...

HN0(~k) HN1(~k) ... HNN(~k)

 , (2.4)

[S(~k)] =


S00(~k) S01(~k) ... S0N(~k)

S10(~k) S11(~k) ... S1N(~k)
...

...
. . .

...

SN0(~k) SN1(~k) ... SNN(~k)

 , (2.5)

where each unit cell contains N basis orbitals to describe the electron density. The

real space Hamiltonian is related to the k-space Hamiltonian by the discrete Fourier

transform,

[H(~rβ − ~rα)] =
1

Nk

∑
~k

[H(~k)]ei~k·(~rβ−~rα) (2.6)

[S(~rβ − ~rα)] =
1

Nk

∑
~k

[S(~k)]ei~k·(~rβ−~rα) (2.7)

where ~rα = ~rβ defines the onsite real space Hamiltonian of unit cell α and ~rα 6= ~rβ

defines the coupling between unit cells α and β (Nk is the number of k-points used
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to sample the crystal band structure [58]). Likewise we can can transform from real

space to k-space via,

[H(~k)] =
∑
~rβ

[H(~rβ − ~rα)]e−i~k·(~rβ−~rα) (2.8)

[S(~k)] =
∑
~rβ

[S(~rβ − ~rα)]e−i~k·(~rβ−~rα). (2.9)

The coupling between unit cells ~rα 6= ~rβ decays exponentially with distance, so the

above sum may be truncated at a finite distance (usually this is about 10 Å). With

this approach we can solve for the charge density of a unit cell by diagonalizing

the NxN Hamiltonian and overlap matrices at each sampled k-point (avoiding the

problem of infinite matrices). To obtain the real space density matrix we first obtain

the density matrix at each k-point ([ρ(~k)]mn =
∑

i,occ c(
~k)imc(

~k)∗in) by diagonalizing

the Hamiltonian. We then Fourier transform these values to obtain the real space

charge density matrix

[ρ(~rβ − ~rα)] =
1

Nk

∑
~k

[ρ(~k)]ei~k·(~rβ−~rα). (2.10)

The self-consistently requirement between the system potential and the electron den-

sity, when solving for the converged Hamiltonian eigenstates, also applies to periodic

systems.

It is important to note that the discrete Fourier transform k-vectors discussed

above are confined to the material Brillouin zone. For a system that is periodic in

three dimensions, let us define the cartesian vectors which describe the unit cell as

~v1, ~v2 and ~v3 (such that ~rα = N1~v1 +N2~v2 +N3~v3 for integers N1, N2 and N3). Then

the reciprocal k-space vectors which define the edges of the Brillouin zone are:

~k1 =
2π(~v2 × ~v3)

~v1 · (~v2 × ~v3)
, ~k2 =

2π(~v3 × ~v1)

~v2 · (~v3 × ~v1)
, ~k3 =

2π(~v1 × ~v2)

~v3 · (~v1 × ~v2)
. (2.11)
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The Brillouin zone discrete Fourier transform k-space summation is then confined to

vectors of the form

~k = n1
~k1 + n2

~k2 + n3
~k3 (2.12)

where 0 ≤ n1,2,3 ≤ 1. The same principle applies to systems with two-dimensional

and one-dimensional periodicity where the number of reciprocal vectors are reduced

to two and one respectively (for further details consult reference [14]). Generally,

when simulating semiconductors and insulators we can use a few dozen k-points to

obtain a converged density matrix. However, with metals many more k-points might

be required to arrive at a converged density matrix. Despite the fact that some

systems require a large number of k-points to converge, computation time does not

necessarily increase prohibitively because matrix diagonalization can be farmed out

in parallel across many processors.

2.1.2 Nuclear and Electronic Potentials

In our calculations we reformulate the core electrons (close to the nucleus) and

nuclear potential into a unified pseudopotential [57]. By making this approximation

we only have to consider the valance electrons, which participate in bonding and

conduction, in our self-consistent electronic structure calculations. Since less electrons

results in fewer eigenfunctions, one is therefore able to employ a reduced basis set to

accurately capture the electron density.1 The modified pseudopotential Hamiltonian

is [59],

Ĥ = − ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+
∑

I

V̂ PS
I + V H(~r) + V XC(~r) (2.13)

1Diagonalization computation time of the Hamiltonian in the self consistent loop scales as N3, where
N is the number of electronic basis functions.
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where I is the atom index, V̂ PS
I is the pseudopotential operator of a given atomic

species, V H is the Hartree potential and V XC is the exchange-correlation potential.

The pseudopotential may be further expanded into local and non-local terms following

the Kleinman and Bylander (KB) [60] prescription,

V̂ PS = Vlocal(r) + V̂ KB (2.14)

where Vlocal is the local term and V̂ KB is the non-local term (see reference [57] for a

detailed discussion).

In order to extinguish the long range nature of Vlocal(r), and thereby shorten the

calculation time by reducing the matrix size, we screen it with the Hartree potential

of the isolated atom. This is done by populating the atomic basis orbitals of each

atom in the Hamiltonian as though they are neutral and isolated. After populating

the orbitals of an isolated atom it has a charge distribution of ρatom
I (r) and a Hartree

(Poisson) potential of V atom
I (r). If we define a basis of finite extent with cutoff radius

rc, then the summation of the two potentials V NA
I (r) = Vlocal(r) + V atom

I (r) which

we call the neutral atom (NA) potential also has a cut off of rc (and is zero beyond

this radius). Basis sets of finite extent are discussed in the next subsection. The final

expression for the Hamiltonian reads as,

Ĥ = − ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+
∑

I

V̂ KB
I +

∑
I

V NA
I (~r) + δV H(~r) + V XC(~r). (2.15)

By including V atom
I (r) in V NA

I (r) we have modified the Hartree term. Where now we

need only compute the Hartree potential, δV H(~r), for the total self-consistent charge

density, ρ(~r), less the charge density contribution of the neutral atoms
∑

I ρ
atom
I (r).

The matrix elements of the first two Hamiltonian terms are calculated by means of
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reciprocal space two center integrals [59]. The remaining terms are calculated on a

real space grid. The Hartree potential is obtained from Poisson’s equation,

∇2δV H(~r) = −4πδρ(~r), (2.16)

where δρ(~r) = ρ(~r) −
∑

I ρ
atom
I (r) and is efficiently solved by means of fast Fourier

transforms.

The exchange-correlation term is solved through either the local density approx-

imation or the general gradient approximation (both of which are density functional

theory methods [61]). Importantly, within density functional theory there is an

exchange-correlation potential error that results in an underestimation of the band

gap [57] in semiconductors and insulators (this includes oxides). For example, the

local density approximation (LDA) tends to predict a bulk silicon band gap of 0.5

eV and the general gradient approximation predicts a band gap of 0.8 eV where the

experimental bulk silicon band gap is approximately 1.1 eV. The main physical in-

tuition behind the local density approximation, which is used for the majority of the

results reported in subsequent chapters, is to define an effective positive correlation

”hole” around each electron due to the repulsive force between an electron and the

sea electrons which surround it in a bulk material. If we assume the hole, created by

an electron pushing at the electrons around it, to be a positive sphere of radius r0,

then the total charge in that sphere must be equal in magnitude to the that of an

electron [14],

ρ(~r)
4πr3

0

3
= 1 → ro = [

4π

3
ρ(~r)]−1/3. (2.17)
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Thus the LDA exchange-correlation potential then can be viewed as the potential felt

at the center of the hole with radius r0

V XC(~r) =
−q2

4πε0r0
=
−q2

4πε0
C[ρ(~r)]1/3 (2.18)

where C is a constant on the order of 1 derived by more a more rigorous treat-

ment but the physical intuition remains the same [62]. Surprisingly, LDA has been

very successful in describing the band structure of both magnetic and non-magnetic

bulk metals. Apart from the band gap error mentioned, it also produces accurate

band structure results for semiconducting and insulating systems. It is very accu-

rate, within a few percent of experimental values, in matching optimized molecular

and crystal bond lengths and angles [61]. Further details regarding the calculation

procedures, including atomic force calculations, are provided in the Siesta [59] and

Matdcal [54] references (both software implementations apply the Hamiltonian for-

mulation described above).

Lastly, some general notes on the calculation notation used (derived from Siesta).

An energy grid resolution defined in terms Rydbergs can be related to the real space

grid resolution ∆x in Bohrs by Ecut = (π/∆x)2. As well, the k-space sampling grid

resolution can be defined in Bohr. The k-space cutoff kcut, defines the radius of the

supercell required to obtain the same sampling precision with a single k-point. So for

a three dimensional bulk periodic cubic unit cell with cartesian translation vectors of

length 5 Bohr on each side, a 13 Bohr k-grid cutoff defines a 6x6x6 k-point sampling

grid within the Brillouin zone (taking the ceiling integer value of the division of the

unit cell length into twice the k-grid cutoff radius).

2.1.3 Basis Functions

In our calculations we use a basis set comprised of atomic orbitals entered on each

atomic species to represent the system wavefunction. Important quantities derived

from electronic structure calculations such as the band structure, bond lengths, and
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the electrochemical potential are strongly dependent upon the accuracy of the basis

set. Generally speaking, if one were to use a mathematically complete atomic basis,

for example plane waves with wavevectors ranging from zero up to infinity [63], one

could arrive at an extremely accurate density matrix describing the properties of the

system. But in general the aforementioned quantities can be accurately represented by

a sparse basis set, as is the case for the tunneling systems investigated in this work.

Furthermore, calculation time (attributed to matrix inversion and diagonalization)

scales as N3, where N is the size of the basis, so it is imperative to use as small a

basis as possible.

The sparse basis sets applied in this work are referred to in the literature as single-

ζ (SZ), single-ζ polarized (SZP) and double-ζ polarized (DZP). Where a single-ζ basis

set uses one orbital from each valance electron. For example silicon has s and p valance

electrons and the single-ζ silicon basis set includes one s-orbital and three p-orbitals

(one for each angular momentum px, py and pz). A single-ζ polarized basis set adds

the next highest unoccupied atomic orbital to the basis set, so for the previous silicon

example we would include all five d-orbitals as well (dxy, dxz, dyz, dx2−y2 and dz2).

Finally, the double-ζ polarized set doubles the number of valance electron orbitals and

includes the first unoccupied atomic orbital, in the case of silicon the would result in

two s-orbitals, six p-orbitals, and five d orbitals.

Special optimization steps must be taken to arrive at a suitable set of atomic

orbitals that accurately represent the electronic structure of a system. To arrive at

an optimized orbital we place an isolated atomic pseudopotential [57] in confining a

spherical potential of the form [64],

Vc(r) =


V0

(
e−(rc−ri)/(r−ri)/(rc − r)

)
ri ≤ r ≤ rc

0 r < ri

∞ r > rc

(2.19)

where ri defines the start of the confining potential, rc is the point at which the

confining potential rises to infinity thereby forcing the atomic wavefunction to zero,
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Fig. 2.1. Optimization of an atomic basis set through a spherical confining
potential. The right hand y-axis corresponds to the confining potential shown as
a dashed blue line rising to infinity at the cut off radius of 6 Bohr. The left hand
axis y-axis shows the normalized silicon p-orbital wavefunction confined in solid
black. The dotted line is the free atomic silicon p-orbital without any confinement
potential.

and V0 is a positive number determining the rising slope of the potential. We include

this potential in the pseudopotential (V ps
l (r)) Hamiltonian of an isolated atom,

[
− 1

2r

d2

dr2
r +

l(l + 1)

2r2
+ V ps

l (r) + Vc(r) + V H(r) + V XC(r)

]
ψln(r) = εlnψln(r)

(2.20)

and solve for the radial wavefunction ψln(r) with angular momentum l and atomic

orbital shell n (where l=(0,1,2,3) are the (s,p,d,f) orbitals respectively and l < n; n

is limited to the valance electrons and the first unoccupied atomic orbital). For

each angular momentum we optimize Vc to replicate the confinement potential that

an atom experiences when introduced into a bulk, surface, or molecular bonding

configuration. Furthermore we are able to optimize the charge of the isolated atom

to approximate ionic bonding and charge transfer.
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In a single-ζ basis set we simply multiply the confined valance electron wavefuc-

tions ψln(r), obtained from Eq. (2.20), by the spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ). For

example when simulating silicon, this is obtained by solving for the confined ψln(r)

wave functions in the n = 3 atomic shell possessing angular momentum l = 0 and

l = 1 (the s and p orbitals respectively). In a double-ζ basis set there is one further

parameter, namely the radius at which we split the confined atomic wavefunction ar-

rived at using the above prescription into two radial ζ-functions. The first-ζ orbital,

φ1ζ
l (r), is simply equal to ψln(r) obtained from the confinement potential Vc(r). The

second-ζ orbital is defined as,

φ2ζ
l (r) = φ1ζ

l (r)− φl (2.21)

φl(r) =

 rl(a− br2) r < rs

ψln(r) r ≥ rs

(2.22)

where a and b are determined by continuity of the wavefunction slope and value at

rs which defines the cutoff radius of the second-ζ orbital – this is always less than

that of the first-ζ orbital (rs < rc) . In a polarized basis set, either single-ζ polarized

or double-ζ polarized, we also confine the first unoccupied atomic atomic orbital.

For the silicon example discussed above, we add a polarization orbital by solving for

ψln(r) in the n = 3 atomic shell possessing angular momentum l = 2 (d-orbital).

In this work the basis orbitals are optimized to arrive at the lowest possible total

energy for a given system by varying the above cutoff and confinement parameters.

However, the Fermi energy and band gap (for semiconductors and insulators) may also

play a role in the optimization procedure. For example with bulk silicon, it is possible

to ”overcome” the DFT band gap underestimation by contracting, or localizing, the

d-orbitals. However, a basis which is suitable for transmission calculations may not

necessarily be applied to atomic structure geometry optimization (which depends

on total energy minimization). In subsequent chapters the basis set approximations
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applied, with respect to atomic structure optimization and transmission calculations,

are detailed.

2.2 Modeling via Non-Equilibrium Green’s Functions

In essence the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism [14] allows one to ap-

proximate the interactions of a larger bulk system with a finite device both in and

out of equilibrium. The method can be applied to determine the voltage drop and

electron current through an atomic system subject to a bias voltage. Furthermore,

the non-equilibrium phenomenon of electron tunneling between two contacts through

a device can be accurately modeled in this manner (see Figure 1.2b).

2.2.1 Self-Energy and Current Flow

As stated earlier, the NEGF formalism allows one to model interactions between

a larger bulk system and a finite device both in and out of equilibrium. To do this we

make use of a many-body concept known as the self-energy. The self-energy partitions

a finite device from an infinite bulk region, such that the retarded Green’s function

of a device may be written as

Gd(E) = [(E + iη)Sd −Hd − Σd(E)]−1 , (2.23)

where Σd(E) is the self-energy, Sd is the device overlap matrix, Hd the device Hamil-

tonian matrix and η is a small positive constant – this equation only holds for a

localized basis set. Let us assume we have a device connected to an infinite bulk

contact. Therefore, the Hamiltonian [H], overlap [S] matrices and Green’s function

for the entire system may be written as

[H] =

Hd Hdc

Hcd Hc

 , [S] =

Sd Sdc

Scd Sc

 , [G(E)] =

Gd(E) Gdc(E)

Gcd(E) Gc(E)

 , (2.24)
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where Hc is the contact Hamiltonian matrix, Sc is the contact overlap matrix, and

Hdc = H†
cd and Sdc = S†cd are coupling matrices between the device and contact. Now

starting from

[(E + iη)S −H]G(E) = [I], (2.25)

by straight forward matrix algebra we can arrive at expression for the self-energy

Σd(E) = τdcGc(E)τ †dc, (2.26)

where τdc = [(E + iη)Sdc−Hdc]. In this manner we are able to work with matrices of

the same size as the device and capture interactions with the bulk region. However,

the contact Green’s function Gc(E) is a semi-infinite matrix and must be inverted

using the recursive Fourier method outlined in Appendix B.

Fig. 2.2. a) Diagram of a device coupled to left (L) and right (R) semi-infinite
bulk contacts. b) Flow chart diagram of the NEGF-DFT self-consistent cycle.
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Likewise self-energies can be introduced for the two contact system giving

Gd(E) = [(E + iη)Sd −Hd − ΣLd(E)− ΣRd(E)]−1 (2.27)

ΣRd(E) = τRd(E)GR(E)τ †Rd(E) (2.28)

ΣLd(E) = τ †Ld(E)GL(E)τLd(E) (2.29)

τLd,Rd(E) = [(E + iη)SLd,Rd(~k)−HLd,Rd(~k)] (2.30)

where left (L) and right (R) bulk contacts are included (see Figure 2.2a). When

building a NEGF model of an atomic system, the device region is always partitioned

to contain a few atomic layers from both bulk contacts. Under equilibrium conditions

the density matrix [ρ] in the device is calculated as an integral over all occupied states

[ρ] =
1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
Ad(E)f(E − µ)dE, (2.31)

where Ad(E) = i(Gd−G†
d) is the spectral function and is composed of the imaginary

part of the device Green’s function and we have multiplied by 2 to count spin de-

generacy. Note the real-space representation of the density matrix ρ(~r) is related to

the matrix representation [ρ] by ρ(~r) =
∑

m,n ρmnφm(~r)φ∗n(~r) (see Section 2.1.1). The

density of states (DOS) for the device can be extracted from the spectral function,

such that

DOS(E) =
1

π
trace [Ad(E)Sd] . (2.32)

The projected density of states (PDOS) for a set of atomic orbitals, from index m

through to index n, centered on a section of the device is calculated as

PDOS(E) =
1

π

n∑
i=m

[Ad(E)Sd]ii, (2.33)

where m ≤ n ≤ N and N is the total number of device orbitals.
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When the device is biased out of equilibrium the fermi-occupations of each contact

must be included when calculating the device electron density, such that

[ρ] =
1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
(AL(E)f(E − µL) + AR(E)f(E − µR)) dE, (2.34)

where AL the left contact spectral function, AR the right contact spectral function

and the Fermi function is defined as

f(E − µ) =
1

1 + e(E−µ)/kBT
. (2.35)

The contact spectral functions are defined as,

AL = GdΓLG
†
d (2.36)

AR = GdΓRG
†
d (2.37)

where ΓL,R = i(ΣLd,Rd − Σ†
Ld,Rd) are the broadening functions of the left/right bulk

contacts respectively. Note that the non-equilibrium spectral function integral re-

duces to the equilibrium spectral function integral when µL = µR. Thus, if we wish

to determine the non-equilibirum electron density the self-consistent cycle must be

modified as shown in Figure 2.2b. Rather than diagonalizing the Hamiltonian at each

step in the self-consistent loop to obtain the eigenfunctions and thereby the electron

density, as detailed in Section 2.1.1, one must solve of the device Green’s function at

many energy points and then integrate over energy to obtain the density matrix.

Finally, the transmission T through the device region at a given energy is defined

as

T (E) = trace
[
ΓLGdΓRG

†
d

]
. (2.38)
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The total current between the non-equilibrium electrochemical potentials µS and µT

is given by

I =
2q

h

∫ ∞

−∞
T (E)[f(E − µL)− f(E − µR)]dE. (2.39)

where we have multiplied by 2 to include spin degeneracy. The expression for current,

in units of Amperes, is simply an energy integral over the transmission spectrum

bordered by the sample and tip Fermi functions.

In the event that we are dealing with a system that is periodic in the (x, y) plane,

perpendicular to the z-direction of transport, the above equations must be solved in

k-space. This is the case when examining transport through two dimensional surfaces

(which is the focus of the tunneling work in this thesis). The Hamiltonian and overlap

matrices transform to k-space in the same manner as shown in Section 2.1.1, with the

exception that the k-vector is now limited to the (kx, ky) plane. The transmission and

density of states can be solved in k-space without transforming back to real space by

averaging over all k-points,

T (E) =
1

Nk

∑
~k

trace
[
ΓS(~k)Gd(~k)ΓT (~k)G†

d(
~k)
]

(2.40)

and

DOS(E) =
1

Nk

∑
~k

1

π
trace

[
Ad(~k)Sd(~k)

]
, (2.41)

where Nk is the number of k-points sampled in the (x, y) unit cell Brillouin zone.

However, in order to calculate the exchange-correlation and Hartree potentials on a

real space grid, the density matrix must be transformed back to real space in the

self-consistent NEGF-DFT loop. That is,

[ρ(~rβ − ~rα)] =
1

Nk

∑
~k

[ρ(~k)]ei~k·(~rβ−~rα) (2.42)
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where ~rα = ~rβ defines the onsite real space density matrix of unit cell α and ~rα 6= ~rβ

defines the off diagonal density matrix between unit cells α and β in the (x, y) plane.

We solve for the (spin degenerate) density matrix in k-space via

[ρ(~k)] =
1

π

∫ ∞

−∞

(
AL(E,~k)f(E − µL) + AR(E,~k)f(E − µR)

)
dE, (2.43)

where the contact spectral functions are defined as

AL,R(E,~k) = Gd(E,~k)ΓL,R(E,~k)G†
d(E,

~k) (2.44)

and ΓL,R(E,~k) = i(ΣLd,Rd(E,~k)− Σ†
Ld,Rd(E,

~k)). Obtaining the device Green’s func-

tion and self-energies in k-space follows directly from transforming both the contact

and device Hamiltonian matrices via the discrete Fourier transform method outlined

in Section 2.1.1. Formally we can state this as

Gd(E,~k) =
[
(E + iη)Sd(~k)−Hd(~k)− ΣLd(E,~k)− ΣRd(E,~k)

]−1

(2.45)

ΣRd(E,~k) = τRd(E,~k)GR(E,~k)τ †Rd(E,
~k) (2.46)

ΣLd(E,~k) = τ †Ld(E,
~k)GL(E,~k)τLd(E,~k) (2.47)

τLd,Rd(E,~k) = [(E + iη)SLd,Rd(~k)−HLd,Rd(~k)] (2.48)

where details concerning the surface Green’s function of each contact (GL,R) are dis-

cussed in Appendix B. The two probe systems studied in this work possess periodicity

in the (x, y) plane, with transport in the z-direction, and it is necessary to perform

all calculations with a sufficient number of k-point to obtain a properly converged

density matrix.

2.2.2 Numerical Implementation

Thus far we have only discussed the matrix algebra of the NEGF-DFT approach,

in this section we detail the alterations which must be made to the equilibrium DFT
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Fig. 2.3. Diagram of the extended device which includes a central region and
one unit cell from both the left and right leads. The bias is applied across the
central region. The density matrix is calculated for the entire extended device.
The extended device is repeated periodically in the (x, y) plane. A rectangular
unit cell is assumed for both the device and leads (which extend semi-infinitely).
Electron transport occurs along the z-axis.

Hamiltonian as outlined in the first section of this chapter to obtain a fully self-

consistent NEGF-DFT [54] device Hamiltonian. When we solve for the Hamiltonian

matrix of the device we must alter the equilibrium operator slightly to include the

applied bias potential and contact interactions. The altered NEGF-DFT Hamiltonian

device operator is

Ĥd = − ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+

∑
I∈(L,R,d)

V̂ KB
I +

∑
I∈(L,R,d)

V NA
I (~r) + δV H(~r) + V XC(~r). (2.49)

where we have included neutral atom (NA) and non-local Kleinman and Bylander

(KB) pseudopotential contributions from both the device (d), left (L) contact and
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right (R) contact. All device Hamiltonian terms, save the Hartree term, are cal-

culated in exactly the same manner as those of the equilibrium system decribed in

Section 2.1.2. The first two terms (the kinetic energy and Kleinman and Bylander

pseudopotentials [60]) are calculated by means of two center integrals and the last

three terms (the neutral atom potential, Hartree and exchange-correlation terms) are

calculated on a real space grid.

The Hartree term is modified to account for the fact that a bias is applied across

the system, where now we enforce real space Dirichlet boundary conditions on the

central (C) device region (see Figure 2.3)

∇2δV H
C (~r) = −4πδρ(~r), (2.50)

such that the left (L) contact boundary condition is

δV H
C (x, y, 0) = δV H

L (x, y, zL)− V B
L (2.51)

and the right (R) contact boundary condition is

δV H
C (x, y, zC) = δV H

R (x, y, 0)− V B
R (2.52)

where δV H
L,R(x, y, z) is the bulk Hartree potential of the left/right lead as defined in

Section 2.1.1 and V B
L,R is the bias (B) voltage applied to the left/right lead. Just as in

the bulk equilibrium system, fast Fourier transforms are employed to solve for δV H
C .

To insure proper convergence of the density matrix, we define an extended device

region that includes one unit cell from each of the leads2 (see Figure 2.3). Transport

occurs in the z-direction (the left lead extends to −∞ and the right lead to +∞).

2The left and right contact unit cell size, in the z-direction, depends on the bulk material basis set
cutoff. Generally for an 8 Bohr cutoff, between six and eight atomic layers are required per unit
cell in the transport direction – this figure of merit of course depends on the lattice constant of the
material. This criteria is set by the surface Green’s function, where the numerical method applied
(see Appendix B) requires that the unit cell of each lead only couple to “nearest neighbor” layers in
the transport direction.
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The unit cells of both the device and leads are rectangular (right angled) in shape

and repeat periodically in the (x, y) plane. The extended device Hamiltonian matrix

can be expanded out as,

[Hd] =


HLL HCL 0

H†
CL HCC HCR

0 H†
CR HRR

 (2.53)

where HLL,RR is the extended left/right lead portion of the device, HCC is the central

portion of the device, HCL,CR defines the coupling between the central device and the

leads. The Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials, δV H
L,R(~r) + V XC

L,R (~r), in the

extended lead portion of the device are assumed to be equal to that of their respective

bulk materials and therefore do not vary in the self-consistent loop. Only the real

space potential of the central device region varies in the self-consistent loop – likewise

for the real space density matrix. Meaning, the only Hamiltonian matrices which

vary in the self-consistent loop are HCC , HCR and HCL (where HCR and HCL define

the coupling between the central device region and the semi-infinite leads). The lead

matrices, HLL and HRR, are assumed to be unaffected the variation in HCC and are

set equal to the values of their respective bulk material. The applied bias drops only

across the central device region.

To obtain the density matrix numerically we first need to define the lead self-

energies, these are given by

ΣR(E) = τRdGR(E)τRd† (2.54)

ΣL(E) = τ †LdGL(E)τLd (2.55)
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where τLd and τRd are extracted directly from bulk lead calculations. The contact

Green’s functions, GL,R(E), are computed recursively as discussed in Appendix B.

The device green’s function is then,

[Gd] =

(E + iη)


SLL SCL 0

S†CL SCC SCR

0 S†CR SRR

−

HLL HCL 0

H†
CL HCC HCR

0 H†
CR HRR

−


ΣL 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 ΣR



−1

(2.56)

where the self-energies are applied to the extended leads rather than the central

portion of the device. Finally, the (spin degenerate) density matrix is obtained by

integrating the left and right spectral functions (see Section 2.2.1) over all energies

[ρ] =
1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
(AL(E)f(E − µL) + AR(E)f(E − µR)) dE. (2.57)

To calculate the density matrix integral accurately and efficiently we must make spe-

cial use of contour integrals for those energies below the applied bias energy window.

For energies within the bias window, between µL and µR, the integral must be solved

by integrating along the real axis (since poles exist on both sides of the imaginary

plane). Above the bias window, E > µL and E > µR, there are no contributions to

the density matrix since the Fermi distribution of both contacts goes to zero. For

further details on the contour integral method see Appendix C and reference [65].
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2.3 Extension to Collinear Spin Polarized Systems

In addition to the electron spatial degrees of freedom one can also include the

electron spin degree of freedom in the DFT Hamiltonian [53]. In this case the scalar

real space electron density ρ(~r) is replaced by a 2x2 Hermitian matrix [n(~r)] denoting

the spin polarization of the electron density at point ~r. The Hamiltonian is similarly

expanded to account for the spin degree of freedom

Ĥ =

[(
− ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+
∑

I

V̂ KB
I +

∑
I

V NA
I (~r) + δV H(~r)

)
I + [V XC(~r)]

]
, (2.58)

Ĥ

ψ↑
i (~r)

ψ↓
i (~r)

 = Ei

ψ↑
i (~r)

ψ↓
i (~r)

 , (2.59)

where I is the 2x2 identity matrix and [V XC(~r)] is a 2x2 spinor matrix describing

the vector and scalar exchange-correlation potential terms. The 2x2 density matrix

at point ~r is given by

[n(~r)] =
occ∑
i=1

ψ↑
i (~r)ψ

↑∗
i (~r) ψ↑

i (~r)ψ
↓∗
i (~r)

ψ↓(~r)ψ↑∗
i (~r) ψ↓(~r)ψ↓∗

i (~r)

 =

n↑↑(~r) n↑↓(~r)

n↓↑(~r) n↓↓(~r)

 (2.60)

where the density matrix summation is carried over all occupied eigenstates. The

up and down spin wavefunction values, ψ↑
i (~r) and ψ↓

i (~r), together define the spin

orientation and expectation value of the electron as well as the charge density as a

function of position ~r. The spin density may be further decomposed into scalar charge

ρ(~r) density and magnetization density vector ~m(~r) terms

[n(~r)] =
1

2
(ρ(r)I + [~σ] · ~m(~r)) (2.61)
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where [~σ] = (σx, σy, σz) is a vector composed of the Pauli spin matrices. The Pauil

matrices are given by

σx =

0 1

1 0

 , σy =

0 −i

i 0

 , σz =

1 0

0 −1

 . (2.62)

The magnetization density vector ~m(~r) at point ~r represents the spin expectation

value summed over all occupied states,

~m(~r) =
occ∑
i=1

(
ψ↑∗

i (~r) ψ↓∗
i (~r)

)
~σ

ψ↑
i (~r)

ψ↓
i (~r)

 . (2.63)

Lastly, ρ(~r) is given by the summation over the diagonal elements of [n(~r)], that is

ρ(~r) = n↑↑(~r) + n↓↓(~r).

Only the Hartree term δV H(~r) and the exchange-correlation term [V XC(~r)] vary

in the self consistent loop. The Hartree term is solved directly from the scalar charge

ρ(~r) density (less the neutral atom charge density) as shown in Eq. (2.16). The

exchange-correlation term is solved at each point ~r by diagonalizing [n(~r)] into up

and down spin charge density terms n↑(~r) and n↓(~r) – these are the spin densities in

the direction of the local magnetization ~m(~r). The up spin and down spin exchange-

correlation potentials, V XC↑(~r) and V XC↓(~r), are then solved respectively by applying

the local density approximation (see Section 2.1.2) to n↑(~r) and n↓(~r). The spinor

exchange-correlation matrix [V XC(~r)] is then obtained by rotating V xc↑(~r) and V xc↓(~r)

back into the vector coordinates of [n(~r)].

In a collinear spin polarized system, such as bulk iron or cobalt, the axis of mag-

netization ±~m(~r)/|~m(~r)| is the same at all points. Therefore we can define the z-axis
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to be aligned along ±~m(~r)/|~m(~r)| and thereby reduce the real space Hamiltonian into

a diagonal form,

Ĥ =

(− ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+
∑

I

V̂ KB
I +

∑
I

V NA
I (~r) + δV H(~r)

)
I +

V XC↑(~r) 0

0 V XC↓(~r)

 .
(2.64)

In this diagonal form the up and down (majority and minority) spin eigenstates may

be solved separately,(
− ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+
∑

I

V̂ KB
I +

∑
I

V NA
I (~r) + δV H(~r) + V XC↑(~r)

)
ψ↑

i (~r) = ψ↑
i (~r)E

↑
i

(2.65)(
− ~2

2m

d2

d~r2
+
∑

I

V̂ KB
I +

∑
I

V NA
I (~r) + δV H(~r) + V XC↓(~r)

)
ψ↓

i (~r) = ψ↓
i (~r)E

↓
i

(2.66)

this is the form in which collinear spin polarized calculations are solved in this work.

The density functional theory and Green’s functions techniques outlined in all previ-

ous sections can be applied without modification to the collinear Hamiltonian. Finally,

it is important to note that the spin polarized exchange-correlation term, [V XC ], is of-

ten solved by including a small charge contribution from the core electrons which are

usually excluded entirely in spin degenerate pseudopotential calculations (interested

readers are encouraged to consult reference [57]).
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3. QUANTITATIVE STM NEGF MODELING

3.1 Introduction

As electronic devices scale towards atomic dimensions, scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM) is increasingly utilized as a prototyping tool [1–5] on semiconductor

surfaces. However, STM measurements often maintain a large vacuum barrier be-

tween the tip and sample (see Figure 1.1). Such a barrier limits the contact qual-

ity between the proto-device of interest and the STM tip, thereby impeding proper

current-voltage characterization of the device. One would ideally like to reduce the

vacuum barrier as much as possible and position the tip in direct contact with the

device. Yet, this is made difficult in that the vacuum barrier width can only be

inferred indirectly from current-voltage and piezoelectric height measurements. To

quantitatively understand such measurements accurate first-principles calculations

are required.

On silicon this task is complicated by an abundance of effects such as surface

reconstruction, band bending, self-consistent electronic level corrections to molecular

adsorbates, and the polarization of surface states by an applied electric field [15–

18]. Height and current-voltage measurements on Si(100) include a broad range

of hydrocarbons such as C2H4, C2H2, styrene, benzene, diphenyl, and cyclopentene

[2, 5, 6, 19–25]. In many cases the molecular sample appears only a fraction of its

geometric height above the substrate and it is not always clear what role is played

by the applied bias. In other instances the sample can even appear darker than the

substrate [19, 22] which can be misinterpreted to imply that the sample is located

inside or even below the substrate. In this work we show that a proper self-consistent

non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) model and a detailed understanding of the
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electronic structure band gap are required to fully capture molecular STM heights on

silicon.

Due to the immense importance of interpreting STM height data, further investi-

gations of STM image heights on Si(100) are warranted. In particular, we note that

previous atomistic studies of this problem were based on calculating the electronic

structure of the tip and substrate separately and at equilibrium [22]. On the other

hand, when current flows from the STM tip into the substrate, the problem is inher-

ently non-equilibrium and in principle the atomic potentials should be determined

under non-equilibrium conditions. It is the purpose of this study to carry out such

non-equilibrium calculations.

Most recently, Hückel based modeling of styrene on Si has been reported [23],

with an emphasis on lateral transport, heights, and methyl end groups. The bias

dependence of styrene image heights and tip sample interaction have also been of

interest, particularly with a lack of explanation for the negative heights arising at

lower imaging voltages [22]. As well, height simulations of C2H2 and C2H4 contrast

inversion have uncovered noticeable contributions due to surface polarization on clean

Si(100) [15, 21]. Polarization by an applied electric field extends clean Si(100) dimer

states into the vacuum to such an extent that their measured profile height lies above

that of adsorbed C2H4 molecules under certain bias conditions. Smaller hydrocarbons

such as C2H4 remain closely attached to the surface and are therefore only lightly

affected by the applied bias. However, due to its small height, the molecule can

appear smaller than nearby clean silicon dimers which undergo slight polarization

under an applied electric field. This polarization raises the STM height profile of

the clean substrate by approximately 0.5 Å [66] and is therefore an issue for short

molecules but not that critical to interpreting the height features of longer molecules

such as styrene. These effects are limited to clean silicon surfaces. Finally, the relative

equilibrium energetic position of occupied surface states was shown to influence STM

heights [67].
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Our work is concerned with passivated Si(100). We address three open questions

regarding molecular STM height measurements on passivated Si(100): what is the role

of electrostatics, what is the role of the substrate band gap, and is a non-equilibrium

model required to obtain results that explain experimental data quantitatively? In

this context we examine the experimentally well studied system of styrene adsorbed

on hydrogen passivated Si(100). A subtle interplay between tip-sample electrostatics

and surface band structure is shown to strongly influence STM height measurements.

The importance of applying the self-consistent NEGF method [54, 68] under high

bias is highlighted. As one of the longer hydrocarbons studied extensively on sili-

con, styrene resides close to the STM tip even at substantial bias voltages and low

imaging currents (-3 V, 50 pA) [22]. Under these STM imaging conditions styrene is

subjected to a large voltage drop which shifts its energy levels thereby affecting its

height characteristics. On the other hand, at low bias it is the Si-substrate band gap

that dominates transmission. We are able to attribute the experimentally observed

negative styrene STM heights at (-1.5 V, 50 pA) [22] to low transmission at the edges

of the Si(100) band gap. Finally, we compare the NEGF results with that obtained

by the Tersoff-Hamann approximation [69,70].

The remainder of this chapter is organized into five subsequent sections. Section

3.2 discusses the geometry under investigation. The ab-initio NEGF method and

other calculation details are outlined in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 we present current-

voltage characteristics for styrene on Si(100)-(2x1). In Section 3.5 the Tersoff-Hamann

approximation is compared with the NEGF results. Section 3.6 is reserved for a short

summary.

3.2 Atomic Geometry

We begin by discussing the atomic geometry for three tip-sample systems in our

study. The first system is composed of an unrelaxed Al(100) tip above an Al(100)

surface (Figure 3.1a). This system is used to qualitatively benchmark our STM
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Fig. 3.1. Atomic geometry of the tip-sample system. The structures are obtained
by DFT total energy relaxation. (a) Al(100)-(3x3) tip and Al substrate structure.
The same tip is placed above all Si(100) substrates. (b) Al tip on Si(100)-(2x1)
passivated and reconstructed surface. (c) Al tip on Si(100)-(2x1) styrene surface.
To reduce computation, the styrene unit cell includes one styrene molecule from
the relaxed geometry of an infinite (periodic) styrene chain. Within the local
density approximation (LDA), the optimized geometric height of styrene against
a Si(100) passivated background is 5.3 Å. The red dots indicate the position of
free atomic orbitals used for I(z) calculations (see section 3.3.2). The shaded gray
area indicates the subset of atoms which form the scattering region of two-probe
transport analysis by NEGF.

model. The remaining two systems are hydrogen passivated Si(100) and styrene on

Si(100) (Figures 3.1b and 3.1c) for which we seek a quantitative understanding of

the styrene heights observed experimentally. The atomic structures are obtained by

density functional theory (DFT) total energy relaxation using the electronic package

Siesta [59].

3.2.1 Si(100) Substrate and STM Geometry

To model the STM tip above hydrogen passivated Si(100) and styrene passivated

Si(100), we have several considerations: tip-sample atomic structure, tip relaxation,
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positioning of the tip above the sample, and the potential profile through the tip-

sample structure that is needed when calculating the tunneling current.

Tip and Sample Structure

To model a metal tip, we use an Al(100)-(3x3) structure with strained coordinates

to ensure that the tip geometry embeds into the (7.65 Å x 7.65 Å) periodic Si(100)-

(2x2) unit cell. The imposed strain on the natural Al(100)-(3x3) unit cell dimensions

of (8.57 Å x 8.57 Å) is assumed to have an insignificant effect on the metallic tip

density of states (DOS) and transmission coefficient, in contrast to covalent bonded

systems where bulk properties can be significantly altered, and is therefore a fair

approximation which we adopt. Above silicon a twenty three atom tip is placed: the

first two bulk-like layers are frozen and the remaining five tip atoms are permitted to

relax. Two bulk layers are sufficient to model the tip electronic structure, since tip

surface states tend to dominate the STM tip transmission coefficient [71,72].

In experimental measurements [22] on styrene, the STM tip can be placed in direct

contact with the molecule, hence tip-sample geometry relaxation is a key ingredient

for obtaining a proper understanding of the measured data. Therefore, we relax the

tip above the styrene molecule at each I(z) point, where I is the current and z the

coordinate along the tip-sample direction. The z values are set at 1 Å intervals. All

geometry optimizations are performed via the conjugate gradient method, using the

local density approximation [59] and are converged to 0.01 eV/Å on a real-space grid

corresponding to an energy cutoff of 300 Ryd. We find that the relaxed geometry of

styrene/Si(100) shown in Figure 3.1 is energetically preferred and has a total energy

of -2754.768 eV which is lower compared to the total energy (-2754.600 eV) of the

alternate styrene chain geometry [73] where the benzene right tilts inwards towards

the Si(100) dimer. These energies are rather close, but the one we used is slightly

lower.
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Careful consideration is taken in the placement of the tip apex atom above the

sample. A full image scan within our self-consistent non-equilibrium method (see

below) would be too computationally intensive. Instead, the tip is placed above

the largest local density of states (LDOS) of the sample and then retracted at a

given voltage to build up a current versus distance I(z) plot. In the case of styrene

between 0 V and -3 V bias, the highest LDOS point is dominated by carbon-carbon

π bonding [15, 22], hence the tip is placed above the highest carbon atom (see red

dot in Figure 3.1c). Though p-orbitals comprising the π state are zero at the carbon

orbital core where the LDOS is less than maximum, we have found that the tip-sample

overlap coupling changes insignificantly (and therefore the extracted STM height as

well) if the tip is moved slightly to the side of the uppermost carbon atom where

the π orbital LDOS is maximum (see Figure 3.7). This is due to the diffuse extent

of surface orbitals both on the tip and sample. Hydrogen passivated Si(100) results

in symmetric dimers, so the tip may be placed above either hydrogen atom and an

additional deeper Si atom (see red dots in Figure 3.1b).

For each of the three geometries in Figure 3.1, the tip is placed 2 Å above the point

of interest: this point defines the starting position for subsequent I(z) calculations

when the tip is retracted to 10 Å. Due to this definition the 5.3 Å offset between I(z)

tip starting positions for H/Si(100) and styrene/Si(100) (Figure 3.1c) has to be taken

into account when comparing I(z) plots to extract the STM heights.

Two Probe Transport Structure

Using the atomic coordinates obtained by total energy relaxation described above,

we build a two-probe transport simulation of the tip-sample system for calculating

the I(z) curves. The two-probe system has a scattering region plus top and bottom

leads. The scattering region consists of the atoms in the shaded boxes of Figure 3.1b

and 3.1c. Namely, a H/Si(100) or sytrene/Si(100) surface along with a 14 atom tip

and four Si(100) layers, are included in the scattering region. The tip is connected to
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an Al lead that is modeled by perfect Al(100) crystal planes extending to z = +∞.

Similarly, the Si substrate in the scattering region is connected to a perfect Si(100)

lead extending to z = −∞. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the transverse

(x,y) directions. A voltage bias is applied across the two leads which drives a current

through the tip-sample two probe system. For a full discussion on the method see

Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2.

3.2.2 Al(100) Substrate and STM Geometry

An Al(100) tip above an Al(100) substrate is taken as a benchmark of our I(z)

calculation (see Section 3.3.2). For this case the structure is relaxed at a tip-sample

separation of 10 Å. No further relaxation is carried out for other values of z. A two

probe tip-substrate system is formed by attaching Al(100) leads for both the tip and

substrate. To calculate I(z), the apex atom is placed directly above an aluminum

surface atom and retracted (see Figure 3.1a and 3.3). The Al(100) tip-substrate

system can be described by the natural Al(100)-(3x3) unit cell size of (8.57 Å x 8.57

Å), the scattering region of the two probe system includes five tip atoms and five bulk

Al layers as shown in Figure 3.1a.

3.3 Theoretical Method

When a bias voltage is applied to a two probe transport structure to drive a

current, the scattering region is in a non-equilibrium state. At present, real space

density functional theory carried out within the Keldysh non-equilibrium Green’s

function framework is the state-of-the-art technique [14, 54, 65] for analyzing non-

equilibrium quantum transport of atomic systems. We make use of this technique

and its associated electronic package Matdcal [54] to calculate I(z) curves. The

basic idea behind the NEGF-DFT formalism is to calculate the Hamiltonian of a two

probe device system using DFT, determine the non-equilibrium quantum statistics of

the transport problem using NEGF, and deal with the open boundary conditions of
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electron transport using real space numerical techniques [54, 65]. We briefly outline

our simulation method in this section (for further details on the transport theory see

Chapter 2).

3.3.1 Two Probe Device Hamiltonian

In our STM simulation of the I(z) curves, we divide the device Hamiltonian H

into two parts: the equilibrium Hamiltonian Ĥ0 and the non-equilibrium Hartree

potential profile V δH(~r). The total non-equilibrium Hamiltonian is therefore given by

Ĥ = Ĥ0 +V δH(~r). Here, Ĥ0 represents the equilibrium Hamiltonian of the tip-sample

system without bias, which we calculate within the electronic package SIESTA [59].

The second part of the Hamiltonian, V δH(~r), represents the Hartree potential profile

between the STM tip and the sample under a three-dimensional applied bias and

during current flow, we calculate it via the NEGF-DFT package Matdcal [54]. We

use the GGA exchange-correlation potential [74] in Ĥ0, which improves the Si band

gap from 0.5 eV (obtained from LDA [75]) to 0.85 eV.3

The non-equilibrium Hartree potential profile V δH(~r) is obtained by solving the

Poisson equation,

∇2V δH(~r) = −4πδρ(~r) (3.1)

where δρ(~r) ≡ ρbias(~r) − ρeq(~r), ρbias is the non-equilibrium charge density and ρeq

the equilibrium charge density; both are obtained by calculating the non-equilibrium

density matrix within the NEGF-DFT Matdcal [54] package.

The calculation of Ĥ0 is carried out with a 200 Ryd energy cutoff. The k-space

reciprocal vector for each slab geometry is set at 20 Å [59, 76]. We employ double-ζ

polarized (DZP) basis orbitals on hydrogen, carbon, and silicon. For aluminum a

3At present, only LDA is implemented in the NEGF-DFT package Matdcal [54] for the two probe
geometry. Splitting the Hamiltonian this way allows one to access the GGA exchange-correlation
potential of SIESTA [59]. This approximation neglects some small corrections to the exchange-
correlation potential due to finite bias. This is acceptable because of the small bias range used in
this work. See Appendix D for further details.
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single-ζ polarized (SZP) basis is applied to all atoms. The basis functions for the

tip apex atom and the surface atom just below the tip will be discussed in the next

subsection (see the red dots in Figure 3.1a). The calculation of V δH(~r) within Matdcal

[54] in the two probe tip-sample geometry is carried out on a three-dimensional real

space mesh where the mesh size corresponds to a 150 Ryd energy cutoff. Sixteen k-

points are required to converge the two-dimensional Brillouin zone sampling in the x-y

direction (transport in z-direction). To reduce computational time in the two probe

NEGF analysis at finite bias, a single zeta (SZ) basis set is utilized in Matdcal [54,77].

The NEGF-DFT analysis via Matdcal [54] provides the potential drop between the tip

and substrate within a full self-consistent framework at different tip-sample distances

and bias voltages.

3.3.2 Basis Set

For a two probe tip-sample system, the value of the tunneling current I(z) is

sensitive to the wave-function overlap between the surface and tip across the vacuum

in between. This becomes a technical issue when a strongly localized basis set [59]

is used in the DFT analysis. It is reasonable to assume that the atom at the tip

apex and atoms at the surface have the same character of wave function decay into

the vacuum as that of a free isolated atom: these wave functions are valence electron

eigenfunctions of isolated atoms having a long-range tail decaying into the vacuum

region. In our calculations, we assign these free atomic orbitals as basis functions

to the tip apex atom and atoms at the surface beneath the tip. Practically, we

generate free atomic orbitals following the approach of reference [64], using a large

radial cutoff of 15 Bohr. The secondary split-off orbitals [59,64] are defined at 5 Bohr

as are polarization orbitals. These parameters are the same for all free atomic orbitals

implemented in this work with results comparable to an earlier publication [78].

The free atomic orbitals introduce some error into the eigenstates and the total

energy. To minimize this error, no more than two or three free atomic orbitals are
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Fig. 3.2. PDOS for the Si(100)-(2x2) unit cell. Dashed blue line: calculated with
free atomic orbitals placed as shown by the red dots in Figure 3.1. Solid black line:
calculated without the free orbitals. (a) For the first layer of silicon atoms and
hydrogens on H-passivated Si(100). (b) For styrene on Si(100). The agreement
is reasonable with or without the free atomic orbitals. Similar agreement (not
shown) is found for the case of the Al(100) substrate.

assigned to any given unit cell (see Figure 3.1): one for the tip apex atom and a second

or third (if necessary) for the sample atoms beneath the tip – no more is required

as these atoms dominate the I(z) characteristics. Figure 3.2 displays the effect of

introducing free atomic orbitals to the Si(100)-(2x2) surface atoms highlighted by red

dots in Figure 3.1, against reference calculations employing optimized DZP basis sets

without any free orbitals. The projected density of states (PDOS) plots are extracted

from isolated H/Si(100) and styrene/Si(100) slabs shown in Figure 3.1. For H/Si(100)
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the PDOS shift is about 0.1 eV; for styrene it is about 0.25 eV. With a free atomic

orbital the styrene system has a total energy of -4155.85 eV, to be compared to -

4155.67 eV when free orbitals are absent. With free orbitals the H/Si(100) system

has a total energy of -2778.71 eV, to be compared with -2778.94 eV without it. These

are very small differences indicating that the use of a few free atomic orbitals only

introduces an insignificant error for the purposes of our investigation. In subsequent

simulations, we use free atomic orbitals on the tip apex atom and the substrate atoms

of interest.

We find that the above procedure succeeds well in modeling STM current decay,

as shown in Figure 3.3 where a qualitative match to experimental decay is achieved.

Here, the I(z) curve is calculated for an Al(100) tip and an Al(100) substrate biased

at V = 50 meV (solid line). For such a very small bias we have safely neglected

the non-equilibrium potential V δH(~r) of Eq. (3.1) in the transmission calculation.

Compare this to the I(z) curve obtained without using free atomic orbitals (dashed

line), it decays much faster in an unphysical manner as shown in Figure 3.3.

To have a more concrete understanding, in Figure 3.3 we also plot experimental

data in the same z-range from reference [79], where the tip is tungsten and substrate

is Au(111)-(22x
√

3). The work functions of Au and W are [80] -5.31 eV and -4.45 eV

respectively, and for Al(100) it is -4.2 eV. These values can be used in a simple square

barrier STM model [13] to estimate how much difference we expect in the current

decay for the Al/Al system (our theory) and for the W/Au system (experiment). In

a square barrier model, [80] the current decays exponentially with z,

I = I0e
−1.025

√
φz, (3.2)

where z is in units of Å, φ is the work function in units of eV, and I0 is assumed to be

the same for both systems. From Eq.(3.2), we find that the I(z) decay expected from

the experimental system should not exceed that of the simulated Al(100) geometry

by more than ∼0.11 dec/Å, assuming an experimental work function of -5.31 eV.
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Fig. 3.3. I = I(z) versus z for Al tip on Al(100) at 50 meV bias for Ef=-
4 eV. Solid line: using free atomic orbitals. Dashed line: using SZP with 7
Bohr cutoff. Symbols x are experimental data reprinted with permission from
reference [79]. The offset for the experimental data is -0.8 Å from the origin
provided in reference [79] since the nearest neighbor distance of Al is 2.86 Å and
the above I(z), as with all plots in this chapter, sets its origin at a 2 Å atomic
separation.

Indeed, the theoretical result (solid line) in Figure 3.3 shows a decay rate close to

that of the experimental data (a qualitative difference of 0.11 dec/Å is within the

bounds of experimental error), indicating that the procedure of using free atomic

orbitals is appropriate. The long range I(z) decay of 1 dec/Å also agrees well with

that observed for an Al surface and W tip [81].

This comparison between theory and experiment underscores the necessity of ap-

plying free atomic orbitals when modeling long range I(z) decay. In the near range,

below 3.0 Å where relaxation effects become important, contracted and free orbitals

decay in almost exactly the same manner (for a typical bulk cutoff radius of 7 Bohr).

Whether a fully relaxed geometry is applied to an STM study or not, free and con-

tracted atomic orbitals will produce the same I(z) currents in the near range. Hence,

near range surface relaxation is irrelevant to the question as to what basis set cut

off radius should be used to model tunneling currents in the vacuum region and has

therefore been excluded from this Al-Al study.
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Fig. 3.4. I(z) characteristics for H/Si(100) in black (equilibrium dashed and
non-equilibrium solid) and styrene in blue at: a) -3 V bias, c) -2 V bias, and e) -1.2
V bias. The experimental current value of 50 pA is marked by dashed horizontal
red lines. Equilibrium I(z) results are obtained by calculating the transmission
between both electro-chemical potentials without including a potential drop in the
device region, whereas non-equilibrium results include the self-consistent potential
profile V δH(~r). Non-equilibrium transmission plots may be found adjacent to each
I(z) figure with H/Si(100) in black and styrene in blue (in each plot the tip is
positioned 2 Å above the sample at full bonding contact): b) -3 V, η=10 meV; d)
-2 V, η=10 meV; f) -1.5 V, η=1 µeV.4 The upper blue z axis is for the styrene
I(z) curves and the lower back z axis is for the hydrogen passivation I(z) curves
as indicated by the dashed colored arrows.
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3.4 Styrene Image Heights on Si(100)

Using the theoretical technique discussed in Section 3.3, we have calculated the

STM image height of styrene on hydrogen passivated Si(100). Three bias voltages

at 50 pA current are examined in detail: -3 V where the π state is fully conducting,

-2 V where the π state begins to conduct, and -1.2 V where height inversion is

observed [2,22,23]. We quantitatively analyze the role of the non-equilibrium potential

profile V δH(~r) and the band gap in determining STM heights.

As mentioned above, for atoms just across (facing) the vacuum gap we assign free

orbitals. Specifically, we assign a free atomic orbital to the apex atom of the Al(100)

tip (see apex red dot in Figure 3.1). For hydrogen passivated Si(100), DZP free atomic

orbitals are placed sparingly on one Si-H surface pair in the simulated (2x2) unit cell

(Figure 3.1c). Because occupied surface states involve strong hybridization between

the hydrogen and silicon atoms, free atomic orbitals are placed on two atoms (red dots

in Figure 3.1c). On the other hand, the conducting π state of styrene centered at -6

eV (see Figure 3.2b) is much more weakly hybridized, as well the π state is composed

of carbon-carbon bonding [22]. Thus, a single free atomic orbital is placed on the

highest carbon atom over which the tip is positioned (see the red dot in Figure 3.1c).

For the bias range of interest conduction is completely dominated by the styrene π

state, therefore it is sufficient to place a free orbital on the upper most carbon atom.

Our calculation also indicates that image heights are not affected if a free atomic

orbital is also placed on the upper most hydrogen atom. However, additional free

orbitals increase the eigenstate error and are therefore minimized.

4Recall, η is defined in equation (1) as a broadening constant for the retarded Green’s function of the
device. The universal I(z) origin is set at 2 Å above the core of the hydrogen atom on the hydrogen
passivated Si(100) surface marked in Figure 3.1. Relaxation is included in the styrene I(z) plots.
The π state for styrene is marked in the transmission plots as are the electrochemical potentials µT

and µS , respectively.
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3.4.1 Styrene at -3.0V: full π state conduction

Simulated and experimental heights match well for styrene biased at -3 V and 50

pA (see Figure 3.4a). The experimentally measured styrene height is approximately

3.3 Å at 60 pA [2,23]. Our calculation gives 3.4 Å at 50 pA which is in good agreement.

This 3.4 Å result is obtained as follows. The I = 50 pA line (horizontal dot-dashed

line) in Figure 3.4a cuts the two I(z) curves (solid lines) at zH = 6.4 Å for H/Si, and

at zstyrene = 9.8 Å for styrene (for the hydrogen passivation tip position look to the

lower black z axis and for the styrene tip position look to the upper blue z axis in

Figure 4). The apparent height of styrene at 50 pA is obtained by subtracting the

difference such that zstyrene − zH = 3.4 Å. The two solid I(z) curves in Figure 3.4

further suggest that raising the set current from 50 pA to 60 pA, changes the styrene

height measurement insignificantly. The agreement between theory and experiment

height values at (-3 V, 50 pA) is, indeed, remarkable. It is also worth noting that

the I(z) current decay of approximately 1 dec/Å over both H/Si(100) and styrene is

consistent with experimental measurements over cyclopentene passivated Si(100) [82].

The small height difference of ∼0.1 Å between our calculation and experimental

data [23] is likely due to subtle polarization effects, or due to the approximation

of using free atomic orbitals. In the literature there has been some disagreement in

styrene heights on hydrogen passivated Si(100) at -3 V, with measured heights ranging

from 2.8 Å [22] to 3.3 Å [2, 23], which could be due to a slight variation in the point

over which height measurements were taken. More recently, it has been observed

that measurements at (-3.0 V, 50 pA) to one side of the styrene chain give a reduced

height of 3.1 Å [23]. In our results reported here, all I(z) curves are calculated by

placing the tip apex just above the highest carbon atom of the carbon ring.

In Figure 3.4a, the two dashed I(z) curves were obtained without the non-equilibrium

potential profile V δH(~r) of Eq.(3.1), namely they are calculated at equilibrium. For

both styrene and H/Si, V δH(~r) increases the tunneling current. Using these dashed

I(z) curves, we still obtain a similar styrene height as the full non-equilibrium calcu-
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lation (differs by only 0.2 Å). Therefore at -3 V, the main role of the non-equilibrium

potential V δH(~r) is to lower the vacuum barrier and increase the current (compare

dashed and solid lines in Figure 3.4a). In particular, due to V δH(~r), the styrene

tip-sample distance increases by ∼0.5 Å at (-3 V, 50 pA), compared with that ob-

tained with the equilibrium Hamiltonian. For tunneling into H/Si, there is a similar

although slightly larger increase in current when V δH(~r) is included, see Figure 3.4a.

For a given bias V = µS − µT , current is contributed by states within the bias

window µS − µT (see Eq. (2.39)). Tunneling into styrene is largely mediated by the

molecular π state, therefore it is important if the π state is within this bias window

or not. In our calculations, µS is set at the Fermi level of the n++ doped Si contacts,

namely at -3.9 eV [80,83], and µT is shifted by the applied bias voltage. Figure 3.4b

plots the transmission coefficient T (E) at -3 V bias when the tip apex is at 2 Å away

from the highest atom on the sample, µS,T are indicated by the arrows. Figure 3.4b

shows that the π state of styrene is outside the bias window whereas for H/Si the

transmission has a broad peak inside the bias window. On the other hand, for z = 9.3

Å (the tip apex is at 6 Å from the styrene molecule), the styrene π state is within

the bias window of -3 V, as shown by the solid curve in Figure 3.5. Importantly,

the π state is within the bias window whether or not the non-equilibrium potential

V δH(~r) is included in our calculation. This explains why the styrene height at (-3 V,

50 pA) can be rather well obtained using only the equilibrium Hamiltonian without

V δH(~r). In the next subsection, we show that the height behavior becomes very

different depending on V δH(~r).

3.4.2 Styrene at -2.0V: lowering the conducting π state

The I(z) curves for (-2 V, 50 pA) are plotted in Figure 3.4c. Here, for tunneling

into H/Si the non-equilibrium potential V δH(~r) still increases current I(z) as at -3

V. However, for styrene the behavior is reversed: V δH(~r) decreases the current. The

reason for this decrease can be seen in Figure 3.5: the styrene π state (dashed line)
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Fig. 3.5. Transmission coefficient T (E) versus electron energy E when the tip is
positioned 6 Å above the styrene molecule (in relation to the universal origin set at
2 Å above H/Si of Figure 3.4 this corresponds to z = 9.3) in Figure 3.4 for styrene
biased at -3 V (solid black line); and -2 V (dashed blue line). Non-equilibrium
potential drop V δH(~r) is included when obtaining these curves. The dotted red
line is T (E) without V δH(~r). The peaks in T (E) are due to the molecular π state
of styrene. At -3 V bias, the π state is within the bias window indicated by arrows
of µS,T . At -2 V bias, it is outside the bias window due to the non-equilibrium
potential drop V δH(~r). The peak of T (E) at -3 V is much larger than that at -2
V due to a decrease in the vacuum barrier under a larger bias.

is now outside the bias window between µS = −3.9 eV and µT = (µS−2 eV)=-5.9

eV due to V δH(~r). It is, however, inside the window without V δH(~r) (dotted line).

Pulling the π state outside the bias window by V δH(~r) results in a net decrease of 0.6

Å between the equilibrium and non-equilibrium results at 50 pA. The total height

correction due to V δH(~r) over both styrene and H/Si(100) is about 1 Å. Therefore,

using the method for height calculation described at the beginning of Section 3.4.1,

from the two I(z) curves (solid lines) in Figure 3.4c we obtain a styrene height of

2.5 Å for (-2 V, 50 pA). This is to be compared with the experimental value of 2.6

Å at (-2 V, 60 pA) [2, 23]. Again, we compare results against experimental styrene

heights away from the ends of an adsorbed chain, and the agreement is very good.

Importantly, the effect of V δH(~r) is very crucial at -2 V: it places the STM tip closer to

the styrene than would be estimated using the equilibrium Hamiltonian. Again, due
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to a reduction of the vacuum barrier, we note an increase in the H/Si(100) tip-sample

distance of approximately 0.6 Å over that predicted by the equilibrium Hamiltonian.

Finally, Figure 3.4d plots T (E) at tip-sample separations 2 Å above H/Si and styrene

and qualitative features are similar to that of Figure 3.4b.

3.4.3 Styrene at -1.2V: the height inversion

Figures 3.4e plots I(z) curves for (-1.2 V, 50 pA) showing a styrene height in-

version, i.e. styrene (almost) appears lower than H/Si(100). This is consistent with

the experimental trend of height inversion observed at (-1.5 V, 50 pA) [22]. The

difference of -0.3 V bias may be attributed to an underestimation of the Si band gap

in our DFT calculations: our DFT-GGA calculation gives [74] a gap of 0.85 eV while

the experimental gap is 1.15 eV. Therefore, the height inversion at -1.2 V obtained

from our model compares well with the experimental observation of height inversion

at -1.5 V.

Contrary to expectations, we find that tip-sample bonding interaction is not re-

sponsible for the observed styrene height inversion. This is because, at lower bias

voltages, it is the band gap which determines STM transmission characteristics. Fig-

ure 3.4f demonstrates this feature: at -1.2 V bias the main part of the T (E) spectra

falls within the Si band gap thus not contributing to conduction, leaving only a small

surface DOS at the edges of the band gap to contribute. This leads to a drastic re-

duction in current flow through styrene at this bias, resulting in the observed height

inversion.

Quantitatively, for (-1.5 V, 50 pA) the experimental height is reported to range

from -0.25 Å to 0 Å in an STM image of several styrene chains [22]. Using the height

calculation method described at the beginning of Section 3.4.1, our theory gives 0.4

Å at (-1.2 V, 50 pA). Therefore, although the theoretical height is drastically reduced

which mimics the qualitative feature of height inversion of the measurement, it does

not quantitatively capture the experimental inversion value with a small error of about
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one-third of an angstrom. The source of this error is unlikely to be related to the

geometry because it was carefully relaxed for each value of z. We hypothesize that the

error is due to the details of DFT: the conduction and valance band curvatures are

reflected in the surface LDOS which contributes to conduction, with lower curvature

resulting in a larger surface LDOS and vice versa [18]. This curvature depends on the

DFT basis set. Nevertheless, qualitatively and even semi-quantitatively, our theory

reproduces the height inversion feature of the experimental data.

Fig. 3.6. Calculated non-equilibrium potential profile at -2 V bias for a styrene
molecule situated between a grounded tip and Si(100) substrate (see Figure 3.1).
The potential profile shown is taken as a z-direction cut directly through the
atomic center of the tip apex. The Si(100) electrochemical potential µS is set
at -3.9 eV, corresponding to a highly n-doped substrate and with the reference
vacuum potential set at 0 eV. Under a -2 V bias the tip electrochemical potential
µT = µS−2 eV = −5.9 eV. Most of the potential drops across the vacuum region,
with roughly one-third of the potential dropping across the styrene molecule –
a ratio which depends on the size of the vacuum region. Similar results can be
obtained via a simple capacitive model [16].
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3.4.4 Bonding Distance

Now let’s return to the question of a bonding contact between an atomic sample

and a STM tip as posed in the introduction. There are two main physical effects which

limit the current at full contact: the resistance of the molecule and the Si(100) band

gap. The molecule impedes conduction from bulk Si(100) states and lowers the current

by approximately two orders of magnitude at -3 V and at -2 V, as shown in Figure 3.4a

and 3.4b when the tip is located at z = 0 over H/Si and z = 5.3 over styrene (recall

z = 0 is positioned 2 Å above the H/Si surface). Notably, at full contact the styrene

π state is pulled out of the bias window even at -3 V bias (see Figure 3.4b), hence the

observed insulating type of resistance. At full contact, if a level lines-up between the

chemical potentials µS,T , conductance will be high, otherwise the molecule conducts

poorly. At -1.2 V, the low LDOS of styrene in the bias window together with the

Si(100) band gap affect conduction such that the current is four orders of magnitude

smaller than that on H/Si(100). Our observation is that an Al tip placed at 2 Å

bonding distance above either H/Si(100) or a styrene molecule forms a physisorbtion

bond. This is confirmed by a charge density plot of the tip-sample interface (not

shown). Thus, the lack of a strong chemical bond between styrene and the STM tip

does not play a role in the observed decrease in conduction from H/Si(100) to styrene

– since the tip also forms a weak physisorbtion bond with the H/Si(100) surface.

Further investigation into chemical bonding versus physisorbtion bonding conduction

characteristics is left to future work and other metallic tips such as tungsten should

be investigated. However, here it has been shown even current at full contact depends

strongly on the presence of a bulk band gap and the conducting resonance properties

of the molecule, and may vary significantly with only a small change in bias (i.e. -1.2

V to -2 V). Our full self-consistent NEGF-DFT theory presented here captures these

complicated effects.
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3.4.5 Si(100) Band Bending

Silicon band bending [84] is another important issue which has not been considered

so far. For our problem studied here, it is found to have little effect on transmission:

it only provides a maximum shift of surface states about 0.1 eV at room temperature

and negative STM bias [83], for n-type doping on the order of 1018 cm−3. Band

bending could shift surface states by 0.01-0.1 eV without altering the qualitative

features presented above. That is, the characteristics seen at -3 V would be better

matched to experimental results at -3.1 V, etc. Even n-type doping on the order of

1016 cm−3 would only result in a 0.2 eV shift of surface states at room temperature. A

proper treatment of banding bending within a true ab-initio methodology is beyond

the scope of this work [85]. As a final remark, in this analysis we have excluded effects

of electric field polarization, since strong polarization is so far known to be limited to

clean silicon [15,66] whereas this work is focused on H-passivated Si(100).

3.5 Comparison to the Tersoff-Hamann Approximation

So far our results have been obtained via the self-consistent NEGF theory dis-

cussed in Section 3.3. In the following section we calculate STM heights by the

Tersoff-Hamann (T-H) approximation [70] (see Appendix A) and compare the T-H

results to the NEGF results shown in the previous section. We begin by manipulating

Eq. (2.38) as follows:

T = tr[ΓSGΓTG
†]

= tr[τSASτ
†
SGτ

†
TAT τTG

†]

= tr[ASτ
†
SGτ

†
TAT τTG

†τS]

= tr[ASMATM
†] (3.3)

where G is the Green’s function of the scattering region, τS,T couple this region to the

semi-infinite substrate and tip, and M represents coupling between the left and right
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contact spectral functions AT and AS [14]. If the coupling is weak we may take M to

be a constant. If the DOS in the metallic STM tip is relatively flat such that AT may

be approximated by a constant, one obtains an approximate transmission coefficient,

namely the T-H approximation:

T (E, ~r0) ∝ tr[AS(E, ~r0)] = ρS(E, ~r0), (3.4)

where AS is in an orthogonal basis. Therefore, in T-H approximation the tunneling

current is determined by the LDOS ρS(E, ~r0) of the sample at the tip apex position ~r0.

The approximation involved in arriving at Eq.(3.4) dictates that T-H approximation

is valid for STM height simulations in the strong tunneling limit and it breaks down

when tip-sample interactions are important. The larger the distance between the tip

and sample, the better the T-H approximation.

In practical calculations using Eq. (3.4), electronic structures of the tip and sample

are taken to be independent from each other and any tip-sample interaction is ne-

glected. We chose to compute image heights at -3 V, because amongst the three volt-

ages analyzed in Section 3.4, this case presents the largest distance between styrene

and the tip at 50 pA. Figure 3.7 shows a height scan obtained by the T-H method at

(-3 V, 50 pA) where the separation between the highest styrene atom and the tip apex

is 6.5 Å. In order to maintain consistency when comparing the T-H approximation

to the NEGF result of Section 3.4, we have kept the same placement of free atomic

orbitals shown in Figure 3.1 and other DFT details. We find that the STM styrene

height obtained by T-H method differs from the experimental value by about 1.0 Å

(this has been independently confirmed in an Abinit [86] plane wave T-H calculation).

This large difference is unlikely due to effects of the applied tip-sample electric field,

because at (-3 V, 50 pA), the NEGF results in Section 3.4.1 show that there is lit-

tle difference in the calculated equilibrium and non-equilibrium styrene heights (they

differ by only 0.2 Å, see Figure 3.4a and discussions in Section 3.4.1). Therefore we
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Fig. 3.7. STM height scan at (-3 V, 50 pA) calculated within the Tersoff-
Hamann approximation. The data is extracted from the bias window of µS = −3.9
eV to µT = µS − 3 eV = −6.9 eV at a constant electron density contour of 10−5

e/Bohr3. Dashed line: taken over the maximum height of H-passivated Si(100)
surface. Solid line: taken over the maximum height of a styrene chain where the π
state is clearly indicated by the two large dips in the curve. The height difference
is 4.5 Å, which is about 1 Å larger than that obtained by NEGF theory. Inset
(a): showing orientation and position of the styrene and hydrogen Si(100) LDOS
scans looking down on the Si(100) surface. Inset (b): a side view showing the
origin of the tip position relative to the molecular heights. Note that the origin
assigned here is unrelated to those taken in the I(z) plots in the other figures.

attribute this difference to the electronic coupling between the tip and sample [87]

which has been neglected in the T-H approximation in the large bias range of -3 V.

3.6 Summary

We have calculated the STM image heights of styrene on Si(100) using density

functional theory within the Keldysh non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism [88].

The non-equilibrium potential drop between Si(100) and a STM tip is determined self-

consistently, and is found to play an important role in the calculated image heights.

The non-equilibrium potential profile affects STM heights by shifting resonant molec-
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ular levels out of the bias window and by lowering the vacuum barrier. The presence

of a bulk Si band gap is found to play a crucial role in observed molecular height

inversion at low imaging voltages. Our NEGF formalism correctly and quantitatively

captures STM heights of styrene on Si(100) as compared to experimental data. Our

numerical results also provide a microscopic physical picture behind the height char-

acteristics including the height inversion. However, it should be noted that the DFT

general gradient approximation may introduce an error into the calculated styrene π

state energetic position on Si(100) which could be reconciled by more sophisticated

GW calculations [67]. As well our analysis includes an aluminum tip, whereas the

experimental measurements employ a tungsten tip. We also presented a comparison

between results obtained by the NEGF-DFT formalism and the Tersoff-Hamann ap-

proximation, showing that non-equilibrium analysis can be important in the study of

STM image heights of molecules.

In the next chapter we continue this work by examining the non-equilibrium trans-

port properties of a molecular resonant negative differential resistance device on p-

type Si(100). It is shown that the tip-sample coupling, in conjunction with the device

charging energy and quantum capacitance, can limit the usefulness of prototyping via

STM measurements.
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4. THE LIMITATIONS OF STM DEVICE

MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Introduction

Recently there has been particular technological interest, because of its comple-

mentary nature with existing silicon technology, in the observation of negative differ-

ential resistance (NDR) in molecular scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measure-

ments on Si(100). The conditions which give rise to electronic NDR on silicon within

the ballistic regime [89] have been investigated at length in the literature both exper-

imentally and theoretically [3, 6, 16, 89–94], and in this work we build upon existing

studies to include the non-equilibrium interactions of both the scanning tunneling

microscope tip and the Si(100) surface [88]. Tip-sample electronic coupling and the

applied bias are both examined in detail.

To observe molecular resonant NDR with a semiconductor surface, for example

silicon, it is necessary to heavily p-type or n-type dope the semiconductor to move

the electrochemical potential below the valence band or above the conduction band.

Under heavy p-type doping the electronic NDR mechanism requires a positive ap-

plied bias at the substrate to pull the highest occupied molecular orbital of a surface

adsorbate past resonance at the valence band edge into the Si band gap giving rise

to NDR (see Figure 4.1). Conversely, the n-type electronic NDR mechanism requires

a negative bias to pull the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital past resonance at the

conduction band edge and then into the Si band gap giving rise to NDR.

Experimental investigations of resonant molecular NDR have thus far been largely

limited to silicon surfaces [6,90–92], where the p-type mechanism is believed to be due

to resonant NDR and the n-type mechanism has had less success and is attributed

to possible vibronic interactions [16]. Various molecules have been studied with re-
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producibility including cyclopentene [6, 90], TEMPO [3, 90, 92] and styrene [3, 91].

The first theoretical investigation [89] of resonant molecular NDR, based on a non-

orthogonal tight binding Hückel model, explained forward and reverse bias resonant

NDR asymmetry. A subsequent first principles treatment of the device region [16], us-

ing a simple effective mass type model for the silicon contact, yielded further insights

into the nature of NDR and brought to light electrostatic considerations for achieving

p-type resonant NDR. Furthermore, surface dopants, well known to be present in

heavily doped silicon, were shown to play a possible role in shifting molecular levels

on the substrate. Additional insights into the p-type NDR mechanism of cyclopen-

tene on Si(100) were provided through GW calculations [94] in the presence of an

equilibrium electric field. Both the energetic position and surface hybridization of

occupied molecular states were shown to affect the interpretation of observed experi-

mental NDR. As well, a theoretical study of negative bias (using the STM notation)

NDR [93] has shown that a reduction of tunneling at the silicon conduction band

edge can give rise to NDR. There has also been some contention whether observed

molecular NDR may be due to vibronic excitation of the molecule which can cause

a molecule to move away from the STM tip and thereby induce NDR [91, 95]. In

this discussion we focus on p-type NDR which has been more widely studied in the

literature [6, 16,90,94] and do not consider vibrational effects.

We examine in detail the regime of high and low bias p-type NDR through a self-

consistent first-principles non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) model including

both the STM tip and Si(100) substrate atomistically. The discussion is divided

into four parts where two important effects limiting p-type resonant NDR are pre-

sented. Firstly, we present the atomic structure applied to this study. We have chosen

styrene on Si(100) for this study since its π state is well decoupled from the Si(100)

substrate [88], which is a prerequisite for observing resonant NDR [94]. Additionally,

its surface bonding properties have been well studied in the literature [22,23,73]. Sec-

ondly, we outline the transport method applied where particular attention is given to

the construction of the device Hamiltonian. In the third part we analyze the STM
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Fig. 4.1. Band diagram for STM induced molecular p-type NDR on Si(100).
A positive STM bias is applied to the substrate pulling the highest occupied
molecular level, ε, past the resonance window between the Si(100) electrochemical
potential, µS , and the valence band, EV , into the band gap resulting in a drop in
current. The current passing through ε will be orders of magnitude lower when
it is inside the band gap than when it is on resonance resulting in the observed
NDR.

electron transmission at various tip-sample distances and bias voltages. We show

that tunneling near the top of the vacuum barrier prevents the p-type resonant NDR

mechanism at high bias and large tip sample distances, such that NDR should only

occur at close tip sample distances. In the fourth section we present a self-consistent

NEGF density functional theory (DFT) calculation of the tip in close contact with

styrene. It is shown that the styrene π state approaches the valence band edge very

slowly due to the charging energy and quantum capacitance of the molecule, thereby

limiting resonant NDR (though we are unable to rule out the possibility of bistable

effects beyond the self-consistent NEGF-DFT method). Lastly, we summarize our

findings.
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Fig. 4.2. Simulated two probe transport structure for styrene on Si(100)
beneath a Pt(100) tip. The tip position of closest approach is set at 2.0 Å above
the highest styrene hydrogen atom.

4.2 Atomic Geometry

We begin by discussing the atomic geometry of our study. The system is composed

of styrene on Si(100) below a Pt(100) tip (Figure 4.2b). The atomic structure is

obtained by DFT total energy relaxation using the electronic package Siesta [59].

4.2.1 Tip and Sample Structure

To model a metal tip, we use a Pt(100)-(3x3) structure with strained coordinates

to ensure that the tip geometry embeds into the (7.65 Å x 7.65 Å) periodic Si(100)-

(2x2) unit cell. The imposed strain on the natural Pt(100)-(3x3) unit cell dimensions

of (7.84 Å x 7.84 Å) is assumed to have an insignificant effect on the metallic tip

density of states (DOS) and transmission coefficient, in contrast to covalent bonded

systems where bulk properties can be significantly altered, and is therefore a fair

approximation which we adopt. Above silicon a 21 atom tip is placed: the first

bulk-like layer is frozen and the remaining 13 tip atoms are permitted to relax.

Styrene is known to form chains on the hydrogen passivated Si(100)-(2x1) surface

[2]. The reaction is initiated at a single dangling bond and repeats by abstracting a

hydrogen atom from a neighboring dimer, thereby creating a new adjacent dangling

bond site, until encountering a surface defect. To reduce computation time we include
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only one styrene molecule in our Si(100)-(2x2) unit cell. In the STM configuration, we

relax the tip above styrene at 2 Å, 4 Å, and 6 Å separations. This separation distance

is defined as the distance between the highest styrene hydrogen atom and the tip apex

atom. Each geometry optimization is performed via the conjugate gradient method,

using the local density approximation (LDA) [59], employing a double-ζ polarized

basis set, and is converged to 0.01 eV/Å on a real-space grid corresponding to an

energy cutoff of 300 Ryd. Relaxation calculations show that the simulated STM Pt

tip physisorbs with styrene at the closest tip-sample distance of 2 Å.

The results of the relaxation are summarized at follows: the C-Si bond length

is 1.89 Å, the C-C bonds within the ethylene subgroup are 1.51 Å, the benzene

ring C-C bond lengths are 1.4 Å. The angle between the C-Si bond and ethylene

subgroup is 112o, the angle between the ethylene subgroup and the benzene ring is

117o, and the molecule is tilted 18o in the Si surface plane measured from the x-

direction pointing out of the page in Figure 4.2. Lastly, the molecular height above

the hydrogen passivated surface is found to be 5.3 Å. We have found this geometry

where the molecule leans out of the Si dimer be 168 meV lower than the alternate

configuration where the molecule leans into the Si dimer [73,88].

4.2.2 Two Probe Transport Structure

Using the atomic coordinates obtained by total energy relaxation described above,

we build a two-probe transport simulation of the tip-sample system. The two-probe

system has a scattering region plus a top and a bottom lead. The scattering region

consists of the atoms in the shaded box of Figure 4.2. Namely, a styrene/Si(100)

surface along with a 13 atom tip and two Si(100) layers, are included in the scattering

region. The tip is connected to a Pt lead that is modeled by perfect semi-infinite

Pt(100) crystal planes extending to z = +∞. Similarly, the Si substrate in the

scattering region is connected to a perfect semi-infinite Si(100) lead extending to

z = −∞. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the transverse (x,y) directions.
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Lastly, a voltage bias is applied across the two leads which drives a current through

the tip-sample two probe system. For further details on the simulation procedure see

Chapter 2.

4.3 Transport Method

When a bias voltage is applied to a two probe transport structure, the scat-

tering region is put into a non-equilibrium state. At present, real space density

functional theory carried out within the Keldysh non-equilibrium Green’s function

framework is the state-of-the-art technique [14, 54, 65] for analyzing non-equilibrium

quantum transport through atomic systems within an ab-initio framework. We make

use of this technique and its associated electronic package Matdcal [54] to calcu-

late non-equilibrium properties. The basic idea behind the NEGF-DFT formalism

is to calculate the Hamiltonian of a two probe device system using DFT, determine

the non-equilibrium quantum statistics of the transport problem using NEGF, in-

cluding the electron transport open boundary conditions via real space numerical

techniques [54, 65]. We briefly outline our simulation method in this section. For

further details on the transport theory applied see Chapter 2.

4.3.1 Device Hamiltonian

As discussed in the introduction, to induce resonant p-type NDR under bias the

respective electrostatic potential must pull a level past resonance across the valence

band edge into the band gap. However, the bias profile between two contacts and

across a molecule is a complex effect often requiring the computationally time con-

suming self-consistent NEGF-DFT machinery [96]. Hence, in order to obtain a first

order qualitative understanding of the potential profile, a simplistic parallel plate ca-

pacitive Laplace model is suitable (where the molecule acts as a dielectric medium).

Specifically, this is valid if the STM tip is placed far away from the sample (in the

weak coupling limit). In several cases it has been shown that a parallel plate capaci-
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Fig. 4.3. Diagram for the capacitive Laplace STM model. Parallel plate
capacitances CV ac and CMol are assigned to the vacuum barrier and molecule
respectively. The potential is assumed to be flat inside the metallic tip and in the
heavily acceptor doped silicon substrate (for a positive STM bias). A relation be-
tween the total voltage applied, VTot, and the potential drop across the molecule,
VMol, can be easily derived. [6] The tip and sample electrostatic potentials are
indicated by φT and φS respectively, where VTot = φT − φS .
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tive Laplace model is able to adequately capture the voltage division between a STM

tip and an adsorbed molecule [6, 16, 82, 88]. This model may be simply expressed

as [6, 16],

VMol = VTot

(
1 + εMol

ZV ac

ZMol

)−1

, (4.1)

where VMol is the potential drop across the molecule, VTot is the potential drop across

the entire system, εMol is the relative molecular dielectric constant (treated as a fitting

parameter), ZV ac is the vacuum gap length, and ZMol is the molecular length. In this

electrostatic model the single molecule is approximated by a dielectric monolayer

geometry and the STM tip is assumed to behave as a flat metal plate. In the weak

coupling limit, when the tip and sample are well separated, and at low bias, a Laplace

capacitive model is usually valid since the molecule acts as a dielectric medium.

However, when the tip is brought in close contact with the sample at high bias this

approximation can fail. Therefore, we divide our transport analysis into two parts.

In our first analysis, see Section 4.4, we investigate the resonant properties of

styrene through an equilibrium Hamiltonian and following Eq.(4.1) add in a capacitive

potential drop. That is,

H0 = Heq + VTot(~r), (4.2)

where Ĥeq is the equilibrium tip-sample Hamiltonian at zero bias and VTot is the

capacitive Laplace potential drop across the molecule and vacuum. To solve for the

transmission we replace the Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.27) with H0. From an analysis of

barrier tunneling using the Laplace capacitive model, see Eq. (4.1), we are able to show

that the STM tip must be placed close to the sample in order to observe resonant

NDR. In particular, it is demonstrated that the resonant tunneling current of the

highest occupied molecular orbital at the valence band edge is orders of magnitude

less than the contribution of states tunneling near the top of the barrier at high bias

and large STM tip-sample distances.
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In the second part, see Section 4.5, we investigate the validity of the Laplace

capacitance model at close tip-sample contact and high bias. We solve for the full

non-equilibrium Hamiltonian, H, through a self-consistent NEGF-DFT loop [65].

The non-equilibrium analysis reveals that an additional quantum capacitance, CQ,

must be included in the STM capacitive model. It is shown that resonant p-type

NDR is impeded due to CQ – which can be significant for atomic sized systems such

as molecules – and the molecular charging energy such that the highest occupied

molecular level is held fixed at the silicon electrochemical potential.

The calculation of the device Hamiltonian, both in and out of equilibrium, is

carried out on a 200 Ryd real space grid within the local density approximation. The

(kx,ky)-space sampling is set at (4x4). The convergence criteria in the self-consistent

NEGF-DFT cycle is set at 10−4 in both the density matrix and hamiltonian matrix,

where the hamiltonian is stored in Hartree units. We employ double-ζ polarized

(DZP) basis orbitals on hydrogen and carbon. For silicon and platinum a single-ζ

polarized (SZP) basis set is applied to all atoms. The silicon basis set is optimized,

by localizing the d-orbitals [97], to provide a bulk band gap of 1.2 eV (rather than

the typical plane wave LDA band gap of 0.5 eV) with the valance band maximum

located -5 eV below the vacuum level. Free atomic orbitals are placed on the top two

styrene hydrogens, the uppermost styrene carbon atoms, and the Pt tip apex atom

to capture the typical 1 Å/dec tunneling decay as the STM tip is pulled away from

the sample [88]. Further details of the NEGF-DFT implementation can be found in

references [54, 65].

4.4 Barrier Tunneling

In this section we examine how the vacuum barrier width determines the p-type

resonant NDR peak to valley ratio. The potential drop across the device for this

analysis is approximated by a parallel capacitor model (see Eq. 4.1). It is shown

that the peak to valley ratio decreases with increasing STM tip-sample distance. At
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Fig. 4.4. PDOS for styrene on Si(100). The electrochemical potential is
located at -5.2 eV. The π and π∗ states are indicated. An orbital plot of the
weakly hybridized π state at -6.3 eV is also shown.

typical STM imaging tip-sample separations high bias NDR will not be observed since

the tunneling current is dominated by tunneling near the top of the vacuum barrier.

These results are explained through an intuitive effective barrier height model [13].

Let us first examine the equilibrium properties of styrene on Si(100). The pro-

jected density of states (PDOS) of styrene on Si(100) is shown in Figure 4.4 (as is

a real space plot of the π state orbital). From both the PDOS plot and π state

wavefunction it is apparent that styrene presents a weakly hybridized, and therefore

weakly broadened, molecular resonance. Weak hybridization, or level broadening, is

a required prerequisite to observe resonant p-type NDR [94] on Si(100). Furthermore,

the styrene π state is located at -6.3 eV, relatively close to the silicon valence band

edge at -5 eV. Therefore from an equilibrium analysis styrene appears to be well

placed for the study of resonant p-type NDR.

In STM measurements the vacuum barrier width is increased by retracting the tip

away from the sample. The barrier is said to be at a minimum width when the tip

is physisorbed or chemically bonded with the sample. During a STM current-voltage

measurement the applied bias is split between the vacuum barrier and the molecular

sample. The larger the vacuum barrier, the lesser its capacitance in relation to the
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Fig. 4.5. Transmission plots for styrene on Si(100) as a Pt STM tip is pulled
away. The tip position of closest approach is set at a 2 Å separation between the
uppermost styrene hydrogen atom and the Pt(100) tip apex atom. Transmission
plots are calculated at 2 Å, 4 Å and 6 Å separations. Zero energy is set at
the silicon valence band maximum, which is located 5 eV below the bulk silicon
vacuum level. The styrene π state is said to be in resonance when it lies between
the silicon electrochemical potential and valence band maximum (VBM). As the
tip is pulled away more potential drops across the vacuum region and the bias
at which the styrene π state is brought into resonance increases proportionally
with the vacuum barrier width. The bias window is indicated by dashed red
lines. The p-type silicon electrochemical potential assumed to lie 0.2 eV below
the Si(100) valence band maximum as indicated by the left most dashed red line.
The transmission broadening factor is 7 meV corresponding to a temperature of
approximately 80 K [6].
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molecular capacitance, and therefore the larger the fraction of the total applied bias

which drops across the vacuum. At large tip-sample distances, the molecular and

vacuum capacitances may be approximated roughly as parallel plate capacitors such

that C = Aε/d (A is the area, ε is the dielectric constant, and d is the plate distance).

As discussed earlier, see Section 4.3, we determine the potential drop across the

molecule and vacuum as a function of tip-sample separation by treating both the

vacuum and molecule as two such parallel plate capacitors in series (see Figure 4.3).

In this approximation we assume that the potential drop begins at the core of the

top layer of silicon atoms and ends at the tip apex atom. This can be justified by

considering the metallic nature of heavily doped p-type Si(100).

The vacuum gap is approximated to be zero, ZV ac = 0, when the STM tip is in

full contact with styrene, that is when the highest hydrogen atom and tip apex atom

are separated by 2 Å. Thus, at full contact VMol and VTot are equivalent and the

applied potential is the Laplace potential. At greater STM tip-sample separations

the voltage drop across the vacuum increases as determined by Eq.(4.1) and shown

in Figure 4.3. Note, εMol is taken to be 2.0 for styrene following gas phase data and

previous first-principles calculations [88].

At the NDR peak bias, a resonant p-type NDR model requires that a molecular

level be located between the electrochemical potential and valence band (see Fig-

ure 4.1). Then as more bias is applied this level passes out of the small conduction

window between the electrochemical potential and the valence band into the band

gap giving rise to NDR [89]. Hence the NDR peak to valley ratio is determined by the

contribution of the resonant state to the total current. If this contribution is small

as is the case at high bias, then the NDR peak to valley ratio will be very small.

To determine the contribution of a molecular resonant state to the total current we

can look at a transmission plot. In Figure 4.5 we plot the calculated transmission at

(2 Å, 2.25 V), (4 Å, 3.275 V), and (6 Å, 4.3 V) for styrene on Si(100) beneath a Pt tip.

As the tip is pulled away larger bias voltages are required to pull the styrene π state

into resonance between the p-type silicon electrochemical potential and valence band
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maximum (VBM), since more voltage drops across the vacuum barrier. A noticeable

effect is apparent in the transmission plots of Figure 4.5: as the STM tip is pulled away

the NDR peak to valley ratio decreases exponentially. The peak to valley ratio may be

determined by estimating how much of the total tunneling current is contributed by

the highest occupied molecular orbital at the resonance bias. NDR occurs because the

tunneling current contribution of this state is lost when it is pulled into the band gap.

At (2 Å, 2.25 V) we see that the resonant π state is responsible for a large fraction of

conduction in the tunneling window. In Figure 4.5 the tunneling window is indicated

by the two dashed red lines, where the left most red line is the Si(100) electrochemical

potential position and the rightmost red line is the Pt(100) electrochemical potential

position. At (4 Å, 3.275 V) the π state transmission magnitude is diminished and is

much less than the transmission near the Pt tip electrochemical potential. Therefore

at a 4 Å tip-sample separation the NDR peak to valley ratio is expected to be very

small. At (6 Å, 4.3 V) transmission through the π state is entirely dominated by

tunneling at the Pt tip electrochemical potential. Thus, at even modest tip-sample

separations the p-type resonant NDR magnitude could be unobservable. We term this

effect NDR washout, where the electron tunneling rate near the top of the vacuum

barrier is said to washout tunneling just below the silicon valence band maximum.

Though this system requires a complex first-principles model to determine molec-

ular level motion under bias, the effect of washout can be understood in terms of a

Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin-Jeffreys (WKBJ) model. Within this model the transmis-

sion depends exponentially on the barrier width W ,

T (E) ∝ e−
2
~ W |

√
2mE| (4.3)

where m is the free electron mass. This transmission trend is critically important

to understanding observed STM tunneling p-type resonant NDR. The probability of

tunneling at lower energies is exponentially less than at higher energies. Therefore,

at high bias any contribution to the total current at low energies is washed out by
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tunneling at higher energies. The larger the bias, the larger the washout effect. Since

an applied bias is split between the vacuum barrier and the molecule, the optimal

bias for observing maximum NDR occurs at or near full tip molecule contact (thereby

minimizing the washout effect).

It is important to note that though p-type resonant NDR has not been experi-

mentally reported for styrene on Si(100), the effect of washout is quite general and is

a property of the tunneling barrier and not a material property of the molecule. We

have chosen styrene for this analysis because it presents a weakly hybridized highest

occupied molecular orbital [94] that is easily identifiable in transmission plots. How-

ever, a recent p-type resonant NDR study of cyclopentene on Si(100) [6] has provided

NDR measurements as a function of tip-sample separation. These results show the

expected drift to high bias in the NDR peak position as STM tip is retracted by

approximately 4 Å. However, the peak magnitude does not diminish exponentially,

but increases slightly, and it is likely that a non-resonant mechanism is responsible for

cyclopentene NDR [94]. Furthermore, we have found through self-consistent NEGF-

DFT calculations that the lowest bias cyclopentene NDR peak reported (at 2.3 V) [6]

corresponds to a tip-sample vacuum gap of approximately 5.5 Å (much larger than

typical physisorbtion distances of approximately 2 Å) where NDR washout is likely

to be a noticeable effect.

The most important experimental implication of the washout effect is that typical

STM tip-sample imaging distances [6,88,91], of 5 Å or more, could be too distant to

observe p-type resonant NDR. The exact tip-sample distance and voltage at which

washout prevents NDR is a function of the dielectric constant and the highest occu-

pied molecular orbital position of each individual molecule. The lower the molecular

dielectric constant and the closer the highest occupied molecular level is to the va-

lence band maximum at zero bias, the further the tip may be placed from the sample

before NDR washout occurs. The precise quantitative magnitude of the washout ef-

fect depends on the WKBJ barrier height and the molecular HOMO-LUMO energy

gap. Since LDA tends to underestimate the gap, the washout effect may be somewhat
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smaller than that predicted by LDA. However, in the next section we show that there

is an even more fundamental self-consistent obstacle to resonant NDR.

This transmission study demonstrates that in order to observe p-type resonant

NDR two criteria must be met. Firstly, the STM tip should be physisorbed or chem-

ically bonded with the sample to assure low bias operation and minimize direct tun-

neling. So far we have assumed that the potential drop follows a Laplace profile when

the STM tip is physisorbed with the molecule. This assumption turns out to not be

completely correct and we explore this aspect in the next section.

4.5 Quantum Capacitance

To complete this analysis of p-type resonant NDR we present self-consistent

NEGF-DFT calculations of the system under bias. It is shown that the styrene

π-state approaches the p-type Si(100) electrochemical potential very slowly thereby

limiting resonant NDR. We explain this effect in terms of a charging energy and

quantum capacitance model.

4.5.1 Styrene NEGF-DFT Bias Profile

In the previous section it was shown that the NDR peak to valley ratio will

decrease as the STM tip is pulled away from the sample. Therefore it is optimal

to place a STM tip as close as possible to the molecular sample to avoid high bias

operation and thus minimize NDR washout. In our NEGF-DFT analysis of styrene

we therefore place the STM tip in contact with the sample and investigate its non-

equilibrium properties. At full contact the distance between the tip apex atom and

highest styrene hydrogen is approximately 2 Å.

Previously, in Section 4.4 we assumed, within an electrostatic capacitive model,

that the bias profile should approximately follow the Laplace potential when the tip

is in direct contact with the styrene molecule – since the vacuum barrier is considered

to have collapsed. Non-equilibrium calculations reveal an entirely different picture.
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Fig. 4.6. Bias characteristics of styrene attached to Si(100) in physisorbtion
contact (full contact) with a Pt(100) tip. The PDOS of the styrene π state under
bias is shown in a). The potential profile across the device region is shown in
b), where a cut of the potential drop is taken through the tip apex atom. The
electrochemical potential is located at -5.2 eV.

In Figure 4.6a PDOS calculations for styrene under various bias voltages ranging

from 0 V to 5 V are shown. In Figure 4.6b the same bias voltages are profiled across

the device region. Each potential profile is a one dimensional cut of the full real

space potential drop through the tip apex atom (x, y) coordinates. Two surprising

features are evident in Figure 4.6. Firstly, the π state does not pass the Si(100)

electrochemical potential even at a bias as high as 5 V. Secondly, the potential drop

across the molecule does not follow a linear Laplace profile. Even at full contact

between the STM and molecule an applied bias is split between what remains of the
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vacuum gap between the tip and the molecule as seen in Figure 4.6b. At low bias the

vacuum barrier between the STM tip and molecule absorbs a small fraction of the

applied bias. At very high bias most of the applied potential drops across the small

vacuum gap between the molecule and the STM tip.

However, contrary to intuition, below 2 V the system bias profile shown in Fig-

ure 4.6b can be well matched by assuming a vacuum region length, ZV ac, of 2 Å and

a molecular region length, ZMol, of approximately 6 Å in Eq.(4.1) – εMol is taken

to be approximately 2.0. This result shows surprisingly that even when the charge

densities of the tip and molecule strongly overlap, unless a chemical bond is formed,

the vacuum gap cannot be considered to have collapsed from an electrostatic perspec-

tive even though it has from an electron tunneling perspective. However, the lengths

of ZV ac and ZMol cannot be easily justified from empirical arguments since it is not

always clear where the vacuum region begins and ends at close tip-sample distances.

A first-principles calculation should be conducted to validate any assumptions (espe-

cially those concerning the geometry of a system). Above 2 V the system bias profile

cannot be understood purely in terms of the vacuum and molecular electrostatic ca-

pacitances (see Figure 4.3). In the next section we show that the molecular quantum

capacitance must also be included in our STM circuit model to account for the high

bias behavior.

4.5.2 Styrene Capacitance

In a sense we can view the high bias profile in Figure 4.6b as a screening effect.

Once the molecule begins to conduct through its highest occupied molecular orbital

as shown in Figure 4.6a, a sufficient density of states is present in the bias window to

screen the applied bias. Therefore at high bias, any voltage increase drops between

the molecule and the metal tip. This increased screening can be understood in terms

of the circuit model in Figure 4.7a which augments the simple capacitive model of

Figure 4.3 with the quantum capacitance of the molecule as described below.
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Quantum Capacitance and Electrostatic Capacitance

The potential across a molecule has two contributions: a Poisson potential and

a Laplace potential. The Laplace potential can be properly approximated by the

series CMol and CV ac capacitive model shown in Figure 4.3. The Poisson potential

is determined by the amount of charge gained or lost by the molecule. In the case

of styrene charge is lost when the highest occupied molecular orbital is brought close

to the electrochemical potential of silicon. If we change the electrochemical potential

in the molecule by an amount δµMol and the resulting change in the electrostatic

potential due to the loss of charge is δφMol, then Poisson’s equation for the molecule

may be approximately written as [96]

δQ = q2Do(δµMol − δφMol). (4.4)

We define CQ=q2Do to be the quantum capacitance [96,98–102] of the molecule, where

q is the single electron charge and Do is the PDOS of the molecule at µMol. From Eq.

4.4 we see that the quantum capacitance serves to couple the electrostatic potential

of the molecule to the electrochemical potential of the molecule (see Appendix E for

a more complete single level NEGF model).

If we couple the molecule to a tip and a substrate, its electrochemical potential

(µMol) will be determined by the contact to which it is more strongly coupled. This

can be understood in terms of the single level energy dependent electron correlation

function [14],

Gn(E) =
γSf(E − µS) + γTf(E − µT )

(E − ε)2 + (γS + γT )2/4
, (4.5)

where γS,T and µS,T are respectively the substrate and tip coupling constants and

electrochemical potentials (f(E) is the Fermi function). In our styrene study the

substrate forms a covalent bond and the tip a physisorbtion bond, hence γS is greater
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than γT (γS > γT ) and the electrochemical potential in the molecule is determined

by the Fermi distribution in the substrate.

In a circuit model we can view the molecular electrochemical potential (µMol) as

being split between the tip and substrate electrochemical potentials (µT and µS), by

the vacuum resistance RV ac and the molecule resistance RMol (see shaded region ii in

Figure 4.7a) [103]. The resistances are proportional to their respective coupling con-

stants, that is RV ac ∝ γS and RMol ∝ γT . The ratio RV ac/RMol decays exponentially

as we increase the vacuum barrier width, since the tip and sample wave functions

both decay exponentially into the vacuum barrier. Since the molecule couples much

more strongly to the substrate than the tip, we can approximate the resistances as

RV ac = ∞ and RMol = 0 (see Figure 4.7a). Therefore, the molecular electrochemical

potential µMol is equal to the substrate electrochemical potential µS and as we sweep

the bias δµMol = δµS.

For both contacts, the change in the electrochemical potential is equivalent to the

change in the electrostatic potential in the substrate, that is to say δµS = δφS and

δµT = δφT . In the Laplace picture (see Figure 4.3 and shaded region i of Figure 4.7a)

we view the change in the molecular electrostatic potential δφMol to be purely a

function of the molecular capacitance CMol and the vacuum capacitance CV ac as we

sweep the voltage bias. However, when the molecule begins to lose charge we must

consider Poisson’s equation and include a quantum capacitance which couples δφMol

to δµMol. Therefore in a circuit representation we must couple the Laplace division of

the molecular electrostatic potential (δφMol in shaded region i of Figure 4.7a) to the

resistive division in the molecular electrochemical potential (δµMol in shaded region ii

of Figure 4.7a) by the quantum capacitance at a given bias (CQ). Note, we consider

the change in the electrochemical potential as we sweep the bias incrementally because

the quantum capacitance (CQ) changes with the applied bias. The circuit model of

the quantum capacitance coupling between δφMol and δµMol in an STM measurement

is shown in Figure 4.7a.
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At low bias the quantum capacitance is very small, because the molecular density

of states at the substrate electrochemical potential is very small as shown in Fig-

ure 4.6a (we consider the low bias regime in Figure 4.6 to lie below 2 V as discussed

in Section 4.5.1). Therefore at low bias the electrochemical potential and electrostatic

potential are well decoupled and the Laplace model remains valid (see Figure 4.3 and

shaded region i of Figure 4.7a). At high bias the molecular density of states at the

substrate electrochemical potential is quite large. Thus the high bias quantum capac-

itance of styrene is much larger than the molecular electrostatic capacitance and the

vacuum capacitance (see next paragraph). We know that CV ac and CMol are com-

parable in size given the reasonable voltage Laplace division at 1 V in Figure 4.6b.

Therefore, following Figure 4.7a, at high bias the molecular quantum capacitance

dominates, tying the molecular electrostatic potential to the substrate electrochem-

ical potential, and the most of the voltage drops across the vacuum barrier (see the

bias regime above 2 V in Figure 4.6b).

The molecular electrostatic capacitance can be roughly expressed as CMol = q2/Uo

where Uo is the single electron charging energy. For isolated ethylbenzene, which is

styrene with two hydrogens attached similar to the passivation state of styrene on

H:Si(100), the charging energy is on the order of 9 eV , thus 1/Uo ' 0.11 eV−1. For

styrene attached to Si(100) the charging energy can be expected to reduce to a few

eV due to image charge effects [104] and delocalization of the π state as it hybridizes

with bulk silicon states. Whereas the styrene PDOS at the silicon electrochemical

potential can be seen in Figure 4.7b to vary between 20 eV −1 and 60 eV −1 at high bias

(from 3 V to 5 V). Hence, as the highest occupied molecular orbital approaches the

electrochemical potential of the substrate the molecule enters the limit of CQ � CMol

and it becomes very difficult for the level to pass the silicon electrochemical potential

and NDR is prevented (since we are in the regime δφMol = δµMol = δµS).
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Fig. 4.7. The high bias STM circuit model is shown in a), where the quantum
capacitance of the molecule couples the electrostatic potential of the molecule
to the electrochemical potential of the molecule. The molecular electrochemical
potential is split by the resistance of the molecule and the resistance of the vacuum
barrier – see the region ii) shaded in red. The ratio of these resistances scales
exponentially with the vacuum barrier width. The original Laplace circuit model
is shaded blue in region i), this model remains valid at low bias when CQ � CMol.
The ratio of CV ac to CMol scales linearly with the vacuum barrier width. In
subfigure b) a plot of the PDOS of styrene at the silicon electrochemical potential
as a function of applied bias for the range where the voltage drop across the
molecule does not change (3-5 V) (as seen in Figure 4.6b) is provided.

Decoupling the molecular electrochemical potential from the substrate

One could reduce the coupling to the silicon surface by inserting a large tunneling

barrier between the molecule and substrate. The tunneling barrier may be composed

of a vacuum region or an oxide. It should be noted, however, given the large charging

energy of molecules, that the self-consistent field analysis will break down when both

contacts are very weakly coupled [105] and the system will enter the Coulomb blockade

regime. Furthermore, electron charging in conventional resonant tunneling diodes
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has been shown to produce bistability and hysteresis [106, 107] and this may also be

important to the operation of molecular resonant tunneling diodes.

We have found that the electrostatic and quantum capacitances together prevent

the styrene π state from passing the Si(100) p-type electrochemical potential even

when a 5 Å or 10 Å amorphous SiO2 oxide layer [85,108] is introduced to further de-

couple the molecule from the substrate. Yet, we have also determined that the styrene

π state delocalizes reasonably well into the SiO2 barrier. The decay of a surface state,

in this case a molecule, into an oxide layer is a material property and other oxides may

better decouple the molecular states from bulk silicon than amorphous SiO2. It has

been shown that styrene can undergo desorption from p-type Si(100) at 1nA current

levels when forward biased [3, 109]. However, the introduction of an oxide layer can

lower tunneling current levels down to pA and thereby significantly reduce the like-

lihood of desorption, which further motivates the possibility of introducing an oxide

layer. A decoupling oxide layer, possessing a sufficiently low dielectric constant rela-

tive to the molecular dielectric constant, also beneficially lowers the voltage at which

the highest occupied molecule orbital is brought between the p-type electrochemical

potential and the valence band maximum.

4.6 Summary

We have shown that the vacuum barrier width, electrostatic capacitance, and

quantum capacitance can together depreciate STM induced p-type resonant NDR on

Si(100). As the tip is pulled away from Si(100) less voltage drops across the molecule

and the NDR peak drifts to higher voltages, since one has to apply a higher bias

to shift the highest occupied molecular orbital towards the valence band. At higher

voltages the tunneling current near the top of the barrier rises exponentially and thus

overwhelms tunneling through resonant occupied states. Therefore, to minimize di-

rect tunneling (washout) it is optimal to position the STM tip as close as possible to

the molecular sample, thus avoiding STM tunneling under high bias conditions. Next
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we examined the non-equilibrium properties of styrene on Si(100), which has a well de-

fined resonant π state, at bonding contact with a Pt(100) STM tip. It was shown that

the electrostatic capacitance and quantum capacitance of styrene together prevent the

highest occupied molecular orbital of styrene from passing the Si(100) electrochemical

potential (though bistable operation beyond the self-consistent NEGF-LDA method

has not been ruled out). Since charging energies and quantum capacitance effects

are known to be significant for small systems, it is likely that STM induced resonant

molecular NDR could be better observed on semiconductor surfaces under ballistic

conditions by further decoupling the molecule from the silicon surface via a vacuum

or oxide barrier. These results have general implications for prototyping nanoscale

devices via STM conduction. Weak coupling between the STM tip and device may

prevent the intended operation due to the significant charging energies and quantum

capacitance inherent in small systems.
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5. MAGNETIC TUNNEL JUNCTIONS

5.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters we presented a quantitative non-equilibrium Green’s

function density functional theory (NEGF-DFT) analysis of scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM) device prototyping. It was found that a detailed model, incorporating

the atomic structure, electronic structure and potential profile, is required in order to

properly understand current-voltage and height measurements. Furthermore, it was

shown that the weak contact coupling and large tunneling barrier between the STM

tip and sample can be particularly problematic when adding or removing charge from

the device (due to the charging energy and quantum capacitance). In this chapter

we move away from vacuum tunneling and towards a more practical understanding

of tunneling properties in the context of oxides sandwiched between magnetic leads.

Our goal is to understand the empirical device modeling constraints of tunneling

magnetoresistance (TMR) through thin barriers, where interface states between the

ferromagnetic metal contacts and oxide barrier play a pivotal role in the conduction

characteristics [36–39].

Here we build upon previous theoretical studies [36–39] and examine the appli-

cability of employing semi-empirical pseudopotentials (SEPs) [55] for the study of

Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions. The semi-empirical pseudopotential method [55] as-

sumes that the Hartree and exchange-correlation potential interaction between atoms

in a crystal lattice can be well approximated by an angular dependent or spherically

symmetric potential situated at each atomic site. In the simplest form, where we

assume a spherically symmetric SEP, the approach is analogous to the atomic sphere

approximation [57]. The SEP approximation was first applied to plane wave calcu-

lations and benchmarked with respect to the bulk properties of Si and CdSe [55].
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The implementation was later scaled up and applied to the study of quantum dot

systems [110] possessing a large number of atoms.

We are motivated to study the SEP method, in the context of magnetic tunnel

junctions (MTJs), by the poor computing scalability of DFT – order-N methods are

thus far limited to semiconductors and insulators [111]. Scalability is particularly

problematic in magnetic tunnel junction systems, where the calculation convergence

time can be prodigious [53, 54] due to the additional spin degree of freedom. The

SEP approximation removes the need for a self-consistent convergence loop, while in

principle maintaining the accuracy of full DFT calculations, and therefore allows for

the study of much larger systems. Spin torque TMR reliability and degradation de-

vice technology studies of large scale [112, 113] MTJ cross sections interspersed with

magnetic impurities and/or crystal defects [114, 115] might be of particular interest.

Importantly, the SEP method does not compromise on the fundamental MTJ atom-

istic physics [37] as do phenomenological effective mass type device models [116]. The

method is also appealing from a tight-binding perspective [117, 118], since it offers

the same computational advantages and yet is able to rapidly produce an accurate

parameterization without employing sophisticated optimization algorithms [119].

In this work we study SEPs extracted from real space localized basis set calcu-

lations (rather than plane wave calculations [55]). The discussion is divided in two

parts. Firstly, the SEP extraction method is described in detail. Secondly, we evaluate

the SEP method with respect to bulk, interface and thin barrier parameterizations.

The method is benchmarked against bulk Fe and MgO local spin density approxi-

mation (LSDA) band structure calculations. Subsequently, we show that properly

parameterized bulk extracted SEPs are qualitatively transferable to Fe/MgO/Fe tun-

nel junctions. The bulk SEPs capture most of the complex Fe/MgO/Fe interface and

thin barrier tunneling characteristics [37, 54]. However, it is found that SEP poten-

tials derived directly from two probe NEGF-LSDA calculations [54, 120] are able to

reproduce self-consistent Fe/MgO/Fe interface and transport results quantitatively.
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The results underscore the subtleties of transferring parameters derived from bulk

calculations to model thin tunnel junctions and interfaces [18,39,116].

5.2 Method

We briefly outline our simulation method in this section in two parts. Firstly, we

outline the semi-empirical pseudopotential approximation and our DFT parameter-

ization approach. Secondly, we discuss the NEGF transport theory applied later in

Section 5.3 to model tunneling through Fe/MgO/Fe junctions.

5.2.1 Semi-empirical Pseudopotentials

The local atomic orbital pseudopotential density functional theory time indepen-

dent Hamiltonian can be expressed as,

Ĥ = −1

2
∇2 + V̂ps(r) + V H(r) + V XC [ρ(r)], (5.1)

where V̂ps is the pseudopotential term, V H is the Hartree term, V XC is the exchange-

correlation potential term and ρ is the system charge density. We may expand

the pseudopotential expression further into local and non-local terms following the

Klienman-Bylander prescription [60],

V̂ps(r) = V̂ nloc
ps (r) + V loc

ps (r) (5.2)

= V̂ nloc
ps (r) +

N∑
α=1

vps,α(|r− rα|). (5.3)

where α is the atomic index and rα is a summation taken across the pseudopotentials

of each atomic position. However, V loc
ps (r) is usually long ranged (which reduces the

sparsity of the Hamiltonian) and therefore also computationally problematic. Thus,

we screen V loc
ps (r) [59] by populating the orbitals of the isolated atom and arrive at a
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short ranged neutral atom potential, V NA(r), for each atomic species. The preferred

local atomic orbital Hamiltonian is then written as

Ĥ = −1

2
∇2 + V̂ nloc

ps (r) +
N∑

α=1

V NA
α (|r− rα|) + δV H(r) + V XC [ρ(r)], (5.4)

such that the modified Hartree term is given by ∇2δV H(r) = −4πδρ(r). We define

δρ(r) = ρ(r) −
∑

α ρ
atom
α (r) where ρatom

α is the neutral atom charge arrived at by

populating the orbitals of an atomic species.

In its most basic form, the semi-empirical pseudopotential approximation [55]

assumes that all local terms may approximated by a spherically symmetric local

potential around each atom. This is objective is partially accomplished by including

V NA(r) but to arrive at a proper spherical potential at each atomic site we must also

reduce δVH and VXC such that,

δV H(r) + V XC [ρ(r)] ≈
N∑

α=1

vα(|r− rα|). (5.5)

where vα is the spherical approximation to the self-consistent Hartree and exchange-

correlation terms for atom α. The full semi-empirical pseudopotential is given by

V SEP
α (r) = vα(r) + V NA

α (r). The approach is similar in spirit to the atomic sphere

approximation applied in the muffin-tin orbital method [57]. Although not done here,

angular dependence may be introduced to the SEP term. This leads to a revised

Hamiltonian operator,

ĤSEP = −1

2
∇2 + V̂ nloc

ps (r) +
N∑

α=1

V SEP
α (|r− rα|) (5.6)

which does not require a self-consistent loop to solve since there is no interdepen-

dence between the semi-empirical pseudopotentials and the charge density. The term

“semi-empirical” is applied because these potentials are derived from first-principles

calculations rather than experimental data.
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Finally, we would like to extract the SEP for each atomic species from a self-

consistent DFT calculation. Let us assume that the spherical approximation to the

self-consistent Hartree and exchange-correlation terms, vα(r), goes to zero beyond

a cutoff radius of rc – which is not necessarily equivalent to the cutoff radius of

V NA
α (r). Within the cutoff radius we may define a complete orthonormal basis [121]

to represent vα(r) such that

φn(r) =

 1√
2πrc

sin(nπr/rc)
r

r ≤ rc

0 r > rc

(5.7)

and

vα(r) =
M∑

n=1

cαnφn, (5.8)

where the potential is represented by a linear expansion of the zeroth order spheri-

cal Bessel function – the eigenfunctions of an electron with no angular momentum

trapped in an infinite spherical well of radius rc. Note that higher order spherical

Bessel functions are not able to capture a non-zero system potential at the atomic

origin. To solve for the coefficients cαn we substitute Eq. (5.8) into Eq. (5.5) and con-

struct a linear equation, with N ×M unknowns, by integrating both sides through

with φm centered at atomic species β,∫
φm(|r− rβ|)(δV H(r) + V XC [ρ(r)])dr

=
N∑

α=1

N∑
n=1

cαn

∫
φm(|r− rβ|)φn(|r− rα|)dr.

(5.9)

In Eq. (5.9) we have forced an equality between the self-consistent DFT local potential

and the spherical SEP approximation to that potential. By further considering all
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Bessel functions in our SEP expansion we obtain linear system of equations, V = [S]c,

which may be written as
V 1

1

V 1
2

...

V N
M

 =


S11

11 S11
12 ... S1N

1M

S11
21 S11

22

...
. . .

SN1
M1 SNN

MM




c11

c12
...

cNM

 (5.10)

where V β
m denotes a Bessel integral over δV H(r) + V XC [ρ(r)] and Sβα

mn denotes an

overlap integral on the right had side of Eq. (5.9). The coefficients cαn are then

directly arrived at by matrix inversion.

For bulk periodic systems, contributions from the semi-empirical pseudopotentials

of neighboring unit cells to the self-consistent potential, δV H(r)+V XC [ρ(r)], must be

considered. Since the SEP coefficients are the same for atoms translated between unit

cells, the matrix overlap matrix in Eq. (5.10) is therefore expanded into a summation

over the central unit cell and all neighboring unit cells. To put this formally, given

R = n1R1 + n2R2 + n3R3, where R1,2,3 are the translation vectors of the unit cell

and n1,2,3 are integers, then we define [S] =
∑

R[S(R − R′)] where [S(R − R′)] is

the overlap matrix between the central unit cell at R and the offset unit cell at R′.

Thus in a periodic system with N atoms per unit cells [S] is a (NM)× (NM) matrix.

However, the V β
m Bessel integrals are confined to the central unit cell SEP potentials

such that V is a vector of length NM .

Thus far we have only outlined the SEP extraction procedure for spin independent

calculations. When modeling collinear spin polarized systems, separate SEPs are

extracted for the majority and minority spin electrons. For majority spin up electrons

we simply set δV H +V XC↑[ρ(r)] ≈
∑N

α=1 v
↑
α(|r−rα|) in Eq. (5.9), and solve for the cα↑n

zeroth order Bessel coefficients following the above prescription. In the same manner

one is able to extract the minority spin down SEP coefficients.
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5.2.2 Transport

At present, real space density functional theory carried out within the Keldysh

non-equilibrium Green’s function framework is the state-of-the-art technique [14, 54,

65] for analyzing non-equilibrium quantum transport through atomic systems within

an ab-initio framework. We make use of this technique and its associated electronic

package Matdcal [54] to calculate all transport properties. The basic idea behind

the NEGF-DFT formalism is to calculate the Hamiltonian of a two probe device

system using DFT, determine the non-equilibrium quantum statistics of the transport

problem using NEGF, including the electron transport open boundary conditions via

real space numerical techniques [54, 65]. For further details see the in depth method

discussion in Chapter 2.

5.3 SEP Electronic Structure for Iron and Magnesium Oxide

5.3.1 Bulk Fe and MgO

To insure quantitative transport calculations, in agreement with existing DFT

methods, the semi-empirical pseudopotential approximation must be benchmarked

against self-consistent results. Therefore, begin by we examining the accuracy of the

semi-empirical pseudopotential method detailed in Section 5.2 as applied to bulk iron

and bulk magnesium oxide LSDA calculations.

The band structure of bulk Fe in the (001) direction is presented in Figure 5.1a,

where (001) is the direction of transport electron transport through Fe/MgO/Fe tun-

neling barriers [37, 40–42, 120]. The lattice constant of Fe is set at 2.87 Å [58] and

the Fermi energy is calculated to lie at -4.4 eV. A double-ζ polarized basis set [59]

is employed in all calculations. The basis set and SEP cut off radii are both set to

5 Bohr. The LSDA calculated band structure (presented as a solid black in line) in

Figure 5.1a can be seen to agree quite well with the SEP calculated band structure
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(presented as a green line). The margin of error between the two band structure

calculations is approximately 0.1 eV.

The band structure of strained bulk MgO is presented in Figures 5.1b and 5.1c.

The MgO lattice constant is set at 4.21 Å in the (001) transport direction [122].

However the (100) and (010) directions are stained by 3.8 %, to 4.05 Å, in order to

lattice match bulk Fe (see the two probe Fe/MgO/Fe calculations in Section 5.3.2).

A double-ζ polarized basis set [120] is employed in all calculations. The Mg atoms

are assigned a basis set a cut off radius of 8 Bohr and the O atoms a cutoff radius

of 5 Bohr. The LSDA calculated band structure (presented as a solid black in line)

in Figures 5.1b and 5.1c can be seen to agree quite well with the SEP calculated

band structures (presented as a solid light blue and green lines). The solid green

band structure in Figure 5.1b assumes SEP cutoff radii of 5 Bohr for both Mg and O.

The solid light blue band structure in Figure 5.1c presents the results of a fit which

assumes Mg and O SEP cutoff radii of 8 Bohr and 5 Bohr respectively. The margin

of error between the LSDA and SEP band structures calculations is approximately

0.1 eV, although the 8 Bohr Mg SEP produces a slightly better fit around the Γ point

than the 5 Bohr Mg SEP. We have found the same level of SEP fit accuracy can be

achieved with the unstrained MgO lattice.

To achieve this accuracy, with both bulk Fe and MgO, we applied a LSDA real

space grid resolution of 4 points per Bohr (or 64 points per Bohr3) and 10 Bessel

functions per SEP. Reducing the grid resolution reduces the accuracy of the integrals

in Eq. (5.9) and can result in a poor matching between the LSDA and SEP calculated

band structures. Likewise, an insufficient number of Bessel functions in Eq. (5.8)

will result in a poorly constructed SEP. There is a fine balance between the grid

resolution and the number of Bessel functions, as too much of either can raise both

the computation time and memory consumption beyond reasonable limits.
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Fig. 5.1. Bulk band structure of Fe and MgO. Subfigure a) provides the Fe (100)
crystal bulk band structure; the Fermi energy is situated at −4.43 eV. Subfigures
b) and c) provide the complete strained MgO bulk band structure. The LSDA
calculated band structure is shown as a solid black line. In subfigure b) the 5 Bohr
cutoff semi-empirical pseudopotential fit to the LSDA band structure is shown in
green, the two methods agree to within 0.1 eV. The light blue MgO band structure
in subfigure c) is derived by extending the SEP cutoff radius on all Mg atoms to
8 Bohr, producing a slightly better bulk band structure fit.

5.3.2 Bulk SEP Transferability to Fe/MgO/Fe Tunnel Junctions

Given the accurate bulk band structure results presented in the previous sec-

tion, we now proceed to examine the transferability of bulk derived semi-empirical

pseudopotentials to magnetic tunnel junctions. The bulk SEP zero bias two probe

Fe/MgO/Fe TMR ratio, projected density of states (PDOS), and transmission calcu-

lations are shown to qualitatively match first-principles self-consistent NEGF-LSDA

results. Short range bulk SEPs (with a maximum cutoff radius of 5 Bohr) are able to

capture most of the complex Fe/MgO/Fe interface and thin barrier tunneling charac-

teristics [37,54,120]. While long range bulk SEPs (with a maximum cut off radius of 8

Bohr) are found to produce considerable error at the interface. Nonetheless, we find

that the tunneling characteristics are particularly sensitive to the Fe/MgO surface

states and that two probe derived SEPs are required to quantitatively match LSDA

calculated surface properties and transmission characteristics.
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Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ Geometry

The Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junction under investigation consists of 5 MgO layers

[120]. The full NEGF-LSDA device region is shown in Figure 5.2, where the semi-

infinite leads are accounted for by self-energy terms in the device Green’s function

(see Section 5.2.2). We have set the Fe lattice constant in both leads to 2.87 Å – the

MgO transverse lattice constant is also set at this value. However, the MgO layers are

separated by 2.1 Å in the transport direction, matching the bulk MgO lattice constant

of 4.2 Å [122]. The Fe-O bonding distance at the Fe/MgO interface is set at 2.169

Å [37]. The unit cell geometry shown in Figure 5.2 is periodically repeated infinitely

in the transverse (x, y)-plane (which lies perpendicular to the tunneling transport

z-direction). We have chosen to examine the five layer MgO device geometry, rather

than wider or thinner barriers, because at this thickness both surface states and bulk

band structure play prominent roles in the MgO barrier tunneling characteristics.

Fig. 5.2. Fe/MgO/Fe 5 layer device geometry. The atomic color index is as
follows: iron atoms are colored gold, the magnesium atoms are colored green,
and oxygen atoms are colored red. The system is mirror symmetric on the z-axis
about layer 11 (the middle of the barrier).

Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ PDOS Transferability Study

We begin by comparing the PDOS results of two probe SEP and self-consistent

NEGF-LDSA calculations. In Figure 5.3 the PDOS results at layers 5, 8, 9 and 11

in the Fe/MgO/Fe device are shown – see the geometry diagram in Figure 5.2 for

details on the layer numbering. It is important to note the mirror symmetry of the 5
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layer Fe/MgO/Fe system, where under zero bias conditions the PDOS at layers 5, 8

and 9 is equivalent to the PDOS at layers 17, 14 and 13 respectively.

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion, some general notes on the PDOS results

should be outlined. Firstly, the bulk SEP two probe transferability calculations (Fit

A and Fit B in Figure 5.3) differ only in the bulk Mg cutoff radius applied. Fit A,

see the light blue PDOS results in the first column of Figure 5.3, employs a bulk Mg

SEP cutoff radius of 8 Bohr. Fit B, see the green PDOS results in the second column

of Figure 5.3, employs a bulk Mg SEP cutoff radius of 5 Bohr. Both bulk SEP two

probe calculations apply 5 Bohr SEP cutoff radii to O and Fe. Fits A and B are

a transferability study of the bulk SEPs discussed in Section 5.3.1. The dark blue

PDOS results in each plot of Figure 5.3 are obtained from two probe self-consistent

NEGF-LDSA calculations. The dashed red PDOS results, Fit C in column three of

Figure 5.3, represents the ideal SEP result. Where we have a extracted a unique

SEP for each atomic species (and therefore a unique set for each layer) from the self-

consistent NEGF-LDSA two-probe calculations. In the set of ideal SEPs we impose

cutoff radii of 8 Bohr on all Mg atoms and 5 Bohr on all O and Fe atoms.

As we transition from deep within the Fe leads towards the MgO tunnel junction,

the bulk SEP, NEGF-LSDA, and ideal SEP PDOS calculations agree remarkably

well. This agreement holds up until the fourth Fe layer as measured from the Fe/MgO

interface, see the PDOS results for layer 5 provided in Figure 5.3. At the third Fe layer

from the interface, the bulk transfered SEP PDOS results (Fits A and B) begin to

diverge from the NEGF-LSDA PDOS results. The disagreement reaches a maximum

directly at the Fe/MgO interface (see the light blue and green PDOS results of Fits

A and B respectively at layers 8 and 9 in Figure 5.3).

At layer 8 the NEGF-LSDA result, in dark blue, displays the characteristic Fe in-

terface minority PDOS Fermi energy resonant peak [37,123]. If we turn our attention

to the Fit A SEP PDOS result (shown in light blue) we see a remarkable disagree-

ment with the NEGF-LSDA PDOS results. The 8 Bohr Mg bulk SEP approximation,

though able to capture the bulk MgO band structure as shown in Figure 5.1, fails
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entirely to transfer to the Fe/MgO interface. Fit A displays an almost flat PDOS

structure on the Fe interface layer (see layer 8 in Figure 5.3), dramatically underes-

timating the both the NEGF-LSDA PDOS and the minority and majority exchange

offset. Furthermore, at the MgO interface layer (see layer 9 in Figure 5.3) the Fit A

PDOS is shifted downwards by at least 1 eV and is in turn quite a bit larger than the

NEGF-LSDA result. However, at layer 11 in the middle of the barrier, MgO begins

to capture its bulk characteristics and Fit A agrees quite well with the NEGF-LSDA

result.

The minority and majority PDOS interface characteristics are partially captured

by Fit B (see the green PDOS at layers 8 and 9 in column two of Figure 5.3). The

total interface PDOS is roughly the same at a given energy, though the characteristic

twin peak Fe minority and majority PDOS resonances are largely lost. There is also

an approximate 0.5 eV upwards PDOS shift on the Fe interface layer, which as we will

show later turns out to problematic when calculating device transmission properties.

Overall, the MgO interface is relatively well captured by Fit B when compared to Fit

A. The bulk like layer 11, at the center of the MgO barrier where the MgO band gap

begins to appear, is well captured by Fit B just as it is by Fit A as discussed earlier.

On the other hand, the NEGF-LSDA interface states, at both layers 8 and 9,

are well matched by the ideal SEP PDOS results in Fit C (see column three of

Figure 5.3). The accuracy of the match indicates that the underlying SEP spherical

potential approximation is sound despite the chemical asymmetry present at the

Fe/MgO interface. Meaning the failure of the bulk SEPs to properly capture the

Fe/MgO interface PDOS in Fits A and B, is not due to the fundamental spherical

potential approximation but follows from Fe/MgO bonding characteristics that are

not included in the bulk Fe and MgO SEPs. Yet, transferability accuracy appears to

be dramatically improved with respect to the 8 Bohr Mg bulk SEP (in Fit A) and

the 5 Bohr Mg bulk SEP (in Fit B). This is an issue which we explore in detail in the

next section.
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Fig. 5.3. Fe/MgO/Fe SEP parallel orientation projected density of states
(PDOS) before approaching the interface (layer 5), at the interface (layers 8 and
9), and in the middle of the barrier (layer 11). The Fermi energy is located at 0
eV. The majority PDOS is shown on the positive axis and the minority PDOS
is shown on the negative axis. The reference two probe NEGF-LSDA PDOS is
shown as a solid dark blue line in each figure. Fit A, in light blue, shows the
bulk extracted SEP PDOS with the Fe, O, and Mg cutoff radii set at 5 Bohr,
5 Bohr and 8 Bohr respectively. Fit B, in light green, shows the bulk extracted
SEP PDOS with the Fe, O, and Mg cutoff radii each set at 5 Bohr. Fit C, in
dashed red, shows the two probe extracted ideal SEP PDOS with the Fe, O, and
Mg cutoff radii set at 5 Bohr, 5 Bohr and 8 Bohr respectively.
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Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ Potential Profile Study

Given that our SEP approach relies upon the fundamental assumption that the

total potential of a system can be approximated by a summation of spherical atomic

potentials, let us examine the source of the bulk SEP Fe/MgO interface transferability

error by viewing the system potential profile directly. In Figure 5.4 the total up spin

potential of our 5 layer Fe/MgO/Fe device is given as a dotted black line and the

corresponding SEP fit errors are plotted in color. The total down spin potential and

corresponding SEP down spin fit errors are nearly identical to the up spin results,

therefore in the interest of a concise discussion we include only the up spin results.

In Figure 5.4a we see the results of Fit A, where an 8 Bohr SEP cutoff radius is

applied to the Mg atomic species in bulk MgO. As expected both the FeO and FeMg

potential cuts (left and right column respectively) display reasonable agreement with

the LDSA total potential until the Fe/MgO interface is reached. However, upon

entering the oxide Fit A begins diverge significantly from the LSDA result. At the

FeO interface the system potential error peaks at -30 eV and at the FeMg interface

the system potential error peaks at +40 eV. These huge shifts in the system potential

are clearly responsible for the Fit A PDOS interface error displayed in Figure 5.3 and

discussed in Section 5.3.2. The resulting Hamiltonian onsite energies are shifted by as

much as 20 eV. Interestingly, a noticeable 5 eV potential error is present at the center

of the FeMg potential cut but this has a very limited effect on the layer 11 PDOS at

the center of the barrier in Figure 5.3 – since the maximum integrated Hamiltonian

error on layer 11 for Fit A is no more than 0.3 eV.

Moving downwards, in Figure 5.4b we see the results of Fit B where a 5 Bohr SEP

cutoff radius is applied to the Mg atomic species in bulk MgO. The FeO potential

cut, in the left hand column, displays relatively little error. Contrary to intuition,

we can conclude that the FeO interface bond is relatively well described by the Fit B

bulk Fe and bulk MgO SEPs. It turns out that the interface error is localized at the

FeMg junction, as shown in the right column of Figure 5.4b, and reaches a maximum
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of approximately 5 eV. Yet, the integrated Hamiltonian error is localized on not only

the Mg interface atoms but also on the oxygen bonded Fe interface atoms. The

maximum onsite error for both atoms reaches approximately 1 eV and the maximum

coupling error between the Fe and Mg interface atoms reaches approximately 0.5 eV.

These coupling and onsite offsets are the source of the interface Fit B PDOS errors

Fig. 5.4. Total NEGF-LSDA up spin potential (VTot = V LSDA
Tot ) and change in

the total up spin potential for each SEP fit (∆VTot = V SEP
Tot −V LSDA

Tot ). The total
NEGF-LSDA spin up potential is shown as a dotted black line, with its axis given
on the right hand side of the figure (the vacuum level is set at 0 eV) . The change
in the total up spin potential for each SEP fit (∆VTot = V SEP

Tot −V LSDA
Tot ) is shown

in light blue, green and red for subfigures a), b) and c) respectively, with the axes
given on the left hand side of the figure. The left column displays the system
potential as a linear cut in the z-direction through the FeO bond at the Fe/MgO
interface. The right column displays the system potential as a linear cut in the
z-direction through the Mg atom at the Fe/MgO interface. An atomistic cartoon
is shown to scale above each potential plot, where a dip in the total potential
corresponds to an atomic nuclear position – Fe atoms are gold, O atoms are red,
and Mg atoms are green. Down spin results are nearly identical.
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Fig. 5.5. The combined δV H and V XC (self-consistent Hartree and exchange-
correlation) contributions to the semi-empirical pseudopotentials at atomic layers
5, 8, 9 and 11 in the Fe/MgO/Fe device (see Figure 5.2). The bulk Fe SEP fit is
shown in green and should be read off the left axis (see Figure 5.1a). The bulk
MgO 5 Bohr Mg SEP cutoff fit is also shown in green (see Figure 5.1b) and should
be read off the left axis. The Fe/MgO/Fe layer by layer device SEPs are shown
in dashed red and should be read off the left axis. The bulk MgO 8 Bohr Mg
SEP cutoff fit is shown in light blue and and should be read off the right axis (see
Figure 5.1c). The vacuum level is set at 0 eV.

shown on layers 8 and 9 in Figure 5.3. Importantly, previous studies [39, 124] have

likely incorrectly assumed that tight-binding transferability corrections should only

be applied to Fe interface atoms.

Lastly, let us consider the potential error of Fit C, where a unique SEP is de-

termined for each atomic species in the device (see Figure 5.2). The SEP potential

error, shown in red in Figure 5.4c, is largely flat apart from small oscillations on the

Fe and Mg atoms and peaks localized on the oxygen atoms. The small oscillations
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away from the interface, also present in Fit B, can be attributed to the spherical

approximation where we have neglected basic small angular variations in the crystal

potential about an atom. The sharp peaks localized on the oxygen atoms appear

troubling at first, but can ruled out as artifacts of the SEP method. Due to their

sharp nature these peaks contribute negligibly to the integrated Hamiltonian oxygen

onsite energies. The same is true of the oxygen potential error peaks shown in Fit

B of Figure 5.4b. The Hamiltonian onsite and coupling errors for Fit C generally do

not exceed 0.1 eV, which is consistent with the Fit C PDOS plots in Figure 5.3.

At this juncture we are left with only one outstanding question. Namely, given

that the only variable parameter between Fit A and Fit B is the Mg bulk SEP cutoff

radius (defined at 8 Bohr and 5 Bohr respectively for MgO), how is it that Fit A

is so much worse than Fit B? This issue can be addressed by examining the semi-

empirical pseudopotentials directly. In Figure 5.5 the self-consistent contribution

to the bulk and two-probe derived SEPs are displayed (see Eq. (5.5)). The full

semi-empirical pseudopotential for each atomic species also includes a neutral atom

potential, VNA(r), which we subtract out since the neutral atom contribution to the

Hamiltonian does not vary between Fits A, B and C.

Upon examining the MgO interface at layer 9 we observe drastic variation between

the bulk Mg and O SEPs which results from assuming 5 Bohr and 8 Bohr Mg SEP

cutoff radii (shown as green and light blue respectively in Figure 5.5). Recall that

both bulk MgO fits assume a 5 Bohr O SEP cutoff radius. The 8 Bohr Mg bulk SEP,

see the light blue line in Figure 5.5 at layers 9 and 11, is approximately 87 eV at the

origin and then descends to a minimum of -10 eV at a radius of 5 Bohr. The 5 Bohr

Mg bulk SEP, see the green line in Figure 5.5 at layers 9 and 11, is approximately

-15 eV at the origin and rises in a parabolic manner to 0 eV at 5 Bohr. Similar

discrepancy exists between the two O SEPs extracted from bulk MgO as shown in

Figure 5.5.

However, Fit A and Fit B produce nearly exactly the same total bulk MgO poten-

tial profile as is evident in the band structure results of Figure 5.1. Evidently, the use
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of an extended 8 Bohr Mg SEP cutoff radius, which turns out to be approximately

equivalent to the MgO 4.2 Å lattice constant, results in an over sampling of the bulk

crystal potential. In this over sampled solution, the expected negative parabolic type

potentials centered at each atomic origin are captured by the negative tail of the 8

Bohr Mg atom SEPs. In bulk MgO each O atom has six nearest neighbor Mg atoms.

The negative SEP tail contributions from the neighboring six Mg atoms add up to

cancel out the positive onsite O SEP over sampled solution (see the light blue O SEPs

in Figure 5.5). Likewise, each Mg atom has eight nearest neighbor Mg atoms which

again contribute tails that cancel the positive onsite over sampled Mg SEP potential.

Returning to the results of Fit A in Figure 5.4a, two over sampling errors are

apparent at the Fe/MgO interface. Firstly, there are not enough neighboring Mg

atoms to cancel the high onsite potentials of the over sampled bulk fit. Secondly, the

negative tails of the over sampled Mg SEPs extend out into Fe lattice sites where

they are not properly canceled. At layer 11 within the Fe/MgO/Fe barrier (see

Figure 5.2), enough neighboring over sampled Mg SEPs exist so that the bulk like

PDOS properties are recovered as shown in Fit A of Figure 5.3. Clearly to obtain

a bulk SEP which is transferable to nanostructures, care must be taken to define a

reasonably short cut off radius that does not allow for solutions which sample both

the atom of interest as well as neighboring atoms.

Now that we understand the source of the interface errors in Fit A shown in

Figures 5.3 and 5.4, we can turn our attention to the much smaller but still significant

errors in Fit B. Far from the interface at layer 5 the bulk extracted Fe SEP (shown

in green) agrees rather well with the two-probe result (shown in dashed red). As

we approach the interface the two probe Fe and bulk Fe SEPs begin to diverge as

expected (see layer 8 in Figure 5.5), to overcome the interface potential error shown

in Figure 5.4b. At layer 9 the two-probe Mg SEP (shown in dashed red in Figure 5.5)

displays an expected approximate -5 eV correction with respect to the 5 Bohr bulk

Mg SEP (shown in green in Figure 5.5). We might assume that this is the end of

the story, since in Figures 5.4b and 5.4c we were able to shown that the bulk SEP
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error largely occurs at the FeMg interface. However, the two-probe O SEP at layer 9

displays an unexpected +10 eV offset which acts as a counter correction to the change

in the Mg SEP interface potential.

The correction to the Fit B bulk Mg SEP interface error (shown in Figure 5.4b) is

spherical in nature (as shown on layer 9 in Figure 5.5) due to the underlying spherical

assumption of the SEP method applied. However, any such correction that extends

spherically in all directions (rather than just towards the error itself as shown in

Figure 5.4b) actually acts to push the error away from the Mg interface atoms and

onto other atoms in the barrier. Hence, the counter correction on the O atom on

layer 9. Similar counter corrections must be applied to all atoms in the barrier as

shown on layer 11 in Figure 5.5, which explains why the two-probe extracted SEPs

fail to converge towards the bulk MgO SEP solution in the middle of the barrier. This

result implies that despite the success of the two-probe extracted SEPs, the spherical

approximation does not allow for a separate parameterization of the the interface and

bulk like MgO barrier interior.

Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ Transmission Study

Thus far we have a performed a detailed analysis of the interface potential and

PDOS errors (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4) which result when bulk SEPs are transfered to

Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions. Yet, for the purposes of electron device modeling we

are really interested in the transport implications of these bulk transferability errors.

Previous studies have shown that resonant interface states can act to significantly

raise the transmission through MTJ barriers [122, 123, 125]. To begin with let us

examine the transverse Brillouin zone Fe/MgO/Fe tunneling characteristics of our

device geometry (see Figure 5.2) at the Fermi energy as shown in Figure 5.6.

The self-consistent LDSA two-probe Fermi energy transmission is shown in Fig-

ures 5.6a through 5.6c. These results show the well known [37,39,120,123] Fe/MgO/Fe

parallel and anti-parallel zero bias transmission characteristics. The parallel orienta-
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Fig. 5.6. Parallel and antiparallel transmission at the Fermi energy (Ef = −4.4
eV) through a 5 layer Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junction (η = 25 meV in Eq. (2.27)).
Subfigures a) through c) are derived from a two probe zero bias self-consistent
NEGF-LSDA calculation [54]. Fit A subfigures d) through e) are calculated via
SEPs extracted from bulk Fe and MgO calculations where the Mg cutoff radius is
set at 8 Bohr, the Fe cutoff radius to 5 Bohr, and the O cutoff radius to 5 Bohr.
Fit B subfigures g) through i) are calculated via SEPs extracted from bulk Fe and
MgO calculations where the Mg, O and Fe cutoff radii are all set at 5 Bohr. Fit
C subfigures g) through i) are calculated via SEPs extracted from the two probe
zero bias self-consistent NEGF-LSDA calculation.
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Fig. 5.7. Zero bias total transmission with respect to energy through the 5 layer
Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ shown in Figure 5.2 (η = 25 meV in Eq. (2.27)). The self-
consistent LSDA total transmission is shown in dark blue. Fits A, B and C are
shown in light blue, green and dashed red respectively. The Fermi energy is set
at 0 eV.

tion spin up transmission peak is centered about the Γ-point (see Figure 5.6a) and

follows a gaussian decay with increasing transverse momentum. The parallel orienta-

tion spin down transmission peaks are located at the edges of the transverse Brillouin

zone (see Figure 5.6b). The zero bias antiparallel transmission is the same for both

up and down spin electrons and displays an approximate convolution of the parallel

up and down spin results (see Figure 5.6c).

Upon examining the parallel and antiparallel Fermi energy transmission plots for

SEP Fits A, B and C (shown in Figures 5.6d through 5.6l), we see a remarkable

qualitative pattern of agreement with the self-consistent transmission results (shown

in Figures 5.6a through 5.6c). Despite the prominent surface state errors of Fit A and

Fit B (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4), the parallel and antiparallel Fermi energy transmission

distribution in the transverse Brillouin zone remains almost unchanged. These results

clearly indicate that transmission distribution throughout the transverse Brillouin

zone is largely a property of the bulk Fe leads and bulk MgO barrier rather than of

the surface states [37]. Even though the barrier is only several atomic layers wide, it

is still the bulk like symmetries and band structure properties which determine the

tunneling distribution in k-space.
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Yet, we cannot take qualitative agreement in the transverse Brillouin zone trans-

mission distribution to imply that surface state errors do not influence MTJ transport

characteristics. Upon further examination the total self-consistent LSDA parallel and

anti-parallel transmission at the Fermi energy shows prominent disagreement with Fit

A and close agreement with Fits B and C (see total transmission for each spin orien-

tation given in white above each subfigure in Figure 5.6). The parallel transmission

of Fit A (see Figures 5.6d and 5.6e) underestimates the self-consistent result (see

Figures 5.6a and 5.6b) by an order of magnitude, whereas the antiparallel transmis-

sion remains almost unchanged (compare Figures 5.6c and 5.6f). As a result Fit

A underestimates the zero bias Fe/MgO/Fe TMR by a factor of 5, where the self-

consistent TMR is approximately 96 and the Fit A TMR ratio is approximately 20.

The TMR ratios for Fit B and Fit C are 89 and 106 respectively (reasonably close to

the self-consistent result).

From an examination of the Fermi energy transmission alone it would appear

therefore that minor interface errors, as shown by Fit B in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, can

be largely ignored when modeling tunneling through Fe/MgO/Fe junctions. However,

MTJ devices do not operate at zero bias but tunnel over a range of energies (depending

on the bias applied, which can be as high as ±1.5 V [40–42]). If we juxtapose the

total transmission for Fits A, B, and C over a wide range of energies against the

self-consistent transmission, a more complete picture emerges as shown in Figure 5.7.

From Figure 5.7 it can be seen that the agreement between Fit C (in dashed red)

and the self-consistent LDSA result (in solid blue) is quite strong over a wide range

of energies. However, Fit B (in solid green) follows the self-consistent parallel and

anti-parallel transmission only qualitatively on a logarithmic scale. The Fermi energy

transmission agreement in Figures 5.6g through 5.6i is in part accidental, where the

Fit B parallel and antiparallel transmission values approach the self-consistent values

at the Fermi energy in Figure 5.7 but diverge less than 1 eV away. Indeed, across

the transmission spectrum the improvement between Fit A (shown in light blue) and

Fit B is not significant. However, Fit B (unlike Fit C) does maintain the important
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interface minority resonance located 1.5 eV above the Fermi energy [120, 126] (see

Figure 5.7b).

The interface errors induced by transferring bulk parameterized SEPs to Fe/MgO/Fe

tunnel junctions must be taken into account when considering device transport char-

acteristics [37, 122, 123, 125]. Underestimation or overestimation of spin transmis-

sion values can lead to invalid estimates of device current levels, which is especially

important when considering spin torque transfer between up and down spin elec-

trons [112, 127] at the interface. The transferability errors can be interpreted as

unwanted interface scatterers (see total potential errors in Figure 5.4) which degrade

the transmission and current level estimates. Therefore, care should be taken when

applying bulk parameterizations to magnetic tunnel junctions and if possible a sep-

arate self-consistent first principles parameterization should be applied to the metal

insulator interface.

5.4 Summary

We have detailed a straight forward method for extracting semi-empirical pseu-

dopotentials from real space DFT calculations. The method has been shown to pro-

duce accurate bulk and two-probe derived spherical SEPs, matching self-consistent

DFT results to within 0.1 eV. It was found that special care must be taken to define

an appropriately small SEP cutoff radius to avoid oversampling of the system poten-

tial. Additionally, we examined the transferability of bulk derived MgO and Fe SEPs

to Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions. It was shown that beyond approximately two atomic

layers from the Fe/MgO interface, bulk parameterizations provide an accurate picture

of the system density of states and potential profile. However, errors are introduced

to the interface by bulk SEPs which behave as unwanted electron scatterers – altering

the zero bias total transmission profile by up to an order of magnitude across the en-

ergy spectrum. Therefore, we conclude that bulk parameterizations can only provide

a qualitative picture of magnetic junction oxide tunneling. A proper parameterization
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of the metal/insulator interface is required in order to achieve predictive MTJ device

models.
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Vacuum and oxide tunneling phenomena offer an abundance of physical engineer-

ing problems. Within the non-equilibrium Green’s function density functional the-

ory (NEGF-DFT) formalism we have examined both scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) measurements and Fe/MgO/Fe magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs). It was

shown that the tunneling properties of these systems can be strongly influenced by

a variety of effects including coulomb charging, quantum capacitance, wavefunction

coupling, surface states, interface bonds and the applied bias profile.

6.1 STM Summary and Future Work

Strong quantitative agreement, in the sub-angstrom regime, was obtained between

the NEGF-DFT method and STM height measurements on Si(100). The model pro-

vides a quantitative tool by which to gauge the vacuum barrier width (and therefore

the contact quality between the tip and sample) from current and voltage measure-

ments alone. With a proper understanding of the contact quality one is able to better

estimate, within a prototype context, the device possibilities of novel surface and in-

terface effects including radiative emission, negative differential resistance, switching,

spin flipping and charge regulation [1–9]. A non-equilibrium STM transport model of

the system under an applied bias is required for three reasons: firstly to capture the

energetic position of surface states, secondly to determine the vacuum barrier height,

and thirdly to determine the electrochemical offset between the substrate electronic

structure (including the band gap in the case of semiconductors) and the tip elec-

tronic structure. All of these effects were shown to influence STM current-voltage

measurements by up to an order of magnitude or more.
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In our second study, the above quantitative NEGF-DFT model was applied to

determine the self-consistent limitations of device prototyping via scanning tunneling

microscopy [6,16]. We investigated in detail the non-equilibrium conditions which are

likely to produce molecular resonant negative differential resistance (NDR) on p-type

Si(100). It was shown that resonant electron tunneling is washed out by tunneling

near the top of the vacuum barrier under high bias conditions, thereby preventing

resonant p-type NDR at large STM imaging distances [6]. Subsequently, it was shown

that the molecular capacitance may prevent the highest occupied molecular orbital

from passing the silicon electrochemical potential (though bistable effects beyond the

self-consistent NEGF-DFT method cannot be ruled out [9]). The charging energy and

quantum capacitance of small devices is such that electron addition and extraction can

be made exceedingly difficult when the STM tip coupling is much weaker than that

of the substrate. This is particularly problematic when the device system of interest

is chemically bonded to the substrate and the tip can at best form a physisorbtion

bond with the device – as is the case for molecules attached to silicon.

Despite the success of the NEGF-DFT approach, a great deal more STM model-

ing research remains to be done. For example, the above work could be extended to

the study of extreme environments possessing strong dipole moments and free ionic

charges. Under these conditions STM I(z) decay characteristics may vary signifi-

cantly [2, 15]. Additionally, inelastic phonon scattering is of increasing interest in

STM studies [95, 128]. There has also been considerable research in the area of spin

polarized scanning tunneling microscopy [129, 130], which offer an in depth tool to

study the magnetic properties of surfaces and interfaces (a topic of considerable inter-

est to the hard disk and MTJ device communities). Technologically and scientifically

relevant STM research lies in these domains and should be the focus of any future

STM modeling effort.

When an atom is charged under very high bias conditions or when participating in

a strong dipole moment, the wavefunction vacuum decay characteristics can become

quite complex. Negatively charged atoms posses extended wavefunctions and posi-
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tively charged atoms posses contracted wavefunctions. Therefore, negatively charged

atoms may have an increased STM height and positively charged atoms may have a

decreased STM height [2]. However, in a dipole bonding configuration is not always

clear how much additional charge lies on an atom and how much lies in the bonds

between an atom. When determining how much charge resides on an individual atom,

Mulliken populations are often inaccurate [131] but other more recent methods based

on charge flux lines have had greater success [132]. All of these issues must be taken

into consideration as we more towards more generalizable local atomic orbital STM

simulations.

Accurate STM height modeling is of great importance to the study of molecular

motions. These motions may be vibronic, conformational or result from the breaking

of bonds such as during desorption. Recent inelastic electron tunneling measurements

have shown that electron-phonon interactions can produce single molecule negative

differential resistance [95]. However, the observed drop in current is much smaller

than that expected from a conformational motion of 1 Å or more. Where the typical

drop in STM current is one decade for each angstrom retracted. Additionally, it is

not clear whether attractive interactions with the STM tip limit the range of confor-

mational motion. Molecular bond breaking and desorption [109] comprise even more

complex phonon interactions which are worthy of investigation and are the topic of

ongoing STM research. Distinguishing these inelastic non-equilibrium effects and the

conditions under which they arise is of fundamental importance to the surface science

community.

As magnetic devices miniaturize towards atomic dimensions, the spin polarized

STM is considered by some accounts to be the ideal tool by which to characterize their

magnetic properties. Recently, the magnetic moments and anisotropy of individual

atoms was measured by inelastic electron tunneling spin-flip spectroscopy [129]. Ad-

ditionally, the magnetic characteristics of individual atoms has been mapped out as

a function of different local environments [130]. However, it is not clear whether the

measured magnetization characteristics and spin-flip exchange energies are influenced
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by the substrate proximity of the spin polarized STM tip. A proper first-principles

model, including both the tip and the substrate, could contribute much towards un-

derstanding the limitations of magnetic device characterization via spin polarized

STM measurements.

6.2 MTJ Summary and Future Work

In our final theoretical study we examined the MTJ modeling limitations of

bulk tight binding parameters [39]. A straight forward method for extracting semi-

empirical pseudopotentials (SEPs), the tight binding method of choice, from real space

DFT calculations was put forward and shown to produce accurate bulk parameter-

izations. It was determined that qualitative interface state errors are induced when

transferring bulk Fe and MgO SEPs to Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions [37,122,123,125].

However, it was shown that SEPs extracted directly from NEGF-DFT calculated

Fe/MgO/Fe sandwich electronic structure calculations are able to quantitatively cap-

ture DFT interface properties. Surface state errors can lead to an underestimation

or overestimation of MTJ spin transmission and tunneling currents, both of which

are especially important when considering spin torque transfer between up and down

spin electrons [112,127] at the interface. It was shown that transferability errors can

be interpreted as unwanted interface scatterers which degrade the transmission and

current level estimates. Therefore, care should be taken when applying bulk param-

eterizations to magnetic tunnel junctions and if possible a separate first-principles

parameterization should be applied to the metal-insulator interface. The results un-

derscore the subtleties of transferring parameters derived from bulk calculations to

model thin tunnel junctions and interfaces [18, 39,116].

The SEP model holds particular promise as a scalable alternative to computa-

tionally intensive DFT calculations for the study of large scale systems – order-

N DFT methods are thus far limited to semiconductors and insulators [111]. Fu-

ture spin torque TMR reliability and degradation device technology studies of large
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scale [112,113] MTJ cross sections (interspersed with magnetic impurities and/or crys-

tal defects [114, 115]) might be of particular interest. Importantly, the SEP method

does not compromise on the fundamental MTJ atomistic physics [37] as do phe-

nomenological effective mass type device models [116]. At present Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ

devices are still in their infancy, such that crystal defects [114, 115] and oxygen con-

tamination of the Fe interface [124] are prohibiting the construction of devices at the

theoretical tunneling magnetoresistance limit of several thousand percent. Indeed,

much more modeling and fabrication work remains to be done to optimize and better

improve MTJ device performance.
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A. THE TERSOFF-HAMANN APPROXIMATION

Let us first derive an expression for the electronic coupling between the tip and sample

within Bardeen tunneling theory [133]. Define US to be the potential of the sample

and UT to be the potential of the tip, such that the distance between the sample and

tip is large, then

USUT ' 0 (A.1)

where the two regions are assumed to only slightly overlap - a reasonable approxi-

mation. The time independent Hamiltonians of the sample and tip respectively may

then be written as

(− ~2

2m
∇2 + US)Ψµ = EµΨµ, (A.2)

(− ~2

2m
∇2 + UT )χν = Eνχν . (A.3)

At time t > 0 the tip voltage potential is turned on and the sample wave function

starts to evolve according to

i~
∂Ψ

∂t
= (− ~2

2m
∇2 + US + UT )Ψ. (A.4)

Now we can treat Ψµ as the sample initial state and χν as the final tip state of a

tunneling electron. The transition is induced by the perturbation UT in the above

time dependent Schrödinger equation. Thus according to Fermi’s golden rule the

transition probability Pµν of an electron from Ψµ to χν is given by

Pµν =
2π

~
|Mµν |2δ(Eν − Eµ), (A.5)
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where

Mµν =

∫
Ωτ

ΨµUTχ
∗
νdτ. (A.6)

Since UT is non-vanishing only in the tip thus Ωτ is limited to the volume of the tip.

Reducing further we arrive at

Mµν =

∫
Ωτ

Ψµ(Eν +
~2

2m
∇2)χ∗νdτ. (A.7)

An elastic transition requires Eµ = Eν , as well in the tip body US = 0, therefore

Mµν =

∫
Ωτ

(χ∗νEµΨµ + Ψµ
~2

2m
∇2χ∗ν)dτ

=

∫
Ωτ

(−χ∗ν
~2

2m
∇2Ψµ + Ψµ

~2

2m
∇2χ∗ν)dτ

=
~2

2m

∫
Ωτ

∇(Ψµ∇χ∗ν − χ∗ν∇Ψµ)dτ,

=
~2

2m

∫
Sτ

(Ψµ∇χ∗ν − χ∗ν∇Ψµ)dτ, (A.8)

where the last step is obtained by applying Green’s theorem to obtain an integral over

the tip surface Sτ . The tunneling current given to first order given by Bardeen’s [133]

formalism is

I =
2πe

~
∑
µ,ν

f(Eµ)[1− f(Eν + eV )]|Mµν |2δ(Eµ − Eν) (A.9)

where f(E) is the Fermi function and V is the applied potential.

To derive the Tersoff-Hamann approximation from Bardeen’s expression for the

electron current, we first start with the Schrödiner equation in the vacuum

(∇2 − κ2)ψ(~r) = 0, (A.10)
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where κ =
√

2mφ/~ for the work function φ. The Green’s function solution to the

above equation is

(∇2 − κ2)G(~r − ~r0) = δ(~r − ~r0), (A.11)

G(~r − ~r0) =
e−κ|~r−~r0|

4π|~r − ~r0|
. (A.12)

Supposing we have a spherically symmetric tip state χs well represented by an atomic

s-orbital, then

χs(~r) =
C

κ|~r|
e−κ|~r| =

4πC

κ
G(~r) (A.13)

where C is a normalizing constant. Returning to coupling term Mµν we see that the

tip state may be expressed in terms of a Green’s function localized at ~r0 hence

Mµν =

∫
Ωτ

(Ψµ
~2

2m
∇2χ∗ν − χ∗ν

~2

2m
∇2Ψµ)dτ

=
2πC~2

κm

∫
Ωτ

(Ψµ∇2G(~r − ~r0)−G(~r − ~r0)∇2Ψµ)dτ (A.14)

where integration is performed over the tip volume. This may be simplified further by

substituting in the equation for a free electron and that for the free electron Green’s

function

Mµν =
2πC~2

κm

∫
Ωτ

(Ψµ(κ2G(~r − ~r0) + δ(~r − ~r0))−G(~r − ~r0)κ
2Ψµ)dτ (A.15)

=
2πC~2

κm

∫
Ωτ

Ψµ(~r)δ(~r − ~r0)dτ (A.16)

=
2πC~2

κm
Ψµ(~r0) (A.17)
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Finally substituting back into Bardeen’s expression for the current we arrive at the

following proportionality statement

I ∝
EFS∑

Eµ=EFT

|Ψµ(~r0)|2 (A.18)

which is the Tersoff-Hamann approximation [70]. It states that the current between

the tip and the sample is proportional to the local density of states exposed to conduc-

tion between the tip and sample electrochemical potentials, EFT
and EFS

respectively,

at the tip apex atom position ~r0. That is the sum over all sample states labeled µ

above in the current expression is limited to energies between EFT
and EFS

. The

major assumptions are firstly, that the tip and sample are weakly coupled - the tip is

far from the sample - and secondly that the tip apex atom conducting orbital is an

atomic s-orbital.
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B. SURFACE GREEN’S FUNCTION

Referring to the notation adopted in Chapter 2, the self-energy of a contact acting

on a device is given by

Σd(E) = τdcGc(E)τ †dc, (B.1)

where the coupling is defined as τdc = [(E + iη)Sdc − Hdc]. In this expression the

coupling τdc between orbitals in the device and orbitals in the contact, which may

be either orthogonal or non-orthogonal, only extends a few atomic layers deep into

the contact. For example, given a typical local atomic orbital cut off radius of 8

Bohr, 8 Si(100) contact layers are coupled to the device region. For deeper contact

layers the coupling is zero and therefore these layers do not contribute at all to the

self-energy term. Meaning, we only require the contact Green’s function for the top

eight or so layers. The relevant portion of the contact Green’s function which couples

to the device region is referred to as the surface Green’s function. Bulk contacts

are semi-infinite in the z-direction and infinite in both the x and y directions. An

infinite matrix cannot be inverted. However, through use of the recursive algorithm

by Sancho et al. [134] the surface Green’s function of one-dimensional contacts which

are semi-infinite in the z-dimension can be obtained. To remove the bulk problem of

infinite continuity in the x and y dimensions we transform the x and y dimensions

into a collection of ~k-space one dimensional leads. That is, we contract the infinite
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(x, y) layers represented by α and the coupling between them represented by β in the

contact Green’s function as given by the following tridiagonal matrix

G = [(E + iη)S − F ]−1 =


α β 0 ...

β† α β

0 β† α
...

. . .



−1

(B.2)

to the following ~k-space form

G(~kµν) =


α(~kµν) β(~kµν) 0 ...

β(~kµν)
† α(~kµν) β(~kµν)

0 β(~kµν)
† α(~kµν)

...
. . .



−1

=


G00(~kµν) G01(~kµν) G02(~kµν) ...

G10(~kµν)
† G11(~kµν) G12(~kµν)

G20(~kµν) G21(~kµν)
† G22(~kµν)

...
. . .

 (B.3)

where α(~kµν) and β(~kµν) are finite matrices obtained through a discrete Fourier trans-

form and G00(~kµν) is the surface Green’s function - we have dropped the contact sub-

script c for ease of readability. The discrete Fourier transform is taken as a sum over

all coupled Blöch unit cells, with real-space vectors ~rmn = nax̂+mbŷ where a is the

x distance between adjacent unit cells and b is the y distance between adjacent unit

cells. In this discussion we are assuming rectangular right angled unit cells vectors in

the x and y dimensions, i.e. as with Si(100), but the k-space transformation method
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also applies to oblique (x, y) unit cell vectors. The discrete Fourier transform may be

written as

α(~kµν) =
∑
m,n

α(~rmn − ~r0)e+i~kµν ·(~rmn−~r0), (B.4)

β(~kµν) =
∑
m,n

β(~rmn − ~r0)e+i~kµν ·(~rmn−~r0), (B.5)

α(~rmn − ~r0) =
1

Nk

∑
µ,ν

α(~kµν)e
−i~kµν ·(~rmn−~r0), (B.6)

β(~rmn − ~r0) =
1

Nk

∑
µ,ν

β(~kµν)e
−i~kµν ·(~rmn−~r0), (B.7)

(B.8)

where Nk = NkxNky is the number of k-points and ~kµν = 2πµ
aNkx

x̂ + 2πν
bNky

ŷ such that

0 ≤ µ ≤ (Nkx − 1) and 0 ≤ ν ≤ (Nky − 1).

To solve for the surface Green’s function G00(~kµν) we reduce equation (B.3) to the

following form while dropping the k-space notation for ease of readability

αG00 = I − βG10

αG10 = −β†G00 − βG20

...

αGn0 = −β†Gn−1,0 − βGn+1,0. (B.9)

The general term in equation (B.9) can be rewritten as

Gn0 = α−1(−β†Gn−1,0 − βGn+1,0) = t0Gn−1,0 + t̃0Gn+1,0 (n ≥ 1), (B.10)

such that

t0 = −α−1β†

t̃0 = −α−1β. (B.11)
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Applying equation (B.10) again to Gn−1,0 and Gn+1,0 leads to

Gn0 = t0(t0Gn−2,0 + t̃0Gn0) + t̃0(t0Gn0 + t̃0Gn+2,0), (B.12)

giving

Gn0 = t1Gn−2,0 + t̃1Gn+2,0 (n ≥ 2), (B.13)

with

t1 = (I − t0t̃0 − t̃0t0)
−1t20

t̃1 = (I − t0t̃0 − t̃0t0)
−1t̃20. (B.14)

This process can be repeated iteratively and at the ith iteration

Gn0 = tiGn−2i,0 + t̃iGn+2i,0 (n ≥ 2i), (B.15)

where

ti = (I − ti−1t̃i−1 − t̃i−1ti−1)
−1t2i−1

t̃i = (I − ti−1t̃i−1 − t̃i−1ti−1)
−1t̃2i−1 (B.16)

are at least of order 2i. From which the following chain of equations can be obtained:

G10 = t0G00 + t̃0G20

G20 = t1G00 + t̃1G40

...

G2n0 = tnG00 + t̃nG2n+10. (B.17)
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By successive substitution we obtain a relation between G00 and G01

G10 = t0G00 + t̃0G20

= (t0 + t̃0t1)G00 + t̃1G40

= (t0 + t̃0t1 + t̃0t̃1t2)G00 + t̃2G80

= (t0 + t̃0t1 + ...+ t̃0...t̃n−1tn)G00 + t̃nG2n+10. (B.18)

The process is repeated to some value n such that tn < ε and t̃n < ε, where ε is a very

small number such that t̃nG2n+10 ' 0. Substituting equation (B.18) into equation

(B.9) we arrive at an expression for the surface Green’s function

G00 = (α+ βT )−1 (B.19)

where

T = t0 + t̃0t1 + ...+ t̃0...t̃n−1tn (B.20)

and T must be calculated iteratively until tn < ε and t̃n < ε. By calculating T we can

then solve for the surface Green’s function of any system at a given k-point. Finally,

to obtain the real-space surface Green’s function we must sample over several k-points

G00(~rmn − ~r0) =
1

Nk

∑
µ,ν

G00(~kµν)e
−i~kµν ·(~rmn−~r0) (B.21)

where a larger k-point sampling results in a more accurate surface Green’s function.

Care must be taken when choosing the number of k-points since under sampling of

the surface Green’s function in k-space can result in aliasing [135].
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C. NEGF DENSITY MATRIX CONTOUR INTEGRATION

The contour integration technique is most easily illustrated for a device in equilibrium

with two contacts, generalization to the non-equilibrium case follows easily from the

equilibrium case. Recall the equilibrium (spin degenerate) density matrix is defined

as

[ρ] =
i

π

∫ ∞

−∞
f(E − µ)

(
Gd(E)−Gd(E)†

)
dE. (C.1)

where both contacts possess an electrochemical potential of µ. From this we can

expand out the equilibrium density matrix into two terms,

[ρ] =
i

π

∫ ∞

−∞
f(E − µ)[(E + iη)Sd −Hd − ΣL − ΣR]−1dE (C.2)

− i

π

∫ ∞

−∞
f(E − µ)[(E − iη)Sd −Hd − Σ†

L − Σ†
R]−1dE. (C.3)

The device Green’s function Gd(E) and its transpose conjugate G†
d(E) have poles in

the lower and upper half of the complex plane respectively. The imaginary contri-

butions of ΣL,R do not alter this fact. The self-energies serve to partition the device

Green’s function Gd from the Green’s function of the infinite system, [(E + iη)S −

H]G(E) = [I], encompassing both semi-infinite contacts (see discussion in Chapter

2). Since Gd(E) is a sub-matrix of G(E), and G(E) has poles only in the lower com-

plex plane, therefore Gd(E) also has poles only in the lower complex plane. Similarly,

the same argument follows for G†
d(E) and G†(E) which both have poles in the upper

complex plane.

Numerical integration along the real energy axis can absorb a considerable compu-

tation time because the poles are very sharp and therefore the grid must be very fine.

However this bottleneck can be bypassed by integrating the device Green’s function
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Fig. C.1. Contour integral diagram for the equilibrium density matrix. The
poles are indicated as ’x’ marks in the upper and lower complex plane.

in the complex plain where it is much more smooth. The device Green’s function is

analytic in the upper half of the imaginary plane and its complex conjugate trans-

pose is analytic in the lower half of imaginary plane. Thus, both Eq. (C.2) and Eq

(C.3) can be integrated in the complex plane along the semi-circles shown in Fig-

ure C.1 [136]. The resulting contour integrals, C1 and C2 in the complex plane z, are

equal in magnitude thus

[ρ] =
i

π

∫
C1

G(z)f(z − µ)dz − i

π

∫
C2

G†(z)f(z − µ)dz (C.4)

=
−2

π
Im

[∫
C1

G(z)f(z − µ)dz

]
. (C.5)

Furthermore we can truncate the contour integral at a minimum energy (Emin) below

which no poles, and therefore no device eigenstates, exist such that the contour is

taken along the path z = E0 + Erade
iθ and the density matrix integral becomes

[ρ] =
−2

π
Im

[∫ 0

π

G(θ)f(z − µ)(iErade
iθ)dθ

]
. (C.6)
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where Erad = (Emin − (µ + kBT ))/2 and Eo = µ + kBT − Erad. Note, we include a

kBT factor in the integration window to account for thermal broadening by the Fermi

function defined as f(E) = 1/(1 + eE/kBT ). This integral can be solved by sampling

a small number of points along the contour – typically 60 points for pseudopotential

Hamiltonians that exclude core electron eigenstates – and integrating numerically via

Gaussian quadrature [121].

In the more general non-equilibrium scenario it turns out that contour integration

can only be applied to those states that lie below the bias window. Recall, the non-

equilibrium density matrix is given by

[ρ] =
1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
(AL(E)f(E − µL) + AR(E)f(E − µR)) dE. (C.7)

Assuming that the left electrode electrochemical potential, µL, is less than that of

the right electrode, µR, we can write the non-equilibrium (spin degenerate) density

matrix integral in two parts

[ρ] =
i

π

∫ µL−kBT

−∞

(
Gd −G†

d

)
dE (C.8)

+
1

π

∫ µR+kBT

µL−kBT

(f(E − µL)GdΓLG
†
d + f(E − µR)GdΓRG

†
d)dE. (C.9)

The first term, Eq C.8 where electron occupation is one, is easily solved via contour

integration. However, the second integral term, Eq C.9, possesses poles both in the

upper and lower complex plane because the device Green’s function and it’s complex

conjugate are not separable. Therefore the integrand of Eq C.9 is analytic in neither

the upper or lower complex plane and we must numerically integrate along the real

energy axis for the bias window of µL− kBT through to µR + kBT . Often eigenstates

lie within the bias window an generate very sharp poles along the real axis, so Eq C.9

must be integrated on a fine energy grid to insure an accurately converged density

matrix in the self-consistent loop. Typically a grid resolution of 1 meV or more is

required.
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Computationally, the use of contour integrals in the density matrix integral re-

duces the number of energy points at which the surface Green’s function and device

Green’s function must be calculated. Each Green’s function calculation requires ma-

trix inversion, which in terms of computation time scales as N3 where N is the size

of the matrix – matrix size is determined by the number of atoms in the system and

the number of basis functions on each atom. Calculating the device Green’s function

is the most expensive computation in the non-equilibrium Green’s function density

functional theory (NEGF-DFT) self-consistent loop. Therefore, contour integration

saves considerable computation time by reducing the number of matrix inversions.

Compare this problem to that of matrix diagonalization performed in bulk equilib-

rium calculations (see Chapter 2) which need only be performed once to obtain the

density matrix. However, the density matrix integral is not entirely intractable be-

cause each energy point in the integral can be calculated separately and in parallel.

Furthermore, often device systems require two dimensional periodicity perpendicu-

lar to the direction of transport through k-point sampling. The parallel calculation

therefore ends up farming out Nk × NE, where Nk is the number of k-points sam-

pled and NE is the number of energy points in the density matrix integral, separate

Green’s function calculations to M processors (note M ≤ Nk ×NE). Because of the

density matrix integral, self-consistent non-equilibrium NEGF-DFT calculations are

much more computationally intensive than conventional DFT calculations.
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D. SIESTA MODIFICATIONS

To read in a Matdcal calculated potential drop into Siesta [59], a few modifications to

the Siesta source code are necessary. As outlined in Chapter 3, given the equilibrium

Siesta hamiltonian Ĥ0 then the non-equilibrium Hamiltonian is Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V δH(~r)

with

∇2V δH(~r) = −4πδρ(~r) (D.1)

where δρ(~r) = ρbias(~r) − ρeq(~r) such that ρbias is the non-equilibrium charge density

and ρeq the equilibrium charge density in Matdcal [54]. The term V δH(~r) is extracted

from Matdcal and stored on a real space grid. The below modifications are made to

add this term to the equilibrium Siesta Hamiltonian matrix [H0] such that

[H0]mn = 〈φm|Ĥ0|φn〉 (D.2)

and

[H]mn = 〈φm|Ĥ0|φn〉+ 〈φm|V δH |φn〉, (D.3)

where φm and φn are local atomic orbitals and [H] is the non-equilibrium Hamiltonian

matrix. To read in the Matdcal calculated real-space grid we modify dhscf.F for

Siesta version 1.3f1p (line numbers are provided on the left):

• Original Code:

865 C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

866 C Save total potential

867 C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

868

869 if (filevt .ne. ’ ’) then

870 do ispin = 1,nspin
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871 call reord( Vscf(1,ispin), Vscf(1,ispin), nml, nsm, +1)

872 enddo

873 call iorho( ’write’, filevt, cell, ntm, nsm, ntpl, nspin,

874 . Vscf, found )

875 do ispin = 1,nspin

876 call reord( Vscf(1,ispin), Vscf(1,ispin), nml, nsm, -1)

877 enddo

878 endif

• Modified Code (with integers ind, i1, i2, and i3 added to the declaration):

873 C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

874 C Save total potential

875 C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

876 if (filevt .ne. ’ ’) then

877 do ispin = 1,nspin

878 call reord( Vscf(1,ispin), Vscf(1,ispin), nml, nsm, +1)

879 enddo

880 call iorho( ’write’, filevt, cell, ntm, nsm, ntpl, nspin,

881 . Vscf, found )

882

883 ckhb start modification

884 c This final version is designed to read matlab ASCII output,

885 c assuming only 1 spin coordinate.

886 Vscf(:,:) = 0.0d0

887 call io\_assign( iu )

888 open( unit=iu,file=’MatlabInterpolatedPotentialDropVT.dat’,

889 . status=’old’, form=’formatted’ )

890 ind = 0

891 do is = 1,nspin

892 do i1 = 1,ntm(3)

893 do i2 = 1,ntm(2)

894 do i3 = 1,ntm(1)

895 read(iu,*) Vscf(ind+i3,is)

896 enddo

897 ind = ind + ntm(1)

898 enddo

899 enddo

900 enddo

901 call io\_close(iu)

902 ckhb end modification

903

904 do ispin = 1,nspin

905 call reord( Vscf(1,ispin), Vscf(1,ispin), nml, nsm, -1)

906 enddo

907 endif

To insure only one step in the self-consistent loop is iterated when reading in the

Matdcal calculated real-space grid we modify siesta.F for Siesta version 1.3f1p (line

numbers are provided on the left):

• Original Code:

1398 C Non-local-pseudop: energy, forces, stress and matrix elements .......

1399 C Add SCF contribution to energy and matrix elements ..................
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1400 g2max = g2cut

1401 if (last) then

1402 c Last call to dhscf and grid-cell sampling if requested

1403 ifa = 1

1404 istr = 1

1405 call grdsam( nspin, no_s, iaorb, iphorb, indxuo,

1406 . no_l, no_u, na_u, na_s, isa, xa, indxua,

1407 . ucell, mscell, g2max, ntm, ifa, istr, maxnh,

1408 . maxnh, numh, listhptr, listh, Dscf, Datm, H,

1409 . Enaatm, Enascf, Uatm, Uscf, DUscf, DUext,

1410 . Exc, Dxc, dipol, fa, stress, fal, stressl)

1411 else

1412 ifa = 0

1413 istr = 0

1414 ihmat = 1

1415 call dhscf( nspin, no_s, iaorb, iphorb, indxuo, no_l,

1416 . no_u, na_u, na_s, isa, xa, indxua,

1417 . ucell, mscell, g2max, ntm,

1418 . ifa, istr, ihmat, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’,

1419 . maxnh, numh, listhptr, listh, Dscf, Datm,

1420 . maxnh, numh, listhptr, listh, H,

1421 . Enaatm, Enascf, Uatm, Uscf, DUscf, DUext,

1422 . Exc, Dxc, dipol, fa, stress, fal, stressl)

1423 endif

• Modified Code:

1398 C Non-local-pseudop: energy, forces, stress and matrix elements .......

1399 C Add SCF contribution to energy and matrix elements ..................

1400 g2max = g2cut

1401 if (last) then

1402 c Last call to dhscf and grid-cell sampling if requested

1403 ifa = 1

1404 istr = 1

1405 call grdsam( nspin, no_s, iaorb, iphorb, indxuo,

1406 . no_l, no_u, na_u, na_s, isa, xa, indxua,

1407 . ucell, mscell, g2max, ntm, ifa, istr, maxnh,

1408 . maxnh, numh, listhptr, listh, Dscf, Datm, H,

1409 . Enaatm, Enascf, Uatm, Uscf, DUscf, DUext,

1410 . Exc, Dxc, dipol, fa, stress, fal, stressl)

1411 else

1412 ifa = 0

1413 istr = 0

1414 ihmat = 1

1415 ckhb start modification

1416 filevt = paste( slabel, ’.VT’ );

1417 call dhscf( nspin, no_s, iaorb, iphorb, indxuo, no_l,

1418 . no_u, na_u, na_s, isa, xa, indxua,

1419 . ucell, mscell, g2max, ntm,

1420 . ifa, istr, ihmat, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, filevt, ’ ’, ’ ’,

1421 . maxnh, numh, listhptr, listh, Dscf, Datm,

1422 . maxnh, numh, listhptr, listh, H,

1423 . Enaatm, Enascf, Uatm, Uscf, DUscf, DUext,

1424 . Exc, Dxc, dipol, fa, stress, fal, stressl)

1425 ckhb end modification

1426 endif

.

.

.

1467 ckhb start modification

1468 c After saving the potential drop hamiltonian we exit the program

1469 goto 70

1470 ckhb end modification
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The potential drop matrix [V δH ] may then be extracted form the Siesta HS output

file. For further information please consult the Siesta website:

• http://www.uam.es/departamentos/ciencias/fismateriac/siesta/.
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E. SINGLE LEVEL CHARGING MODEL

A simple Matlab NEGF single level model [14] is presented below to aid the reader’s

understanding of resonant p-type NDR. In this model the primary parameters of

interest are the charging energy (U0) and the coupling to the contacts (γ1 and γ2).

For molecular sized devices we typically assume high charging energies around a

few electron-volts. We let γ1 follow the profile of a semiconductor with a near zero

value inside band gap. The p-type electrochemical potential (µ) is placed below the

valance band and the single level is positioned (ε) even lower. On the other hand,

the metallic STM tip contact coupling (γ2) is assumed to be constant with respect

to energy. In the limit that γ1 >> γ2, the typical conditions for STM measurements,

NDR is prevented. However, if we increase the STM coupling enough or decrease the

charging energy sufficiently NDR is permitted.

• SingleLevelNDRCharging.m:
%===============================================================================

% Single Level NEGF NDR Script.

%===============================================================================

clear all;

% Constants

hbar = 1.055e-34;

q = 1.602e-19;

I0 = q*q/hbar;

kT = 0.025;

DegSpin = 2;

alpha = 0.98

% Use a large charging energy around 4 eV for a molecule.

U0 = 2; % single charging energy [eV]

H0 = -3; % energy of single level [eV]

mu = -1.2; % Place the fermi level 200meV below the valance band edge

alphad = 0.5;

N0 = 2; % Level is filled with TWO ELECTRONS

% Energy grid

Emin = -15.0;

Emax = 5.0;

NE = 15001;

E = linspace(Emin,Emax,NE);

dE = E(2)-E(1);
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% Find the electrochemical position index

imu = 0

for ii=1:NE

if(E(ii) < mu)

imu = ii;

end

end

% Bias

NV = 270;

Vmin = -0.1;

Vmax = 6.5;

VV = linspace(Vmin,Vmax,NV);

dV = VV(2)-VV(1);

% Find valance band index w.r.t. the chosen energy window

Ev = -1;

pos_v = 0;

for ii=1:NE

if(E(ii) < Ev)

pos_v = ii;

end

end

% Find conduction band index w.r.t. the chosen energy window

Ec = 0;

pos_c = 0;

for ii=1:NE

if(E(ii) < Ec)

pos_c = ii;

end

end

% Energy dependent coupling. We need finite broadening in the BG to insure

% that the occupation function can be integrated on a finite real space grid.

g1_bg = 1e-6;

g1 = 0.025*(E+abs(E))./(E+E+1e-6)+g1_bg*ones(1,NE);

g1(1:pos_v) = max(g1); % Simple band edge

g1(pos_c:end) = max(g1);

g2 = 0.025*ones(1,NE);

g = g1 + g2;

%===============================================================================

% BIAS-LOOP: Source-Drain

%===============================================================================

Dscf = zeros(NV,NE);

for iV=1:NV

[iV]

Vd = VV(iV);

mu1 = mu;

mu2 = mu1 + Vd; % STM BIAS NOTATION

UL = alphad*Vd; % Laplace potential --> STM BIAS NOTATION

if (iV == 1) % Guess suitable Poisson potential

Uold = 0.0;

else

Uold = UPoi(iV-1);

end

%-----------------------------------------------------------------

% S E L F - C O N S I S T E N T C A L C U L A T I O N

%-----------------------------------------------------------------

count = 0;

dU = 1.0;

while (dU > 0.001)

count = count + 1;

% Fermi functions of left/right contacts

f1 = 1./(1+exp((E-mu1)/kT));
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f2 = 1./(1+exp((E-mu2)/kT));

% calculate #electrons == G< (including spin)

N = 2.0*dE*sum((1.0 ./ ((E-H0-UL-Uold).^2+(g/2).^2)) .* ...

((f1.*g1)+(f2.*g2)))/(2*pi);

Unew = U0*(N-N0); % calculate NEW potential

dU = abs(Unew-Uold); % compare Unew <--> Uold

% update old potential to get an improved new guess for Uold

Uold = alpha*Uold + (1.0-alpha)*Unew;

end

[iV,count,dU,N]

% STM NOTATION f2-f1

I(iV) = 2.0*dE*I0*(sum((1./((E-H0-UL-Uold).^2+(g/2).^2)).* ...

(f2-f1).*g1.*g2));

Uscf(iV) = UL + Uold;

ULap(iV) = UL;

UPoi(iV) = Uold;

Hscf(iV) = H0 + UL + Uold;

Nscf(iV) = N;

D = (g/(2*pi)) ./ (((E-Hscf(iV)).^2)+((g/2).^2));

D = D ./ (dE*sum(D));

Dscf(iV,:) = D;

Do(iV) = D(imu); % DOS at the fermi level

end

% Plot Figures for I-V, DOS, Utot, U-Laplace, U-Poisson

plot(VV,I)

xlabel(’Volts’)

ylabel(’Amperes’);

print -dpsc IV.ps

close all;

%===============================================================================

% Calculate and Plot the Electrostatic and Quantum Capacitances as well

% as the series circuit combination of the two capacitances.

%===============================================================================

Ctot = q*abs(Nscf(2:end)-Nscf(1:end-1))./(ULap(2:end)-ULap(1:end-1));

Cq = q*Do;

Ce = ones(1,NV)*(q/U0);

Cseries = (Cq*(q/U0))./(Cq+q/U0);

plot(VV(2:end),Ctot,’b’,VV,Cseries,’k’,VV,Ce,’g’,VV,Cq/10,’r’);

legend(’Ctot’,’Cseries’,’Ce’,’Cq/10’)

xlabel(’Volts’);

ylabel(’Capacitance’);

print -dpsc C.ps

close all;

%===============================================================================

% Show that the Molecular potential is centered between the electrostatic

% and quantum capacitances in the series circuit model.

%===============================================================================

dULap = (ULap(2:end)-ULap(1:end-1));

phiMolPoisson = -1*Cq(2:end)./(Ce(2:end)+Cq(2:end)).*dULap;

dUPoi = (UPoi(2:end)-UPoi(1:end-1));

dUscf = (Uscf(2:end)-Uscf(1:end-1));

phiMol = Ce(2:end)./(Ce(2:end)+Cq(2:end)).*dULap;

plot(VV(2:end),phiMolPoisson,’r’,VV(2:end),dUPoi,’g’,...

VV(2:end),phiMol,’b’,VV(2:end),dUscf,’k’);

legend(’phiMolPoisson’,’dUPoi’,’phiMol’,’dUscf’);

xlabel(’Volts’);

ylabel(’Potential [eV]’);

print -dpsc CapacitancePotentials.ps

close all;
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